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P R O C E E D I N G S1

9:30 a.m.2

CHAIRMAN BLEY:  Okay.  It's 7:30 here,3

9:30 back in Washington.  Good morning, the meeting4

will now come to order.  This is a meeting of the5

Advisory Committee on Reactor Safeguard Subcommittee6

on Future Plant Designs.  I'm Dennis Bley, Chairman of7

the Subcommittee.8

ACRS members in attendance are Joy Rempe,9

Ron Ballinger, Charlie Brown, Walt Kirchner, Dave10

Petti, Vesna Dimitrijevic, and Jose March-Leuba. 11

Also, our consultant Mike Corradini is on the line in12

attendance.  Derek Widmayer of the ACRS staff is the13

designated Federal Officer for this meeting.  Kent14

Howard of the ACRS staff is the backup DFO.15

The purpose of today's meeting is to16

continue our discussions with staff on preliminary17

rule language for 10 C.F.R. Part 53, Licensing and18

Regulation of Advanced Nuclear Reactors.  Today's19

meeting will have several topics.20

First, we have a general discussion on the21

rulemaking followed by presentations on the proposed22

rulemaking from external stakeholders.  We will follow23

that with some discussions of guidance of theme24

developed to support the proposed rule.  And finally,25
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we will discuss Sub-Part E, echo, Construction and1

Manufacturing Requirements.2

The Subcommittee will gather information,3

analyze relevant issues and facts, and formulate4

proposed positions and actions as appropriate.  This5

Subcommittee meeting is the third of several scheduled6

to discuss preliminary proposed rule language for 107

C.F.R. Part 53 with this Subcommittee.8

The current plan is for all these9

Subcommittee meetings to be held before any proposed10

rule language is presented to the ACRS full Committee. 11

However, at the Subcommittee's discretion, any matters12

will be considered for presented to a full Committee,13

as the members see fit.14

The Subcommittee has tentatively scheduled15

a full Committee session for the upcoming May full16

Committee meeting.  The ACRS was established by17

statute governed by the Federal Advisory Committee18

Act, FACA.  The NRC implements FACA in accordance with19

its regulations found in Title 10 of the Code of20

Federal Regulations, Part 7.21

The Committee can only speak through its22

published letter reports.  We hold meetings, gather23

information, and perform preparatory work that will24

support our deliberations at a full Committee meeting.25
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The rules for participation in all ACRS1

meetings, included today's, were announced in the2

Federal Register on June 13th of 2019. The ACRS3

section of the U.S. NRC public website provides our4

charter, by-laws, agendas, reports and full5

transcripts of all full and Subcommittee meetings,6

including slides presented there.7

The meeting notice and agenda for this8

meeting were posted there.  As stated in the Federal9

Register Notice and in public meeting notice posted to10

the website, members of the public who desire to11

provide written or oral input to the Subcommittee may12

do so and should contact the designated Federal13

Official five days prior to the meeting as14

practicable.15

Today's meeting is open to public16

attendance.  And as mentioned, we have scheduled a17

session during which we will receive presentations and18

oral statements from, for stakeholders on the proposed19

rulemaking language.20

We have also set aside ten minutes in the21

agenda for spontaneous comments from members of the22

public, attending or listening to our meetings. 23

Regarding the external stakeholder presentations, the24

speakers are providing their comments on the proposed25
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rulemaking language to the Subcommittee to assist in1

our information gathering.2

They can provide comments to the NRC staff3

using the stakeholder meetings convened by the staff4

for that purpose, as well as, the rulemaking docket5

and are encouraged to continue to use those avenues.6

Due to the COVID pandemic, today's meeting7

is being held over Microsoft Teams for ACRS and NRC8

staff attendees.  There's also a telephone bridge line9

allowing participation of the public over the phone.10

Transcript of today's meeting is being11

kept.  Therefore, we request that meeting participants12

and those on the bridge line identify themselves when13

they are asked to speak and to speak with sufficient14

clarity and volume so that they can be heard clearly.15

At this time, I asked the attendees on16

Teams and under bridge line to keep their devices on17

mute to minimize disruptions and unmute only when18

speaking.19

We will now proceed with the meeting and20

I call on John Segala, Chief for the Advanced Reactor21

Policy Branch at NRR to make introductory remarks. 22

John, please go ahead.23

MR. SEGALA:  Thank you and good morning. 24

Consistent with the Nuclear Energy Innovation and25
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Modernization Act, we are developing 10 C.F.R., Part1

53, a new alternative regulatory framework for2

advanced reactors that embraces risk informed3

approaches and performance based criteria that will be4

technology inclusive to a wide range of new5

technologies.6

In order to meet the Commission's7

directive scheduled to publish the final Part 53 Rule8

by October of 2024, we are having extensive9

stakeholder engagement to solicit feedback to better10

inform the staff's proposals and to ensure a shared11

understanding of what will be included in the final12

rule.13

We're here today in the third of many ACRS14

meetings we will be having this year to seek ACRS15

feedback on NRC's development of Part 53 preliminary16

proposed rule language for advanced reactors.17

We had previously briefed the ACRS18

Subcommittee in January on the first set of19

preliminary rule language in Sub-Parts B and F, and in20

February on the second set of preliminary rule21

language in Sub-Part, C and D.22

Since November, we have held three public23

meetings with stakeholders and have received a wide24

range of feedback, which the NRC staff continues to25
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assess.1

Based on feedback we received from some2

industry stakeholders after the last Part 53 ACRS3

meeting that we appeared to be rushing to release new4

Sub-Parts without providing feedback on their comments5

and alternatives.6

The NRC staff decided to take a strategic7

pause by postponing the March 4th public meeting as we8

take the time to assess input we have received for9

numerous stakeholders and considering changes to the10

previously released preliminary rule language.11

Our next public meeting will be scheduled12

for the early to mid-April timeframe where we will13

plan to provide responses to some of the stakeholders'14

feedback and plan to share initial changes we have15

made in the second iteration of the preliminary rule16

language in Sub-Parts, B and C, considering the wide17

range of feedback we have received.18

These changes will subsequently be19

discussed with the ACRS. We are looking forward to20

hearing any insights and feedback from the ACRS today. 21

Thanks.22

CHAIRMAN BLEY:  Thank you, very much.  We23

look forward to that, John.  At this time, we're going24

to hear from, for industry and public stakeholders. 25
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And this session is scheduled to run from 9:40 a.m. to1

11:30.  We'll try to hold on to that schedule. There2

is a discussion session at the end.3

So Members may want to hold their comments4

for the discussion period unless there's something5

urgent.  We want to make sure we get through in the6

time allotted.  But this time, we're going to turn to7

the U.S. Nuclear Industry Council and Mr. Cyril8

Draffin. Are you ready to go ahead?9

MR. DRAFFIN:  I am, yes.  While you pull10

up our slides -- good morning and thank you for the11

opportunity to speak with you today.  The U.S. Nuclear12

Industry Council, or USNIC as it's called, is a13

business consortium for nuclear energy and promotion14

of the American supply chain.15

And USNIC represents key developers,16

utility movers, manufacturers and service providers. 17

I'm Cyril Draffin.  I'm Senior Fellow with USNIC for18

advanced nuclear.19

And with me today, to answer your20

questions, participate in the dialogue is Peter21

Hastings from Kairos Power, who's our Vice Chairman22

from the, basically, the working group.23

Dennis Henneke from GE Hitachi, who's the24

NS Chair for the NSA ASNE PRA standard development;25
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and I think Frank Akstulewicz is from Terrestrial1

Powers involved in TICAP.2

We're the first of four speakers from the3

industry groups.  And you'll notice that we have many4

common observations.  You'll also notice there's a5

couple of areas where we'll have slightly different6

perspectives.7

And this would be understandable8

considering it's a fluid evaluation of a complex9

topic.  And you'll be hearing several issues with10

ongoing discussions.  And we appreciate the NRC taking11

a strategic pause and considering the comments I've12

gotten from industry.13

So if you want to go into the next slide14

that talks about goals for Part 53.  It's a simple15

restatement of the goals.  You know, safety focus,16

technology inclusive, efficient, flexible, informed,17

and clear.18

I won't dwell on it here except to say I19

think there's a good alignment between us, NEI, and20

the NRC staff on these goals.  And that's good.  It's21

important.  Everybody sees it as being important.22

So on the next slide, we'll start getting23

to some of the meat for NEIMA expectations.  To put24

our observations in context, we want to review one of25
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the primary drivers for Part 53, which is the Nuclear1

Energy Innovation Modernization Act.2

We believe the NEIMA sets forth a3

direction of a role that will be technology inclusive,4

such that there's no fundamental challenges to this5

regulation, to fusion technology, regardless of type,6

or size.7

It'll be risk informed, so as to focus8

licensing, development, review, and maintenance on the9

most significant elements of the safety case, with10

provision for deterministic insights when appropriate. 11

And it'll be performance based, establishing clear,12

consistent and understandable criteria for an13

applicant to demonstrate.14

Just a couple of the success criteria:  I15

believe that these include a regulatory framework, and16

necessary implemented guidance that is clearly17

understood, effectively applied, and results in18

significant improvements to the efficiency,19

timeliness, cost, effectiveness, and predictability of20

the NRC's role in regulating nuclear energy.21

A regulatory framework founded upon a22

demonstration of reasonable assurance of adequate23

protection for the public health and safety.  And this24

implies appropriate tradeoffs between flexibility and25
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regulatory certainty and stability.1

And in some cases, we observe that the2

preliminary language is directly tied to adequate3

protection.  And we'll have more comments later in our4

presentation.5

Importantly, from the perspective, to the6

motivation, to develop and deploy advanced reactor7

technologies, the regulatory burden should not8

increase for designs that are already establishing9

increasing margins of safety compared to an already10

very safe operating fleet.11

For the next slide, we'll talk about the12

rulemaking process and some of the comments we've13

provided.  We've been very active stakeholder, USNIC14

has, in engaging in the rulemaking process.15

We offered comments and questions in16

support of NRC's November, January and February public17

meetings, and submitted proposed alternative language18

for Part B last month.19

The session numbers for our feedback are20

noted at the bottom of the slide in the event the21

Committee members would like to peruse them in more22

detail.  So I might touch upon some of our relevant23

comments.24

We provided recommendations on clarifying25
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transient and accident radiological safety criteria1

that are alternatives to the staff's proposed first2

year safety criteria that more closely resembles3

current performing performance requirements.4

And we do support using 25 REM criteria,5

the NRC staff recommended, but as you'll see in the6

text, not all of it.  With respect to Part, Tier 1, we7

suggest that the postulated events be treated in8

guidance, perhaps with an upper bound frequency of9

once a hundred years.10

In terms of the Tier 2 of proposal, we11

think it could be simplified by referring to the 1012

C.F.R., Part 20 for normal operations protection and13

not really bringing Part 20 into Part 53, but just14

relying upon Part 20 for ongoing operations.15

We support the perspective that the rule16

should not be driven by the LMP process, but should17

fully enable its use.  We know that some of the18

Commissioners have indicated that LMP should be part19

of the process in the regulations.20

We think the LMP is an endorsed process. 21

It's the Reg Guide on 1233.  And the rule should allow22

for continued evolution of similar processes or23

different processes.  We recognize additional guidance24

might be worthwhile for risk informed applications25
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that don't fully comport with the LMP methodology.1

Well, based on substantive and engagement,2

historic knowledge of your licensing experience, the3

LMP process and its supporting guidance, like TICAP4

have not had sufficient precedent to establish their5

effectiveness in the licensing process.6

So writing LMP-based expectations into the7

rule before we establish those precedents may cause8

challenges in future licensing applications.  Our9

previous current and future comments are made with the10

intent of supporting rulemaking whose scope and11

content addresses the expectations for NEIMA.12

On the next slide, you'll see the five13

topics we plan on discussing in more detail: adequate14

protection, dose consequences, risk insights, defense15

in depth, and QA.  But if there are immediate16

questions that the NRC staff has, I'm happy to pause17

here on what we said so far.18

Okay.  If not, we can go on for topics for19

consideration. So we're going to touch on a little20

detail on each of these five topics.  So if you go to21

the next slide.22

With regard to the adequate protection23

standard, there's still work to do between industry24

and staff. I think you'll hear more about this from25
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NEI.1

But one of our main concerns is that the2

discussion of Tier 1 and Tier 2 is confusing.  And I3

know the ANS has raised questions in your previous4

meetings, and risks the perception that the concepts5

such as normal operational dose are being rolled into6

the time honored category of nuclear safety.7

Said way, we should avoid the perception8

that additional requirements such as normal operating9

dose are somehow newly needed to address safety10

analysis and design of a facility, rather, than11

traditionally used operating experience, practices and12

program controls.13

Some of the other comments about the14

firefighter safety criteria in Tier 1 and Tier 2 might15

help in their confusion.  And as we just mentioned,16

the one option we've discussed is not to pull in Part17

20 requirements into Part 53, but rather to use the18

Part 20 requirements on their own.19

And you'll note at the ALARA is an20

important concept and certainly a good practice that21

we expect to continue.  But we do not believe that it22

should be included in the Part 53 regulations.  Any23

immediate comments or should we go on?24

CHAIRMAN BLEY:  Just, just keep going.25
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People will speak up if they have a question for you.1

MR. DRAFFIN:  Okay.  Next one is on dose2

consequence performance.  We're concerned about the3

inclusion of quantitative health objectives in the4

rule itself without clearly describing the benefits5

its inclusion would bring.6

The draft language in 53(23)(b)(2)7

requires the analysis of QHOs to buff and send them8

and send them on a six immediate and two to ten to the9

minus six latent effects.10

But it's not apparent why it's needed in11

Part 53.  We desired to better understand the staff's12

intent, and probably most importantly, how those13

results of that intent would be achieved.14

Under the staff's approach, QHOs15

calculations would be required, in addition to16

demonstration of compliance with quantitative limits17

at site boundary, which seems duplicative.  The QHO18

method was introduced, I believe, around 1986, but was19

determined to be impractical.20

And surrogates of core damage frequency21

and larger release fraction were introduced instead. 22

 We don't think these surrogates apply here.  So23

demonstration is unclear.24

And it's also relevant that the targets25
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were the core damage frequency, and the large early1

release frequency.  Surrogates were developed in2

guidance, not in regulations.3

And also, the values of ten to minus4

fourth and ten to minus fifth, meant to align with5

QHOs do not seem to appear in the regulations.  And we6

think implementation would be a challenge.7

And you might need an IAEA level three PRA8

to get that, which you really wouldn't have in a9

construction permit.  Additionally, the use of QHOs10

and regulations seem to require, that particular11

methodology such as a PRA.12

And as you'll hear later, we're, and13

inferred already, that we're a little concerned over14

the notion of using PRA as a compliance tool for the15

first time.16

So most of our members believe that QHOs17

should remain in policy and guidance space, but18

interested in having an ongoing dialogue as details19

that are developed.20

The next topic would be risk insights. 21

Risk insights are associated with how a tool such as22

PRA is reflected in the licensing basis and the23

application.24

We recognize the current PRA construct25
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works well and including the LMP process endorsed Reg1

Guide 1.233.  But the existing approach would not work2

as well if the entire PRA, which would be included in3

the application.4

So PRA insights are what are important,5

not specific numerical results.  As mentioned,6

previously, we don't think the PRA should be elevated7

to a compliance tool as part of the application. 8

Moreover, a technology inclusive rule that will live9

with us for years should not be married into the10

specific analytical approach.11

Now recognizing what's worked well in the12

past, which again is insights, from the tool used to13

assess the safety case should be reflected in the14

rule, not the tool itself.  Therefore, we do not15

support the proposed 53.45 language and criteria that16

make a complete detailed PRA an explicit requirement.17

We support a framework which is flexible18

when it comes to selecting a risk tool.  That avoids19

the prescriptive requirements for specific approach20

that enables, but does not require a Reg Guide 1.233.21

That supports consideration of22

deterministic methods.  And supports risk informed23

regulatory frameworks from non-U.S. markets that some24

of our developer members are actively pursuing.25
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So for, and for non-LRR, LWR PRAs, low1

risk hazards could be analyzed using a simple PRA2

using a bounding approach.  And again, as I mentioned,3

we have, you know, experts on PRA with us today if you4

want to probe this topic a little further in your5

discussion period.6

We could go on to the defensive depth. 7

The defense depth is important as a design philosophy8

in supporting adequate safety case for LMP9

applications and applications taking a different10

approach.11

But we believe this is another area that12

would benefit from further discussion to better13

understand the level of detail and what will be needed14

to demonstrate adequate defense in depth for licensed15

applications accounting for a range of potential16

reactor designs and features that prevent and mitigate17

accidents.18

The adequacy of defensive depth will be19

different for different designs, and much like larger20

risk informed approach, the LMP approach provides a21

good way to implement defense in depth, adequacy, but22

we wouldn't want the rule itself to mandate too23

prescriptive a level of implementation detail.24

We have inferred that the rule requires25
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defense in depth to include measures for beyond design1

basis events, and mitigation.  But that seems an2

expansion of requirements beyond what is in Part 50.3

So, defense in depth details we think should be4

described in guidance, not regulation.5

Guidance needs to explain how defense in6

depth will be implemented and used, perhaps, in a7

graded approach.  And provide clarity on how a8

licensee could translate this approach into preparing9

an application.10

The guidance also should clarify what11

defense in depth analysis required when physics or12

inherit features of the design have already been13

resolved, or have removed the potential for releases14

of large amounts of radioactivity.15

Our final point is on quality assurance on the16

next page.  A new rule provides an opportunity to17

clarify the fundamental requirements for assuring18

quality in a way that facilitates more straightforward19

and less prescriptive implementation across vendors,20

suppliers, and operators.21

It's an opportunity for a fresh start22

looking at alternatives, not only for NQA1 and23

implementing, as an implementing standard, but also24

the Part 50, Appendix B.  Over the years, the level of25
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quality of commercially available components has risen1

in part as a function of market demand.2

So there are now many commercial materials3

that meet and exceed what used to be considered4

nuclear standards.  At the same time, the market for5

actual NQA1 certified suppliers has shrunk6

dramatically, in part, because the cost of maintaining7

what's become a relatively niche standard.8

We recommend taking advantage of this9

opportunity to specify the minimum quality control10

program requirements and leave open more options for11

implementation.  Guidance should support approaches12

such as the more broadly used ISO 9000 series, such as13

ISO 9001, IAEA commercial dedication programs and14

other approaches presented by industry.15

Suppliers can compete with more broadly16

applied quality standards can itself increase the17

quality, and because of greater simplicity, increase18

familiarity with those standards.  This approach would19

reduce barriers to commercial competition and20

facilitate licensing of U.S. reactors abroad.21

It also can help support international22

harmonization of standards, which is important for23

international marketability. Guidance can be developed24

to show the ISO and IAEA approaches can meet whatever25
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requirements are in Part 53 and potentially other1

parts.2

And on a related point, Part 53 Guidance,3

also, could address the topic of a more universal4

acceptance of codes and standards, such as mechanical5

or electrical.6

In conclusion, on the next slide, we7

continue to be committed to working with the NRC staff8

and other stakeholders.  We hope to continue making9

suggestions to clarify objectives of the rule and10

encourage the staff to consider our proposals.11

And hope to be able to help develop a rule12

that achieves the vision of NEIMA without increasing13

regulatory burden for designs with increased safety14

margins.15

We appreciate the opportunity to speak to16

this ACRS. Committee, Subcommittee today, because of17

your role and making assessment of Part 53, and what18

could be done, and how, and what its implications are. 19

And we look forward to the discussion this morning. 20

Thank you.21

CHAIRMAN BLEY:  Thank you, Mr. Draffin. 22

Now you've given us a lot to think about.  I23

appreciate it.  I'm sure the other Members do.  And we24

look forward to the discussion that's scheduled for25
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just after 11:00 today.1

We're just a couple minutes behind2

schedule.  So I think we need to turn to the next3

presenter, who is Marc Nichol from NEI.  Mr. Nichol,4

if you're ready to go ahead?5

MR. NICHOL:  Yes.  Good morning.  Thank6

you, Chairman Bley, and other ACRS Members. 7

Appreciate the opportunity to be able to talk with you8

today about the Nuclear Energy Institute's9

perspective, that is representative of our membership. 10

We have members that are utilities, developers, major11

supply chain, also, law firms that are very interested12

in Part 53 rule.13

Just to give a high-level introduction, it14

is very important for the future of advanced reactors. 15

So that's why we're so intent on providing input to16

make sure that it addresses industry's concerns.  Next17

slide, please.  And the next one.18

I wanted to start with where we agree with19

the NRC staff on what they've put out because as we20

get into talking about details, where there's a21

natural tendency for different perspectives, you can22

lose sight that at the big picture, high-level,23

there's actually a lot of alignment between what the24

NRC is doing and what we would hope for in Part 53.25
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And so, specifically, starting at vision1

and goals, I won't go through all these.  Cyril had2

gone through several goals that, that we aligned with. 3

But just it is the most basic essence of Part 53, we4

want it to be a rule that is useful for everybody.5

We don't want a rule that is narrowly6

applicable to certain people that have a certain type7

of licensing approach.  And then, you know, by8

default, anybody that doesn't have that approach, can9

go use Part 50 and 52, and have to go through10

exemptions.11

The whole reason for going through Part 5312

is so that it is inclusive of not just technologies,13

but also licensing approaches.  So that is -- and we14

see that in the NRC's efforts as well.  Next slide,15

please.16

We're also aligned with the NRC on a lot17

of the fundamental aspects of Part 53.  So the focus18

on safety in terms of radiological impacts is a huge19

improvement in clarity and stability over Part 50 and20

52.21

Those rules also have radiological dose22

limits.  But the way the NRC has started to frame Part23

53 brings that much more into focus and is sort of the24

fundamental base for the rule, really helps provide25
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extra care clarity.1

We endorse the NRC's diagram of the safety2

paradigm.  They call it the bow tie chart that shows3

on the one hand, the public you're trying to protect,4

the other hand, the radiological hazard, that you're5

trying to protect them from.6

How you bring in licensing basis events,7

how you bring in barriers, prevention, mitigation, all8

those things to perform that that protection and9

safety.10

So we like that as sort of the fundamental11

philosophy behind the rule.  We like the scope of the12

rule as identified by the NRC and their sub-parts,13

mostly.14

I'll get to maybe some specific areas15

where we think the NRC is proposing regulations that16

aren't necessary and allowing for a lot of the modern17

regulatory concepts to help inform the rule,18

elimination of prescription and --19

(Telephonic interference.)20

MEMBER BROWN:  We lost him I think.21

MR. NICHOL:  Am I coming through, okay? 22

Somehow I was automatically muted.23

CHAIRMAN BLEY:  Yes, you got muted along24

the way.  I'm sorry, but it was only for the last25
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minute or so.  And I thought my computer was going1

bad, but you're back.  Go ahead.2

MR. NICHOL:  Okay, no worries.  I just3

wanted to make sure that I was okay.  Let's move to4

the next slide, I won't dwell on where we agree.  Next5

areas, where we recommend some more efficient6

approaches to what the NRC's trying to achieve.7

We don't disagree with the NRC's intent. 8

We align with their intent.  We just think that9

there's more efficient ways to achieve that intent. 10

And sort of at the high-level is how to achieve the11

vision and goals with high-level rule language and12

meeting these high standards of safety more13

efficiently.14

I'll get into specifics.  But really, we15

think that there's more efficiency in the rule16

language that can be done.  And focusing on the NRC's17

regulatory function is sort of that lens on how to18

develop Part 53 to make sure that it's achieving19

safety in the most efficient way possible.20

Rather than dwell on these, we'll keep21

going.  Next slide, please.  Within this, we've22

submitted a discussion draft to the NRC. And the23

purpose of that discussion draft was to, you know,24

provide our thoughts.25
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In the areas where the NRC had provided1

some regulations, we thought they were a little bit2

prescriptive, more prescriptive than necessary, more3

detailed than necessary.  High-level language, we4

wanted to provide an example of what that would look5

like that, that provides more flexibility.6

It does push more detail into the into the7

guidance, and so, we need to be mindful of that.  But8

flexibility is really important in Part 53.  In the9

area of the Sub-Part B and safety, on the safety10

criteria, we recognize that perhaps there needs to be11

some discussion around adequate protection.12

The NRC had Tier 1, which was essentially13

adequate protection.  And they have Tier 2, which is14

essentially minimize danger.  We call it extra15

adequate protection.  We think that is a more accurate16

term.  But you know, you, we got a lot of discussion17

in these areas.18

And some of the confusion is well, is the19

NRC proposing that Part 53 by minimizing danger, or20

providing extra adequate protection, is doing21

something much more than Part 50 and 52 is doing?22

Or as we've tried to reframe those safety23

criteria in more efficient ways, we looked at, and24

said, well, perhaps the NRC is saying they have in25
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Part 50 and 52, they have rules regulations for1

adequate protection.  And they have right regulations2

that are geared towards minimizing danger.3

And if that's the case, well, let's -- how4

do we organize them?  And the one big difference we5

would have is that for normal operations, we would see6

that as extra adequate protection, not adequate7

protection.  And then, we'll get to ALARA in a minute,8

not to cover it here.  So we provided some feedback on9

that.10

The other is that the way that the NRC11

structures their specific requirements for that bowtie12

seems to be overly complex.  And part of, you know,13

partly stems from the two-tier system.14

We proposed a regulation that would15

effectively do that bowtie in a much more efficient,16

flexible way.  It does leave a lot more, a lot more17

need for guidance to clarify how that would work.  But18

we think that could certainly be done.19

And all of these things listed would be20

addressed by that and are consistent with what the NRC21

already wanted address.  Just we think that our22

proposal would be more efficient way to achieve that23

intent.  Next slide, please.24

And, and then, in design and analysis,25
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also, this was an area where the NRC's structure was1

a little bit complicated and difficult to follow.  And2

the NRC's language was very specific, and, you know,3

impeded the flexibility that we were seeking.4

And so, we proposed an alternative, higher5

level requirements that we think achieve all of the6

things that the NRC was setting out to do with the7

exception of some that I'll mention in a little bit,8

related more to PRA, and defense in depth.  Next9

slide, please.10

So now we'll move on to areas where, there11

-- we have some concerns with the NRC's proposed12

approach.  And go on to the next slide, please.  These13

are areas where we think, really encourage the NRC to14

think differently, consider our input.  And although15

- a couple at the high-level.16

One is the approach to high level language17

that's technology inclusive performance base.  We18

think one, high-level rule language is needed to be19

both technology inclusive and performance based.20

We also think that it's more consistent21

with the timeline that the NRC has to developing the22

rule.  And so, we would encourage something more23

similar to the discussion draft we proposed in terms24

of achieving high-level rule language.25
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The approach to evaluating potential1

requirements, while we agree that the, with the NRC's2

approach to look at 50 and 52, and eliminate3

requirements that are specifically focused on large4

light water reactor, we also don't think that Part 535

needs to add new requirements that weren't needed to6

license under 50 and 52.  We'll get to those.7

But defense in depth would be one example. 8

And we do think that there's an opportunity to reflect9

on experience and identify requirements that don't10

really enhance safety, and they actually work against11

efficiency.  So they may not be needed to be carried12

over into Part 53.  I'll get to ALARA, that would be13

an example of one of those.14

And then, we would encourage the NRC to be15

open to consider, reconsider all our Part 50, 5216

requirements, but not just that.  Also, Commission17

policies, long held staff positions because those were18

developed with large light water reactors,19

specifically in view.20

They weren't developed with the21

consideration of the technologies we have today, or22

developing a rule that would be flexible to address23

technologies that haven't even been considered today.24

And that's what's really needed here.  So25
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we would encourage that, and I'll cover specifically1

a policy as I talked about PRA later. Next slide,2

please.3

And now we're going to get into more4

specific topics.  And I'll start with the first one on5

ALARA.  And we would agree with USNIC that it's not6

appropriate as a requirement for Part 53.  It is a7

wise practice.  The industry will implement ALARA. 8

And so, that that's not the concern.9

The concern is whether it's appropriate,10

as a regulatory, for the NRC to have a regulatory11

requirement related to it.  We encourage the NRC to12

regulate with a philosophy of safe is safe.  In the13

dose criteria of, let's just say, .1 REM at normal14

operations, that's defining the level of safety.15

And so, to have a requirement that says16

you have to be safer than that, in fact, you have to17

always drive safer, and there's never an end to the18

driving to safety for that is, is a fine philosophy. 19

But it's not a good requirement, because you have to20

comply with that now legally.21

And so, that never ending pursuit of safer22

is not really improving safety.  And, but it is23

impacting costs and attention.  And so, if the NRC24

wanted to have some type of stamp in this area, a25
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policy statement related to ALARA would be a fine way1

to do it.  But not in the regulations themselves.2

MEMBER BROWN:  Can I make a comment?  This3

is Charlie Brown.4

CHAIRMAN BLEY:  Yes.5

MEMBER BROWN:  I guess, I understand the6

desire to get it out of the, not a requirement.  But7

it seems to me what you're really looking for is more8

of like, safe is safe.  But you consider the existing9

rule as its implemented by the NRC is always an10

unending pursuit, as opposed to using common sense.11

And you fundamentally look like you want12

to default to let us figure out what common sense is. 13

Is that?  Is that a reasonable thought process?14

MR. NICHOL:  That's a reasonable thought15

process, yes.  Instead of debating nuances, I think16

that's reasonable.  I'd say there is, you know, one of17

the things NRC has said in their proposal for ALARA,18

they've actually taken it beyond what was it intended,19

which is an operational program consideration, and are20

applying it as a requirement for design that was never21

intended.22

And one of the responses I've heard in the23

public meetings is, well, we're just codifying current24

staff practice.  And, you know, that sort of elicits25
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some of the concern when you have a requirement that1

is, you know, even under Part 20 as an operational2

consideration.3

Okay, perhaps it was harmless in the4

beginning.  But the way it's evolved and the way the5

staff has applied it in new ways that were never6

envisioned, now, now becomes problematic.  So the fact7

that there's no safety benefit to ALARA as a8

regulation.9

And you know, we're looking at a better10

way to address that.  And I think a policy statement11

would be a fine way, if the NRC wanted to have some12

footprint.13

MEMBER BROWN:  There, just one side14

process.  I'm not sure that I'm going to say this15

correctly or not.  But Naval nuclear program16

experience that I had, when I first got into the17

program in 1965, the construction and the overhaul or18

maintenance or refueling of submarines, kind of19

followed the rule.20

People were working and there was nothing, I21

forgot what the exact name was.  It was like a five22

grams annual allowable dose that they, any worker23

could be exposed to.24

And it turned out that that got kind of25
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prostituted, and that those who didn't necessarily get1

all of their grams in any one year then built up a2

bank account.3

So that they instead of five, the next4

year, they could get seven.  A lot of that, that was5

all stopped Rickover put a big stop to that in, you6

know, in the first few years that I was, I was there.7

Okay?  Because it just didn't make sense8

from the standpoint of exposure to individuals of9

doses over five in terms of their worker exposure. 10

The other point was that when he/she fielded reactor11

compartments, he really did go, he really did go safer12

and safer.13

Literally, I was on numerous sea trials14

standing and many of them on the submarines, right15

next to the reactor compartment, because that's where16

my instrumentation, you know, it was very close. And17

that's where I was positioned on some of those trials.18

In over 35 years, my total dose exposure19

in about 20 or 25, sea trials was like 200 milligram. 20

So that the compartment was really sheer, you could21

fundamentally sleep beside it for three days, and you22

would not get much exposure.  So there's a balance.23

It's just to me, it, without having24

something more than just a policy statement, it seems25
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difficult to think we wouldn't backslide in terms of1

what we really achieved.  That's my only thought. I'll2

stop right there.  That's just my observation. I'm not3

saying I'm against.  I'm just saying.4

CHAIRMAN BLEY:  Charlie, we have to let5

them go ahead.  We have a limited amount of time.6

MEMBER BROWN:  Yes, I'm sorry, Dennis, I7

didn't realize it, forgot this was just the8

introduction.9

MR. NICHOL:  That's okay, Charlie, I10

appreciate your comments.  And those are good11

concerns.  And I just, you know, to respond quickly. 12

So there, there is a five REM worker dose, and it is13

in only one, you know, one year.  So you don't get to14

carry forward.  So it's five year, the five REM in a15

year, any given year, no more.16

MEMBER BROWN:  Oh, yes.17

MR. NICHOL:  And so, we do have that that18

backstop, but then there is a natural incentive for19

the plants to reduce exposure.  So if somebody gets20

five grams a year, then, they can't continue their21

radiological work.22

And so, you know, with INPO and all of23

this, there's a natural tendency to, to drive to lower24

doses anyway.  It's just a matter of, you know, it may25
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be it's more of a philosophical question, but it's1

still important, you know.  What is the appropriate2

regulatory footprint of the NRC?3

And then, what are those things that the4

industry should be allowed to do safer than what the5

NRC asks for, without having, you know, to see, to be6

in a rule?7

MEMBER BROWN:  Okay.8

MR. NICHOL:  I'll just keep moving.9

MEMBER BROWN:  Yes.10

MR. NICHOL:  Thank you.  I just keep11

moving through here. So security -- I'm going to skip12

a couple of these just to get back on time a little13

bit.  So security, where we think that performance14

based security should be addressed as part of this15

rulemaking.16

To performance space and technology17

inclusive safety without addressing security would be18

a missed opportunity.  Citing, I think, there's19

opportunities to do even better on citing, recognizing20

those regulations, where before the beginning of time.21

And we've proposed a more efficient way to22

do it that would eliminate the need for an LPZ and23

distance to population center, but still provide24

safety to the public.  So we propose an alternative25
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there.1

Quality assurance, I'll just affirm that2

we agree with what USNIC said.  Next slide, please.3

And turning to PRA, we agree, again, to PRA and4

defense in depth.  We agree with what USNIC had said.5

Just to add a little bit here.  So for6

PRA, we recognize there are some designs, and I'll7

just say micro reactors, where you may not even need8

a probabilistic approach to risk assessment.  You9

might be able to do a qualitative evaluation of risks10

to provide the same benefit.11

And so, we're looking for some flexibility12

that designs that meet certain criteria.  We're not13

asking for all designs to be able to do a qualitative14

approach, but some that would need it, like, a micro15

reactor that they have that flexibility.16

We looked at the PRA policy statement.  We17

think that it's consistent with that because it talks18

about when practical.  And we think this is, you know,19

micro-reactor is where it's not practical.  But if the20

NRC disagrees that the policy statement wouldn't allow21

that, we would encourage revisiting that policy22

statement to reflect new and advanced designs.23

Defense in depth, I'll just add to what24

Cyril had said. Is that if we look at Part 50, 52, it25
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really was treated as a design philosophy.  There are1

only, I can find only two requirements for defense in2

depth.  One is in fire protection, the other is in3

5069, risk categorization.4

And there is a an unintended consequence5

for creating this cross-cutting defense in-depth6

requirement that would be totally new. And we want to7

avoid that since it's not, obviously, it's not8

necessary because you can license without it in 50 and9

52.10

There was also some concern with the11

prescriptive, no single feature can be relied on to12

perform a function requirement. And I understand that13

in most cases, that's going to be the outcome. But by14

having something so prescriptive, it is now not15

performance based.16

It doesn't allow, it may not even be risk17

informative, because it doesn't allow for conditions18

where perhaps you don't need a backup.  What if the19

potential failure of this single component only20

results in a dose of one REM?21

Do you really need a backup for that?  I22

could certainly see you need a backup if it's going to23

exceed 25 REM.  But if the consequences are so, so24

insignificant, does it really need a backup just to25
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meet this prescriptive requirement?  Next slide,1

please.2

The QHOs and quantitative frequencies,3

we're still evaluating.  We're coming closer to taking4

a position on those.  But we've noted that there's a5

lot of discussion that was needed around there.6

Similarly, the facilities safety program,7

we're open to that idea.  We do know that there was a8

lot of burden being placed on industry.  And9

obviously, the way it was phrased there was no10

increase in safety.11

So if we're going to be asking industry to12

carry a lot of burden for this facility safety13

program, and I do understand the benefits to the NRC,14

but we think that there should be a net benefit to the15

industry for any proposed regulation that would16

increase burden.17

So we're waiting to see what those18

benefits would be. Before we make a decision.  Next19

slide, please.  Last, I think this is my last slide. 20

If there's more work on the horizon.21

There's topics we haven't even evaluated22

yet.  Reporting, how can we do better in reporting? 23

Are there opportunities for ITAC to be better in Part24

53, or maybe it just needs to be better in general?25
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And then, the area of guidance.  And this1

has been a discussion with the NRC in the last2

meeting, which is, hey, we need to see, we need to3

identify and start working on guidance that needs to4

accompany the rule.5

And if there's other guidance that's6

needed longer term, that's okay.  This is, these are7

some areas where we see some needs for guidance.  Some8

of the areas are being worked on with TICAP and ARCAP,9

and LMP, as one as one approach to the rule.10

Alternatives should still be allowed.  But11

things like QA, grade approach to risk evaluations,12

performance based security, to say a few.  So there is13

going to be some guidance needs and we're going to14

need to start working on those.15

And NEI is happy to help develop some16

guidance for NRC endorsement if that helps to, you17

know, relieve resource constraints.  And we're happy18

to engage that discussion with the NRC.  That's the19

end of my slides.  If you have any questions and thank20

you, again, for the opportunity to present our21

perspective.22

CHAIRMAN BLEY:  Thank you, very much,23

Marc.  You've given us a lot to think about.  And look24

forward to the discussion.  At this time, we are going25
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to turn to Southern Company, Mr. Amir Afzali will join1

us.  Amir, welcome back.  And please, go ahead.2

MR. AFZALI:  Good morning, all.  Thanks a3

lot for this opportunity.  Being a PRA guy, I kind of4

prepared a script for my presentation that I submitted5

this morning just in case we have some trouble with6

communication through this virtual environment.  So I7

refer the ACRS Members to that script, just in case8

there's a problem and in this presentation.9

CHAIRMAN BLEY:  That will be helpful.10

MR. AFZALI:  So that was sent to ACRS this11

morning.  And then, I would like to highlight that we,12

this focus of my presentation is a specific part of13

Part, Sub-Part B, C, and F, Bravo, Charlie, and14

Foxtrot language.15

So we are not covering the entire set of16

comments made by Nick and NEI.  To lodge everybody17

where we agree with everything which was said prior to18

our session.19

And just one point of clarification, so20

mentioned that Frank is representing TICAP, Technology21

Inclusive Conduct Application, he's not presenting22

that that team during this conversation.23

If you hear from him, he's represent, he's24

providing backup to NEC, not as a TICAP Member.  So25
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with that said, I'm going to just read through my1

script as opposed to try to wing it.  And I thank you2

again for having given me this opportunity.3

Good morning. I'm Amir Afzali, Southern4

Company's Licensing and Policy Director for Advanced5

Reactors.  I thank you for the opportunity to be part6

of this distinguished team to discuss Part 53 and the7

role of NEI 1804, also known as LMP, in the8

formulation of Port 53.9

As I stated by the staff and the LMP, the10

content of NEI 1804 was designed to form the11

foundation for Part 53.  For example, is SECY 20-0032,12

the stamp states that it plans to build upon ongoing13

activities such as those describe in a SECY 19-0117,14

SECY that endorsed NEI 1804, to develop the associated15

performance criteria.16

Such an approach supports implementing the17

NEIMA requirements as consistent with the Commission's18

direction in SRM for SECY 10.0121 to modifying the19

risk informed regulatory guidance for new reactors.20

As you may know, I was the Principal21

Investigator for LMP, which was a DOE start-up company22

cost-year project to provide optional risk informed23

performance based methodology for selecting licensing24

bases event, classification of a structure system and25
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components, and establishment of defensive depths for1

Part 50 and Part 52 applicants.2

It is important to know that as stated in3

the a SECY 19 117, the guidance in NEI 1804 addresses4

the Commission's SRM for SECY 0047 policy issues5

related to licensing non-light water reactor designs.6

Specifically important aspects of the7

methodology described in NEI 1804 that are consistent8

with previous Commission's decision include: using a9

probabilistic approach to identify events; replace in10

a single failure criteria with the probabilistic11

reliability criteria; and using a probabilistic12

approach to safety classification of SSCs.13

Southern Company is very interested in the14

particular way Part 53 language is formulated and the15

role of 1804 in that formulation because Part 5316

offers the long awaited Commission's directed17

opportunity for a holistic and integrated transition18

to a risk and performance-based regulatory framework.19

Based on Southern Company's experience20

with development of risk and performance programs such21

an integrated and holistic risk and performance-based22

framework will provide operational flexibility,23

enhanced.24

And yet, streamlined oversight and25
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regulatory predictability throughout the lifecycle of1

a power plant, from design to licensing, to2

construction, to operation, to decommissioning. 3

Again, this is consistent with the Commission's4

direction.5

To support my point, I would offer the6

following excerpt from SRM SECY 10121.  "Reactors will7

use enhanced margins or safety features should have8

greater operational flexibility than current reactors. 9

This flexibility will provide a more efficient use of10

NRC resources and allow for fuller focus on issues of11

true safety significance."12

For the rest of this presentation, I will13

provide a summary of the current Part 53 formulation14

history to emphasize the importance of meeting15

Commission's directive October 2024 target.16

I will then provide the goals that are,17

that were established for a risk informed18

performance-based regulatory framework when we19

established the LMP to support Part 52, as well as,20

future party applicants.21

These goals were selected based on the22

Commission's and industry's stated objectives and23

activities for over 30 years.  I will then discuss how24

they, how we believe these goals can best be achieved.25
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I see already in slide 2 -- so in this1

slide, present several key events in history of risk2

informed performance-based regulation.  The main3

objective of presenting this data is to provide the4

basis for Southern Company's conclusion that Part 535

we should provide a foundation.6

It's knowledge inclusive, holistic and7

integrated risk informed performance-based regulation. 8

Can be adopted by the Commission, the Commission's9

directive date of October 2024.  Again, both the10

industry and the NRC have been working on the basis11

for risk informed performance base for over 30 years.12

(Telephonic interference.)13

MR. AFZALI:  I hear some background noise. 14

I'm going to stop reading until that --15

(Telephonic interference.)16

MR. AFZALI:  Okay.  This body of work17

includes the following: modular high temperature gas18

cooled reactor licensing activities, some of which is19

documented in new Reg 1338, published in 1995;20

excellent licensing activities and conclusion of21

pebble bed modular reactor.22

For example, the proposal that Exelon23

documented in its letter to the NRC on January 31st,24

2002, including the foreign excerpt, "certain25
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regulatory objectives are not amenable to power1

holistic treatment in the present regulatory2

environment.3

These include: occupational exposure4

minimization environment, other radiological, and5

security safeguards.  These objectives will be met in6

the conventional manner as consistent with existing7

practice.8

For the remaining objectives, practices9

(limiting public exposures during normal operation,10

and preventing, and mitigating accident) Exelon has11

developed a risk informed licensing approach as12

described in this paper."13

And other related activity is feasibility14

study for risk informed and performance-based15

regulatory structure for future planning licensing,16

new Reg 1860, published December 2007.17

Next generation nuclear power plant18

lessons and activities e.g. NGG licensing plan19

published in 2009.  This was a collaborative,20

cooperative effort between NRC and UE with support21

with INL and private industry..22

NEI 1804 uniform methodology, which was23

endorsed in Reg 1.233 in 2019.  And the ongoing24

technology inclusive container application, a25
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component of NRC's advanced reactors content of1

application project.2

Over 30 years of experience with risk3

informed performance based programs including4

regulatory programs such as reactor oversight program5

and maintenance rules, warranty programs such as risk6

informed performance-based in-service inspection.7

Risk informed, flexible allowed outage8

allowed time, 10 C.F.R. 569.  Risk informed9

performance-based structures, system components10

classification, addressing generic safety issues such11

as generic issue 191 assessment of the risk12

accumulation PWRs some performance, and many, many13

other examples.14

Please note that the current ample use of15

DOE advanced track the demonstration program project16

are expected to finalize the design licensing and17

construction of the advanced reactors in five to seven18

years.19

Although these applicants may not fully20

benefit from a finalized disk for performance21

regulatory framework, before they are submitted before22

they submit their application, they will benefit from23

other regulatory framework modernization that will be,24

that will use Part 53 as their foundation.25
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For example, reactor oversight program. 1

Also, it is yet another indication that it is2

certainly reasonable to expect that the work we have3

been working on for over 30 years can be finalized in4

four years.  Next slide please.5

As I said in my introductory remarks, to6

ensure operational optionality while making the7

Commission's directed goal of holistic risking8

informed performance regulatory structure, Part 539

rulemaking should be formulated to set the foundation10

and direction for developing an integrated technology11

inclusive regulatory framework to achieve the12

following goals.13

Goal 1, to create cohesive and integrated14

technical requirements and regulatory oversight15

programs for all stages of a nuclear power plants16

lifecycle, including design, licensing, construction,17

operation and decommissioning.18

Goal 2, to create coherent and consistent19

requirements and regulatory oversight programs across20

the different designs based on design specific21

margins.22

Goal 3, to develop and deploy owner23

control programs for managing reasonable assurance,24

which will improve the efficiency and effectiveness of25
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such programs.  These programs include programmatic1

requirements, for example, inspection programs and2

regulatory oversight program.  For example, potential3

risk of one ITAC.4

We believe achieving that what one goal,5

is result, in a commercially viable designs that can6

be effectively and efficiently licensed, constructed,7

and upgraded.  Next slide, please.8

So our company believes that risk informed9

performance based Part 53 that includes the following10

will achieve the above goals.  An alternative to the11

current qualitative Part 50, 52 language, which uses12

performance objectives of regulation can meet13

regulatory expectations.14

This will support goals 1 and 2 by15

creating a coherent and consistent basis to be used16

for establishing regulatory requirements and17

regulatory oversight program for a specific design and18

across different designs.19

The foundation, the second goal is, the20

second approach is the foundation direction for21

regulatory oversight programs in which, regulatory22

bodies sets clear expectations and enforces them while23

the operator is primarily responsible for safety.24

This will be consistent with Canadian25
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regulatory approach, as well as, risk informed1

performance programs for the current policy such as 102

C.F.R. 569 and risk informed performance-based3

surveillance frequency program.4

This will make sure such requirements and5

programs are effective and efficient for both end6

users and the NRC.  We believe that similar to using7

any new language instructor, there is real concern8

that the new rule may cause regulatory complications.9

We believe that such licensing10

complications should be addressed through industry and11

NRC engagement.  Although the current Commission12

directed their deadline of 2024 for a new rule is13

aggressive, making the effectiveness of interactions14

more critical, we believe it is achievable because, as15

I said before, we have brought a risk informed16

performance methodology for over 30 years.17

Next slide, please.  In the previous18

slide, I have highlighted the importance of Part 5319

forming the foundation for establishing an integrated,20

cohesive, and consistent risk informed based21

foundation for the modernization of programmatic and22

regulatory oversight programs.23

In this slide, I have provided examples of24

requirements to highlight accelerated needs.  This25
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reinforces the importance of having a coherent and1

consistent risk informed performance-based foundation.2

As well as, the importance of Part 533

setting the direction for developing regulatory4

oversight programs in a way that regulatory bodies set5

clear expectations and enforces them while the6

operators is primarily responsible for safety using7

NRC endorsed methodologies.8

I'm highlighting this aspects because they9

impact commercial viability for specific design,10

balanced treatments of different design based on their11

design specific safety margin, improve regulatory12

oversight, efficiency and effectiveness and facilitate13

systematic, predictable and efficient management of14

state of knowledge changes, which is more critical for15

new designs.16

Next slide please.  In previous slides, I17

have discussed the importance of Part 53 language18

facilitating transparent, cohesive, and consistent19

treatment of design based on design specific margins.20

To illustrate my point, I would like to21

share the following information which was generated as22

Part of the LMP tabletop exercises.  As you can see23

here, a framework that permits the margins for each24

design to be shown explicitly.25
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One, allows the regulator to consistently1

provide a maximum flexibility to a specific design and2

across different designs.  Two, to provides a platform3

for incentivizing safety improvements by facilitating4

systematic burden reduction.5

And three, provides a consistent basis for6

evaluating and addressing new issues based on the7

potential impact on design specific margins.  This is8

a powerful tool for meeting the principles of good9

regulation.  Next slide please.10

In conclusion, we believe a11

transformational and robust Part 53 is needed and can12

be deployed by 2024.  The rule language should be13

formulated to be consistent with the long standing14

Commission's direction, such as that documented in SRM15

M060503(b).16

In which, the Commission directed the17

staff that as part of an Integrated Master Plan, a18

firm foundation should be established to help the19

agents achieve the Commission's goal of a holistic,20

risk informed performance-based regulatory structure.21

This will result in predictable, coherent22

and transparent framework being available for23

efficient and effective establishment of technical24

requirements and regulatory oversight.  It is also25
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very important than NRC establish collaborative with1

industry to manage potential implementation risk.2

I would like to close out my comments by3

repeating a recommendation made by DOE sponsored Near4

Term Deployment Group, NTDG, which was co-chaired by5

Duke Energy, a Southern Company in 2001.6

The report which was titled, "A Road Map7

to Deploy New Nuclear Power Plants in the United8

States by 2010."  "Industry and NRC should pursue the9

development of risk informed performance-based10

regulatory framework for future plans.11

The NTDG believes that strong progress12

towards a new regulatory framework will increase13

confidence of prospective applicants in regulatory14

environment for new plants.15

The evidence is clear that a holistic and16

technology inclusive framework, which uses risk17

informed performance-based approaches is needed as18

soon as possible."19

And foundation, a body of work and20

experience are available to meet Commission's directed21

2024 timeline. Thank you, again, for your time.22

CHAIRMAN BLEY:  Amir, thank you, very23

much.  And we'll look forward to the discussion a24

little later.  At this time, we're going to hear from25
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the American Nuclear Society and look forward to1

Mr. Prasad Kadambi's presentation.  Prasad, if you're2

ready, please go ahead.3

MR. KADAMBI:  Yes, I'm ready.  Can you4

hear me?5

CHAIRMAN BLEY:  Perfectly, if I keep my6

mic on.  Good ahead.7

MR. KADAMBI:  Thank you. Thank you, very8

much for the opportunity that has been provided for9

ANS to offer its views on this rulemaking of 10 C.F.R.10

Part 53.  Next slide please.  My name is Prasad11

Kadambi.  I retired from the NRC about 12 years ago.12

I have been quite active in the American13

Nuclear Society all these years and even previous to14

that.  Next slide.  I speak for many ANS members when15

I say that we want to be part of the activity in16

formulating the rules of the road for advanced17

reactors.18

Many of us have attended the periodic19

meetings held by NRC staff.  Our letter of March 3rd,20

2021, was sent in order to present certain key points21

that we felt merits further discussion.  The letter22

had eight bullet points, and my presentation offers a23

separate slide for each of those bullet points. Next24

slide, please.25
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The first point is that the rulemaking1

should support ongoing activities relative to2

modernizing consensus standards.  The value3

proposition for standards of the ANS and other4

standards developing organizations requires the NRC5

endorse these standards when produced.6

Modernization has come to mean the7

application of risk informed and performance-based8

concepts and methods.  And these, the term LRPD has9

now become part of statute in NEIMA, that has been10

discussed previously.11

The Commission direction on RIPB goes back12

20 years.  The NRC implementation has been somewhat ad13

hoc, but the ANS has been working on improving our14

standards under the criteria provided by the15

Commission for quite some time.16

When we look at the provisions of Part 53,17

we also think about how our standards may be impacted. 18

What we are trying to do is get away from prescriptive19

criteria.  That is, the perspective from which we have20

tried to address Sub-Part D.21

The population center aspect of Sub-Part22

D did not seem right because a licensee may not have23

any control over this factor.  To be24

performance-based, the licensee should be accountable25
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for parameters that are under his control.  So this is1

the important consideration in offering this example. 2

Next slide please.3

Integrated decision-making is better for4

the regulator, as well as, the licensee.  The5

structure of Part 53 seems to support integrated6

decision-making, which would enable obtaining due7

credit for features of advanced reactors, each of8

which under different technologies could have quite9

different, of a quite different nature.10

So implementation of the features in11

various technologies could be quite different. 12

However, it is possible to express key performance13

objectives in a technology inclusive way and ensure14

that adequate protection is accomplished by fulfilling15

these objectives.  And these could be done differently16

for, in, for different designs.17

Sub-Part B of the proposed Part 53 seems18

to allow for this. However, accounting for defense and19

debt is a challenge.  This should be done keeping our20

RIPB outcomes in mind.  And that's the point we're21

trying to make.22

It will include consideration of cost23

justified safety enhancements, for sure.  In our24

reading, the ALARA approach has been proposed for this25
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as a proxy for cost benefit analysis.  And what we'd1

like to make sure is that this is fully discussed and2

a better understanding is reached on it.  Next slide,3

please.4

Part 53 seems to aspire to correct what is5

a problem with our current licensing process, in6

which, design, construction, and operation are dealt7

with in a disjointed way.  Component level design and8

construction, such as, what we would get with ASME9

Section 3, results in large margins at the component10

level and current practice.11

For a performance-based approach, what we12

want to see is that ample margins are available, also,13

at the system and function levels.  So Part 53 seems14

compatible with bringing about this kind of objective,15

especially, using consensus standards.16

And some of these thoughts came out at the17

NRC's standards forum last year.  So what was observed18

there, as well as, what we have seen in our19

experiences is that a systems engineering framework20

for requirements management is very helpful in getting21

this sort of thing done.22

And it's also very helpful in dealing with23

the project on a lifecycle basis.  In addition, all24

this ties in to integrated decision-making and25
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modernizing of our standards.  Next slide, please.1

So, we all know that there are lessons to2

be learned from Part 50 and Part 52.  The point is3

that these should be used to help improve Part 53. 4

For example, Part 52 was reported to be applied in a5

very prescriptive way to the rebar in the AP10006

plants under construction.7

This led to considerable difficulty.  In8

a performance based approach, the actual strength9

characteristics of the concrete would have been more10

important than the prescribed details of the rebar.11

So this is the kind of difference that12

should be noted relative to using the13

performance-based approach.  The Part 52 constructs14

for ITAC is another area where performance-based15

approaches can be employed for benefit.16

The lessons from Part 50 are that, you17

know, in time they will be improvements to the18

regulation and 10 C.F.R. 5069 is an example of how19

such improvements come about.20

Another example of how changes are made is21

with the reactor oversight process.  And, you know,22

the fact is that this is a risk informed23

performance-based application.  And that, offers24

valuable lessons for Part 53.25
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But it should be noted that the ROP was1

bolted on to the current structure, regulatory2

structure.  Part 53 does not have to go through that3

kind of experience before it achieves its outcome4

objectives.  Next slide please.5

The licensing modernization project is6

definitely something that has successfully offered7

methods and means by which advanced reactors can take8

advantage of many of the concepts of risk informed and9

performance-based approaches.10

And Regulatory Guide 1.233 should help11

applicants prepare better applications.  And it should12

also enable the staff to review these applications in13

an easier way.  Also, it should be possible to in a14

technology inclusive way, establish the licensing15

bases, in so, as to improve regulatory oversight.16

LMP gives us a lot of, gives a lot of17

significance to integrated decision-making.  And this18

is so especially with regard to defense in depth.  We19

can expect that many non-light water reactors will20

benefit from the development of some of this guidance21

from LMP and Reg Guide 1.233.  Next slide please.22

The document, new Reg BR-0303 is called23

"Guidance For Performance-Based Regulation" and it has24

two components to it.  One part of it offers25
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high-level guidelines for performance-based1

approaches.  And another part of it offers a structure2

of performance objectives called objectives hierarchy.3

Part 53 could benefit if this approach is4

used to formulate performance objectives.  And this is5

something that has been spoken to by the other6

presenters this morning.  And the performance7

objectives can be formulated in such a way that8

they're not prescriptive.9

The new Reg BR, also, makes a connection10

between flexibility and margins.  Now, it is important11

that the flexibility arises from margins that are12

clearly assessed and that are monitored through life.13

And this kind of flexibility in a14

formally, performance based way should be very helpful15

if it is made part in some way of the new rulemaking. 16

Next slide please.17

So, ANS issued Position Statement 46 on18

risk informed performance-based regulation in 2017. 19

This position statement has enabled the different20

parts of ANS to come together and get a line regarding21

the regulation of the existing fleet and also how to22

how to deal with advanced reactors coming on the23

scene.24

So lack of flexibility was noted in this25
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position statement as not being the main problem,1

because there is flexibility.  But flexibility that2

only leads to a large number of prescriptive3

processes, even though some of these processes may use4

ERAs, it doesn't necessarily help advanced react5

developers.6

So it makes more sense to focus on the7

outcome, which is that the advanced reactor8

technologies and the designs should provide beneficial9

outcomes in similar ways, even though, you know, there10

may be quite a good deal of variability among the11

technologies and the designs.  Next slide please.12

The ALARA principles have been13

successfully implemented in Part 20.  And as others14

have said, successfully used for radiation protection15

in general.  However, it has not been consistently16

applied as it should. This has been pointed out in ANS17

Position Statement 41.18

The reference to ALARA in Sub-Part F of19

the proposed Part 53 causes some concern.  Because20

again, it seems to be used as a proxy for cost benefit21

analysis.  In our view, Sub-Part F should be oriented22

towards optimization of margins.  Next slide, please.23

So, in summary, we need to sort of go back24

to March of 1999, which is when the Commission issued25
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this white paper on risk informed and1

performance-based regulation.  The point is that, even2

though it is 20 years ago, the vision of the evolution3

of the regulatory policy still holds today.4

And right now, we are in a position to5

actually realize, in practice, what the commission6

envisioned in 1999.  The definition is for risk7

informed performance-based are now amenable.  You8

know, I'm taking these things as three separate9

combinations of concert.10

They are now amenable to being confirmed,11

or not, depending on the results of the regulatory12

practice.  So that is where the Commission's direction13

that we should be guided by results really becomes14

very important.15

Part 53 should set as its objective, that16

the outcome attributes that are spoken to by the17

condition in that white paper are, in fact, realized18

in practice.  Thank you, very much.  That is my19

presentation, Mr. Chairman.  I'm open to questions.20

CHAIRMAN BLEY:  Okay. Thank you, very21

much, Prasad.  Good to see you back.  It's been a long22

time.  I didn't realize it's been 12 years since you23

left.  We're going to get about 20 minutes or so of24

discussion.  We have to leave time for a break too.25
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So I'll kick it off with a really easy1

one.  I'll let some more controversial and deep things2

go to my colleagues after this.  Prasad, I did like3

one of your slides on which you pointed out that Part4

53 has a chance to depart from the disjoint5

consideration of design, construction and ops.6

And I, too, like the structure they've7

shown us, that it really lays things out in a coherent8

way.  I'm just curious, you left out decommissioning9

or retirement, which they did include.  Is there a10

reason for that?11

MR. KADAMBI:  No.  That's, I guess, I12

would just make the point that that's the reason why13

I brought in, you know, the systems engineering14

framework.15

Because that takes it all the way from16

concept to decommissioning.  I was dealing with one17

part of the problem and suggesting that there are ways18

of dealing with the whole one also.19

CHAIRMAN BLEY:  Okay, that's fine.  I20

think now, I'll ask if any of the other members would21

like to dig into certain issues. Please, go ahead.22

DR. CORRADINI:  So this is Corradini.  I23

wanted to -- since you, Dennis, you asked Prasad, I24

guess -- Prasad, can you go back a couple slides to25
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your discussion about ALARA?1

MR. KADAMBI:  Let's see this one, perhaps?2

DR. CORRADINI:  Yes.  I guess, I read your3

letter, or your letter, the ANS letter.  And the4

question, there, was more whether or not what's in 105

C.F.R. 20 is now embedded into the Part 53.6

But you emphasized Sub-Part F here.  So7

can -- and that wasn't in the letter. So could you8

just repeat that so I understand your issue?9

MR. KADAMBI:  Well, in the staff's10

explanation of bringing ALARA into the provisions of11

Sub-Part F, there is mention made that, you know, this12

is one way to deal with, you know, cost benefit13

analysis being the basis for, I guess, what Sub-Part14

F deals with are, is new information that may create15

changes to the licensing basis, at least that's the16

way I have read it.17

And, you know, again, this is a matter of18

making sure that we are all understanding correctly19

how ALARA is being used.  And it is for that reason20

that I suggest that we should focus on the result,21

which is that Sub-Part F, I think, should be the way22

by which we optimize margins, throughout the different23

phases in the plant life cycle.24

Starting from design where, you know, you25
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incorporate the margin.  And then, of course, cater to1

the needs, as the project proceeds.  So, I mean, this2

is, again, my understanding that ALARA is being used3

in a way that I am not used to seeing previously, and4

just want to make sure that we are understanding it5

correctly.6

DR. CORRADINI:  But what I couldn't tell7

from your discussion, here, compared to what you wrote8

in the ANS letter that was submitted, is are you9

supporting how this is implemented in Sub Part F or10

are you questioning how it's implemented?  That's what11

I can't understand.12

MR. KADAMBI:  I guess the way I would look13

at it is, given what the staff has said about ALARA,14

I see Part 53 as an opportunity to improve our common15

understanding of ALARA and how it is implemented in16

all the different settings that, you know, it is used17

for in regulatory practice.18

DR. CORRADINI:  So how it's currently19

implemented within  10 C.F.R. Part 20 is too -- I20

don't want to say too confusing.  But is not21

consistent?  Is that your concern?22

MR. KADAMBI:  Well, I mean, I guess, I23

would point to the Position Statement 41 to, you know,24

to make sure that the ANS position is reflected more25
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correctly.  But it, I think it has to do with the way1

optimization is incorporated into implementation of2

ALARA.3

DR. CORRADINI:  Okay, thank you.  I'll4

stop.  Thank you.5

MEMBER REMPE:  So this --6

CHAIRMAN BLEY:  I should mention that, for7

all four of you who presented, we did receive the8

letters, your folks sent.  Joy, please go ahead.9

MEMBER REMPE:  Sure.  I'm interested in10

Amir's slide 36.  And some points that he references11

in slides 40 and 41.  The reason I'm interested in12

this slide is I have not seen a micro-reactor on this13

frequency versus consequence curve, so far.14

And the margin between it and some of the15

ISO risk lines, because we've heard a lot of16

discussion about ALOs and Part 20.  And it's just17

interesting to see that the margin of that green18

square for the eVinci reactor, and the ISO risk line,19

and AOOs, as well as beyond design basis events is20

kind of similar.21

And then, if I start looking at slides 4022

and 41 where they're suggesting some pilot plants, I23

just would like him to elaborate on his thoughts about24

this, and some of his strategy that he didn't have25
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time to discuss.  Okay?1

MEMBER PETTI:  Hey, Joy, just a point you2

may have missed on the graph is that, that eVinci is3

at one meter, whereas the others at 500 meters, so.4

MEMBER REMPE:  But that's something that,5

also, they're asking for us to do something at the6

site boundary.  Right?7

MEMBER PETTI:  Right. Right. Right.  But8

the site boundary probably wouldn't be one meter. It9

would probably --10

MEMBER REMPE:  Right.11

MEMBER PETTI:  Be bigger than that, yes.12

MEMBER REMPE:  Okay.  So anyway, I'd be13

interested in the proposal about.  Because, again,14

they want to put my micro-reactors closer to the15

population.16

So that's not relevant to what you're17

considering is, with respect to what you license the18

reactor for, if you get what I'm trying to respond19

back to your comment, Dave.  But anyway, I'd like to20

have Amir to talk about his thoughts and what21

Southern's thinking about with these pilots.  Okay?22

MR. AFZALI:  Okay.  Thanks for that. I23

appreciate the question.  I think this goes to the24

foundation of what we are talking about respect to25
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transparently displaying them margins for different1

designs.2

And only designs treated with the same,3

using the same set of requirements in terms of4

performance objectives of the regulations.  Again, I5

want to emphasize that these were the pilots.6

These dots you see the graph were7

generated by the developer.  But they did that based8

for demonstration purposes only, so that the final9

design could be significantly different. And those10

dots could be somewhere else.11

So I want to make sure for the record,12

that it's clear those dots do not mean that the final13

design would have those characteristics.  With that14

said, what we have been trying to do is, our15

experience, let me start with that.16

Our experience has shown that some17

reactors, which very much similar over all safety18

case, I have had more requirements than other designs. 19

I believe, personally, based on my experience, AP100020

could have zero upside power requirements.21

Right now, at GDC 17, it requires one.  So22

I think that that, that treatment makes it23

commercially less viable, perhaps, than other24

reactors.25
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So we want to make sure that all the1

reactors are evaluated in the same way, all the2

designs, and using the same set of evaluation tools3

and criteria.4

So we keep the consistency between the5

requirements within different designs.  So our6

objective has been to demonstrate that and deal with7

some of the questions that may arise as you go about8

actually turning words into practice.  And that's why9

we did the tabletop exercises as part of the LMP.  Did10

I answer your question, Joy?11

MEMBER REMPE:  Yes.  I am just interested12

because we're looking at a lot of different designs13

where maybe you have eliminated the large or beyond14

design basis events with the large consequences.15

And maybe, if you have a lot of16

radioactive material on site, for various reasons,17

maybe you produce a lot of contaminated materials, you18

may be more worried about AOOs.19

So I really think this, again, I realize20

these are all preliminary results, like you've21

emphasized.  But I think it's an interesting way to22

evaluate the designs.  We always talking about23

technology readiness, and things like that when we're24

evaluating designs.25
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And this is, maybe, not just for an NRC1

evaluation, but maybe it's also something that the2

country, and the Department of Energy ought to be3

looking at with these designs too.  Evaluating various4

concepts.5

But then, why I was interested in your6

item 40 strategy bullet on slide 40.  And if you could7

elaborate a bit more about your thoughts about what8

you're thinking about for the future, I'd appreciate9

that.10

MR. AFZALI:  Are you talking about, I'm11

sorry, which one?  Other guiding principles?  Which12

one of the --13

MEMBER REMPE:  There's the strategy14

bullet.  You're saying transition to advanced risk15

reform programs.  Do you want to see something more16

done?  Do you have some thoughts of what you're17

proposing here?  Because I thought that was18

interesting.19

MR. AFZALI:  I appreciate that.  Sorry,20

for not clearly understand your question.  So this21

was, basically, I provided that backup slides.  The22

reason I did that, to show the way we have tried to23

achieve this, our set of objectives is to allow24

everyone the holistic transition to risk informed25
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program.1

So what we are seeing this, Part 53,2

providing that opportunity.  So this slide was done3

2010 time window to show how we have been thinking4

about transitioning, continuously, to a risk informed5

performance-based program.6

This is particularly done this, this7

particular strategy is not something that I am8

highlighting as Part 53.  But I'm acknowledging that9

strategy has been ongoing for a long time.10

MEMBER REMPE:  Thank you. Okay.11

MR. AFZALI:  Thanks a lot, Joy.12

CHAIRMAN BLEY:  Other members?13

MR. AFZALI:  By the way, I have a set of14

backup slides.  Can you go back couple of slides I15

want to make sure.  So this backup slides from this16

one, at this point forward, they are the foundation17

upon which we have worked on the risk informed18

performance-based program.19

So that, they're not particularly part of20

this presentation other than saying that, yes, there21

is a foundation for the thoughts when expressed.  When22

we talked about, for example, you know, a simple23

design doesn't require a PRA because it's a complex24

PRA.25
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I think that by definition is not, it1

doesn't make sense to me because a simple case, safety2

case requires simple PRA.  So, and then, there's some3

discussion of uncertainty, for example, that4

uncertainty is a big deal.5

And I think we have to acknowledge6

uncertainties is a big deal.  So we have to7

systematically address it.  And PRA provides that that8

platform. So I just again, I want to make sure you9

realize that backup slides are there to support the10

points made in the main presentation.11

MEMBER REMPE:  So I --12

CHAIRMAN BLEY:  Thanks you.  I believe13

we're caught up.14

(Simultaneous speaking.)15

MEMBER REMPE:  On that point, but I think16

that maybe some guidance needed, is needed by the17

staff to alleviate some concerns.  But I do agree a18

simpler design could have a simpler PRA.19

And I've seen that occur in the past in20

some of the jobs I've done from years ago. But I think21

maybe some guidance is needed and it might calm down22

some of the concerns being expressed.23

MR. AFZALI:  I agree.24

CHAIRMAN BLEY:  There are, there were a25
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number of comments about PRA and it being too complex. 1

There are, certainly, there is experience with phased2

or graded approaches.  And what you need to do really3

well and what you can approximate or bound.4

Do any of the other speakers -- Amir, I5

think you've already addressed this partially, want to6

expand on their thoughts there on what the staff could7

do in Part 53 to make that more plausible.8

MR. NICHOL:  This is Marc Nichol from NEI. 9

I think Joy's comment there about guidance would be10

really helpful.  We've talked in terms of a graded11

approach to risk evaluation.  And recognizing that the12

use of PRA insights and specific application of PRA13

could be different.14

Some may want it for event selections. 15

Some may not want it for event selection, they may16

want it to different areas.  So just to be able to put17

together the options of flexibility that would be18

allowable.19

But more importantly, structure the20

guidance, or even the, whatever requirement ends up in21

Part 53 related to risk in a performance-based way,22

clarify what is the performance-based outcome that's23

trying to be achieved.  Because that allows the most24

flexibility in different approaches to get to that25
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same endpoint.1

CHAIRMAN BLEY:  Anybody else?2

MR. HENNEKE:  Yes.  This is Dennis Henneke3

with GE Hitachi.4

CHAIRMAN BLEY:  Hi Dennis, welcome.5

MR. HENNEKE:  Two aspects of this, I think6

the standard, both the existing LVR and non-LVR7

standards allow for simple abounding PRAs, especially,8

on the hazard areas that can be utilized for plants9

that demonstrate low risk.10

I think the discussion has started with11

regard to plants that maybe have inherent risk that is12

very low, that you could maybe argue not performing a13

PRA.  I don't think we've fully had that discussion,14

micro-reactor kind of discussion.15

It's probably more of a regulatory16

discussion than a technical one.  But if you did17

perform a PRA for a simple reactor with inherent18

designs, the PRA effort is pretty easy and supported19

by the current standard.20

I think the discussion on Part 53 with21

regard to LMP, I saw the letter from Dr. Apostolakis22

and Chairman Meserve that mentioned LMP is a good fit23

for Part 53.  But one of their statements says, they24

didn't recognize any additional approaches.25
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I think there are other approaches.  In1

fact, ACRS has seen one from the GEH X300 reactor2

where they're an IEA approach.  I think it's recognize3

that LMP does really three things that are in Part 53.4

That's the LV selection, risk informed LV selection,5

which is referred to as fault event sequences and Part6

53 rulemaking.7

The defense in depth aspects of it, again,8

discussed in several aspects of Part 53.  And the SSE9

classification for safety related, non-safety related. 10

The X300 approach, using the IEA SSR2-1 does the first11

two, but doesn't -- it usually determines the pros for12

SSE selection.13

So, I think there are alternate14

approaches.  We present our background on that in the15

June 30 of 2020 presentation.  I think it was a close16

presentation to the ACRS.17

That, the perfect three, maybe one to18

recognize alternate approaches for international19

plants, plants trying to be licensed outside the U.S.20

that may not have recognized LMP.21

But either way, I think PRA is a22

significant, you know, important aspect, regardless of23

what approach you're using.  And I think I agree with24

Amir in that regard.  We've been doing this for a long25
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time.  And we have ways to do simplified approaches1

as, supported by the standard.2

DR. CORRADINI:  Say that again?3

CHAIRMAN BLEY:  Dennis -- yes, Mike, but,4

well, jump in with a quick one.  But then, I'd like to5

see if any folks who ---6

DR. CORRADINI:  Sure.7

CHAIRMAN BLEY:  -- members who haven't had8

a chance, yet, get a shot before we take a break.9

DR. CORRADINI:  Sure.10

CHAIRMAN BLEY:  Go ahead, Mike.11

DR. CORRADINI:  Just a quick follow up to12

Dennis Henneke. Can you give me some public examples13

of what you would term a simplified PRA approach for14

reactor plant design?  That is public?  Because as you15

had said in the letter from Apostolakis in Meserve,16

this was noted.  But I was looking for examples.17

MR. HENNEKE:  I think the examples, more18

are on the events sequence analysis, as well as,19

hazard analysis.  In fact, Amir's slide with the20

examples of, on the LPR chart, frequency consequences21

curve.22

That, most of those, the prison ones, for23

example, were the two that have a dose region, were24

very simplistically done.  Because there were such low25
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dose.1

So the analysis was kind of a back of the2

envelope dose release showed to be, shown to be3

conservative, and method criterion. So we spent very4

little time on those at all.  We've since refined5

those for the VTR PRA.6

And those actually went down in frequency7

and are beyond design basis region.  But they're still8

there in conservative dose region.  So I haven't seen9

a full PRA done.  But then again, I haven't I haven't10

worked on any micro-reactors or any of the other11

unique designs that are being proposed out there.12

DR. CORRADINI:  Thank you.13

CHAIRMAN BLEY:  Thank you.  Any members14

who haven't had a chance yet who want to?15

MR. KIRCHNER:  Hello, Dennis, this Walt. 16

I'm at, I would like to draw out our guests on Tier 117

v. Tier 2 kind of requirements.  It seems to be that18

gets that a fundamental structure in the current draft19

language.  So if, it seems like -- I'm just looking at20

my notes from the presentations this morning, at least21

from the first two presenters.22

That the Tier 2 adds an extra level of23

extra adequate protection, was one of the one of the24

quotes, I think, and on one of the slides.  So let me25
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see if I can turn this into a question.1

Am I hearing the consensus from the2

industry that they would prefer that the Tier 2 be3

eliminated or subsumed into Tier 1?  Would any of the4

guests like to elaborate on their positions?5

MR. NICHOL:  This is Marc Nichol at NEI. 6

And we had in our discussion draft, we tried to align7

with what the NRC proposed, Tier 1, Tier 2.  But we8

recognize those terms, Tier One, Tier 2, they're very9

confusing.10

Because, well, what is a Tier 1?  What is11

a Tier 2?  What's the actual purpose of these12

regulations?  Tier is used in ITAC or, you know, Tier13

1, Tier 2.14

MR. KIRCHNER:  Yes, it's usually --15

MR. NICHOL:  So we tried to get away --16

MR. KIRCHNER:  -- in Part 52.17

MR. NICHOL:  Exactly.  So we said, well,18

I think what the NRC was trying to get at is, Tier 119

is what you need for adequate protection.  And Tier 220

is what you need for more than adequate protection and21

tying it back to the Atomic Energy Act.  We --22

Well, we would be fine if the NRC23

concluded, you don't need extra adequate protection. 24

We put it in there that if the NRC says they have to25
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have it, and if they're saying they had it in Part 50,1

and 52.2

Well, then, let's see how we can clarify3

what requirements are actually aligned with adequate4

protection, and which requirements are aligned with5

extra adequate protection.6

So in many ways, our proposal aligned with7

what the NRC was trying to achieve.  We had different8

opinions or perspectives on what actually fits under9

adequate protection, and what fits under extra10

adequate protection.11

And so, saving those details aside,12

otherwise, the approach worked, but by keeping it Tier13

1, Tier 2, we also saw downstream and all the NRC's14

requirements about what types of design elements and15

safety features you need.16

By aligning them Tier 1, Tier 2, it became17

rather complex. And we thought you could simplify18

that.  There is a benefit of, if those requirements19

are going to be in there is some benefit of having20

them separated a little bit.21

Adequate protection would be equivalent to22

safety-related and safety-related brings in all of the23

things that they need to do there.  Extra adequate24

protection would be non-safety related and all the25
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things they need to do there.  So that was where we1

were coming from.2

MR. DRAFFIN:  Well, this is Cyril Draffin3

with USNIC.  We agree with what Mark said.  And we4

basically had recommended that for normal operations,5

you can rely upon Park 20.  But perhaps, Peter6

Hastings or port Park 20. But perhaps Peter Hastings7

or Frank Akstulewicz would want to add?8

MR. HASTINGS:  This is Peter.  Yes, I9

think that's, we're pretty well aligned with NEI on10

that one, on that point.  The Tier 1, Tier 211

designation is a little bit confusing.  It's not12

immediately obvious what the benefit of pulling the13

Part 20 requirements in the Part 53 adds.14

Part 20 is reasonably well understood and15

pulling requirements into Part 53 risks, I think, the16

perception that we're sort of conflating Part 2017

requirements for say, a normal op. into the umbrella18

of, you know, safety-related or important to safety in19

a way that we don't think was the staff's intent.  And20

so, I think the key to this particular issue is21

continued dialogue with the staff.22

CHAIRMAN BLEY:  Well, thank you.  I think23

we're going to call an end to this discussion session. 24

I appreciate the contributions and presentations by25
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everyone.1

It will give us a great deal of food for2

thought for our continuing deliberations in this area. 3

We're going to take a short break.  We'll do a 204

minute break and we'll come back at 11:45.  We're5

recessed at this time.6

(Whereupon, the above-entitled matter went7

off the record at 11:25 a.m. and resumed at 11:458

a.m.)9

CHAIRMAN BLEY:  Everyone, welcome back,10

and the meeting's now in session.  And we're going to11

go to Bill Reckley, the NRC staff.12

Bill, maybe you could give us a quick13

summary of everything you're talking about today,14

because it's -- I think you're going to start with15

some possibly revised language?  Or give me an16

overview, if you would, before you go into your17

slides.18

MR. RECKLEY:  Okay.  In the first slide --19

John Segala will address the first slide we're going20

to start with, after this.21

But what we're going to talk about for the22

rest of the day is, we wanted to revisit the23

discussions we've had over the last couple meetings,24

primarily focusing on Subpart B and the structure of25
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Part 53.  There were some remaining questions.  So we1

have a -- we have a few slides on that.2

And then we can open it up to questions. 3

We just want to make sure there's a good4

understanding, since others have said that subpart5

does support the rest of the rulemaking activity.6

In regards, then, to after lunch, for7

those who come back after the St. Patrick's Day lunch8

period today, we want to talk about some key guidance9

that was talked about both internally and with -- I10

think, Dennis, you brought it up, in particular.  So11

we want to identify what we're doing in the area of12

guidance to support Part 53.13

Then we are introducing new preliminary14

language on construction and manufacturing.  And then15

the last thing, this afternoon, we want to talk about16

some of the challenges coming up, just so members and17

those listening recognize this.18

And Marc Nichol identified some of these19

same issues in his slide, about -- where we are20

currently has been a challenge, but there's many21

challenges ahead.  So that was kind of the rest of the22

day, after we start with John Segala on our next23

slide.24

CHAIRMAN BLEY:  Okay.  Thank you.  That25
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helps me a bit.  We can go ahead now with John.1

MR. SEGALA:  Okay.  Thank you.  Consistent2

with the Nuclear Energy Innovation and Modernization3

Act, the NRC staff has committed to developing a4

technology-inclusive, risk-informed, performance-based5

regulatory framework for advanced reactors, and6

publishing the final Part 53 rule by October of 2024,7

in accordance with the Commission's projected8

schedule.9

The staff is having more extensive10

stakeholder engagement for this rulemaking than we11

have ever had before, where we are implementing a12

novel approach of releasing preliminary rule language13

to facilitate discussion.14

We acknowledge that this approach results15

in the staff presenting new rule language to16

stakeholders before they have seen changes to17

previously-released rule language.  And we recognize18

that this requires an iterative dialog as the rule19

language is refined.20

The staff is committed to a regulatory21

framework for advanced reactors that achieves the22

goals of the Commission's advanced reactor policy23

statement, that advanced reactors will have at least24

the same degree of protection of the environment and25
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public health and safety and the common defense and1

security that is required for current generation2

light-water reactors.3

And that also is consistent with the NRC's4

principles of good regulation, of independence,5

openness, efficiency, clarity, and reliability.  The6

staff recognizes the importance of developing a7

regulatory framework for advance reactors that8

provides predictability and stability while9

accommodating a wide range of designs and10

technologies, including micro-reactors, light-water11

small-modular reactors, and non-light-water reactors12

As we are considering changes to the13

previously-released preliminary rule language, we want14

to ensure that we have appropriately considered the15

feedback we have received from all stakeholders,16

including industry, the public, standard development17

organizations, trade groups, non-governmental18

organizations, and the ACRS.19

Since we are at the very early stage of20

the rulemaking process, the draft preliminary ruling21

will remain open for discussion, as the staff works22

towards providing the Commission a proposed rule. 23

Next slide.  And with this, I'll turn it over to Bill24

Reckley.25
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MR. RECKLEY:  Okay.  We've used this slide1

before, and as John just mentioned, the overall2

rulemaking objectives, Number 1 and Number 2,3

basically just come to making sure that the regulatory4

framework we put in place --5

CHAIRMAN BLEY:  Excuse me, Bill?6

MR. RECKLEY:  Yeah.7

CHAIRMAN BLEY:  We have somebody with an8

open mic, with a lot of chatter going on.  It's9

disrupting the meeting.  Could you please mute your10

phones?  That sounds better.  Go ahead.11

MR. RECKLEY:  Okay.  Item 1 and 2 under12

our objectives are, as John mentioned, just to make13

sure that the regulatory framework we develop under14

Part 53 does at least as good a job as has been15

delivered by Parts 50 and 52 for the operating fleet16

or for new reactors.17

Item 3 goes to an area that's reflected in18

the advance reactor policy statement, and it's been19

echoed by some of the stakeholders even here today,20

that the attributes that are possible in advanced21

reactor designs are intended to provide greater22

operational flexibilities.  And we'll talk about this23

as we go forward.24

But obviously, the routine example we25
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bring up has been in the areas of siting and emergency1

planning, as we'll talk about later today.  There's2

also opportunities in many areas of operations,3

including staffing.4

We are making an attempt, and listening to5

stakeholders, where maybe we missed the mark on6

providing the requirements that are clear and7

understandable.  And we're working on, as John8

mentioned, our next iteration of Subparts B and C,9

that we'll release in the next couple weeks to support10

our engagements, both with public stakeholders and11

with the ACRS in our April meetings.12

CHAIRMAN BLEY:  Hey, Bill?13

MR. RECKLEY:  Yes.14

CHAIRMAN BLEY:  I'm sure you've thought15

about this and talked about it.  One thing, kind of --16

well, I guess we've had discussions with you about17

aspects of this for a couple of months now.  But some18

of the comments from the folks this morning may be19

wondering, worrying, about unintended consequences.20

If we get things too open-ended, rather21

than being a flexible and useful process, we start22

dropping back into the area of endless RAIs, and that23

sort of thing, and getting that balance is going to be24

tough.25
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If you can fill us in on any discussions1

you've had with stakeholders, or anything from, you2

know, within your organization, that would help3

clarify the path forward, I'd be really interested.4

MEMBER KIRCHNER:  And I would like to5

second that, before Bill answers, because that's a6

growing concern that I'm having.7

As we try and achieve such neutrality in8

the regulations, so to speak, we lose sight of some9

fundamentals, I believe, that would actually make the10

product of 53 more effective, in the sense that it's11

not open-ended, that every single licensing --12

obviously each advanced reactor design license is13

going to be fairly unique process in and of itself.14

But if there's so much flexibility, I just15

worry that just -- I just echo your concern that we16

won't get the predictability out of this system that17

we would like to see.18

MR. RECKLEY:  And --19

MEMBER KIRCHNER:  End of comment.20

MR. RECKLEY:  And Walt, you largely just21

said what I was going to answer in response to Dennis,22

is that we're having these conversations, but I think23

everyone needs to realize that, the trade-off between24

flexibility and predictability.  And so that's the25
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balance that we're trying to strike to provide the1

desired flexibility to make Part 53 as open as it can2

be to those who want to use it.3

But at the same time, the expectation is4

that Part 53 will provide a predictable approach5

forward.  And if you go too far, everything becomes,6

not only case-by-case, because of the technology7

difference, but case-by-case, depending on how you8

want to present the arguments.  And that might go too9

far.10

But we're having that discussion right11

now, about how to strike that balance between12

flexibility and predictability.  So thank you for13

those.  That is one of the challenges that we face. 14

Number 5 on this --15

CHAIRMAN BLEY:  But one --16

MR. RECKLEY:  Go ahead, Dennis.17

CHAIRMAN BLEY:  One aspect of that, that18

we've talked about before, is, in the guidance, we can19

maybe improve the predictability.  But it smells like20

there's a lot of guidance needed.  So we look forward21

to hearing where you are on that, too.22

MR. RECKLEY:  And that, yes, that's23

another tool that's available to try to -- to try to24

make up the difference.  So we'll talk about that25
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after lunch.1

And then, lastly, this is an opportunity2

to identify new issues.  And one of them -- one of the3

ones you'll see before, that we didn't have on our4

radar, that was brought up at the last meeting or the5

meeting before, with the ACRS, is radiological hazards6

in combination with chemical toxicity.  And so when7

you see issues later on, that'll be one of the issues8

that was identified during this process.9

So again, that's our rulemaking10

objectives.  I don't think it's too controversial, but11

as we've talked about, it involves trying to strike12

some delicate balances in certain areas.13

If we go to the next slide, this is one we14

use routinely, maybe being overused at this point. 15

But we did try, as Prasad mentioned, to include some16

of the principles of systems engineering approaches17

and other things, as we developed this.  That's where18

the notion of a project life-cycle and -- trying to19

make sure that Part 53 went across and addressed the20

facilities all the way from design to retirement.21

In certain areas, this is important,22

because, as we talk about the flexibilities -- and23

we'll talk a little bit about staffing later on -- the24

designer is going to have to kind of make some design25
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decisions about what they want to be able to support1

later in operations, in an area like staffing or2

flexibility in maintaining equipment or so forth.3

And that becomes a challenge, and maybe4

part of the comments we're getting is, again, trying5

to strike this balance of -- there is a need at the6

design stage to consider this whole lifecycle.7

But at the same time, how do you not so8

overly frontload the burdens onto the designer that it9

becomes very difficult to actually complete a design10

and move forward?11

So this is another area, and part, from12

our view, or my view, anyway, part of the discussion13

on ALARA, for example, is kind of reflecting this14

concern of how much to put onto a designer, to make15

sure that doses to workers or the public are kept as16

low as reasonably achievable, some 20 years later,17

during operations.18

And again, it's a challenge that we're19

going to have to address.  I don't go quite as far as20

saying that's not currently required.  You can21

certainly look at Appendix I, under Part 50, that's22

been applied at design stages.  You can look at Part23

190 of Title 40 to the Code of Federal Regulations. 24

That's the EPA regulations.  That's intended to be25
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applied at the design stage.1

But at the same time, we're sensitive to2

how much work has gone into both the design and the3

licensing and the NRC review of some of those issues4

associated with ALARA at the design stage, and the5

burden on both the staff and applicants to address6

that.7

So this is an -- this is an area we've8

talked about, Dennis, and we'll talk about a little9

later, when we get into the guidance, that we think10

guidance might be able to supplement the requirements,11

to address that particular concern, and to basically12

take advantage of a more performance-based approach. 13

And so we'll talk about it a little bit later.14

But routine radiation exposure to workers15

and the public is -- I think everybody acknowledges16

that it's very important.  But it is also an activity17

that is monitored very closely.  And so when you're18

monitoring something that closely, and it's not19

necessarily an immediate event-oriented issue, it does20

open it up to the possibility of taking a more21

performance-based approach.22

And so we can look at some of these23

activities that -- there is some obligation on the24

design end, but there's also close monitoring during25
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operations to try to strike a better balance, perhaps,1

than what we've -- than what we've done in the past.2

But again, this is just one of the3

challenges.  And as we go through the iterations,4

while it's important for everybody to keep an open5

mind that, you know, we're going to come up with a6

second iteration on Subparts B and C, but when we get7

into the operations discussions, over the next couple8

months, no one should be surprised if we have to go9

back and do additional iterations as we kind of try to10

complete this whole Part 53 framework.11

CHAIRMAN BLEY:  Hey, Bill?12

MR. RECKLEY:  Yes.13

CHAIRMAN BLEY:  A question on practicality14

for the committee.  Right now, we're thinking we're15

probably going to write an interim letter in May, and16

following your April meeting.  Do you think you'll17

have a revision at that time on Subpart B?18

MR. RECKLEY:  Yes.19

CHAIRMAN BLEY:  By the April meeting?20

MR. RECKLEY:  Yes.21

CHAIRMAN BLEY:  Okay.  We've been hearing22

some things, that people would like to get information23

as early as possible from the committee, and there24

aren't many things that have really triggered a25
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response, but Part B is certainly one of them.1

MR. RECKLEY:  No, yeah, I understand.  Our2

goal is to have -- and this is subject to change,3

because we have, you know, we're kind of juggling our4

interactions with the public, the ACRS, and then5

internal interactions.6

But our current plan is to try to get out7

by the end of the month the second iteration language8

on Subparts B and C, to support the discussions with9

public stakeholders and the ACRS in the April10

meetings.  That's our current plan.11

CHAIRMAN BLEY:  Great.  Thank you.12

MR. RECKLEY:  Okay.  So if we can go13

somewhat to the next slide, too, on our timeframe?  So14

today we're going to talk about the construction,15

introduce it, and support discussions.  We're also16

going to get into operations, at this meeting, some. 17

Introducing it, and getting some discussions.18

At the same time, again, nothing's closed,19

so obviously, right now, we're continuing the20

discussions on Subparts B and C.  So we're also going21

to start today to talk about the licensing elements.22

The way we've tried to construct this is,23

Subparts, really, B through G -- the G being24

decommissioning -- are the technical requirements. 25
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And H and I are the licensing-oriented, and we're1

going to, again, introduce some challenges that we2

foresee in that area.3

And then, as Marc Nichol, NEI, mentioned,4

even areas under others, like reporting requirements,5

that we currently just have in Subpart J, that are6

going to be challenging, and we're going to have to7

revisit.8

And people need to understand, again, the9

interaction of something like reporting to the overall10

regulatory construct -- I mean, those of us -- me, I11

guess.  I'll show my age.  We used to get routine12

reports from every licensee with a lot of information. 13

Now, that's declined over time as the inspection14

activities and our confidence in operations increased.15

But reporting, something like reporting,16

as an element of the framework, people just need to17

keep in mind, because it's another way to address18

tradeoffs between what's -- it's another way, other19

than licensing and inspection that the NRC can gain20

confidence that the facilities are operating as we21

thought they would.22

So that's kind of the challenge today, and23

then as we've talked about many times, trying to get24

this kind of all done this calendar year remains a25
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challenge.  But that's our current goal.1

Obviously, the Commission built some2

margin between the agency's goal and the requirements3

of the Atomic Energy Act into the process, but the4

goal that they set for us was basically to have this5

package done by the end of this calendar year.6

So if we go to the next slide?  And I used7

this one last time.  But what we're going to do over8

the next three or four slides is to try to present9

discussions on Subpart B in a couple different ways. 10

So I'm going to end up saying the same thing different11

ways, hoping that some of the slides kind of -- or the12

total of the slides kind of support people's13

understanding of our view on how this was intended to14

work.15

So again, we set out with a first tier and16

a second tier.  And the notion was that the first tier17

would be comparable, or familiar to people, because it18

basically resembles the current construct of Chapter19

15, the accident analysis, the development of safety-20

related equipment off of, or based on, a design-basis21

accident, the control of that -- the control, in terms22

of configuration management being relatively23

inflexible and defined in tech specs.24

And all of that in place to make sure that25
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the safety functions in the middle row are maintained1

such that the dose to the public is below the -- for2

an accident or transient, below the 25 REM over the3

course of the event value that's been used in NRC's4

regulations for basically forever.5

We can have some discussion of normal ops. 6

We do continue to keep the 100-milligram -- I mean,7

the proposal that people are familiar with included8

the 100-milligram value out of Part 20, and whether9

you refer to Part 20 or repeat the number as a first-10

tier criterion -- and, again, open for discussion. 11

We're getting feedback on our handling of normal ops.12

So that would be the first tier.  A13

relatively familiar look at a design-basis accident-14

based framework.15

In the second tier, we try to address a16

more risk-management approach.  And that involves17

looking beyond the limited design-basis accident, and18

using or providing more flexibility, in terms of19

relying on non-safety-related equipment, defining20

special treatment.21

But that special treatment would have more22

flexibility in terms of being in licensee programs,23

under licensee controls, versus being in -- attached24

to the license through tech specs.25
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And that risk-management approach and1

special treatment of equipment is trying to meet a2

goal, the goal that we defined, again, largely because3

we were trying to use the same metrics as we've4

traditionally used, is the QHOs from the Safety Goal5

Policy Statement.6

And that would be used, in turn, to help7

define the appropriate equipment and human actions8

that are supporting a risk-significant or safety-9

significant function, and providing additional defense10

and depth to the design or to the operations.  And so11

that's basically -- we've talked about this before.12

CHAIRMAN BLEY:  Bill?13

MR. RECKLEY:  Yes.  Yes.14

CHAIRMAN BLEY:  I don't know if I'm15

getting more familiar with this or if this figure's16

improved from the last one we saw.  I think it's17

improved from the last one we saw, and it's making18

more sense to me.19

But I still have this -- you know, my20

sense, when I see this, at first, is that first tier's21

important, second tier's kind of -- you ought to pay22

attention to it a little.  But that's not really23

what's going on.24

And now, as I look at it, especially on25
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the safety functions one, Tier 1's telling us1

necessary functionality.  And really, Tier 2 tells us2

how much and how good these things have to be.3

Then you come down to the tech specs. 4

Well, really, the items under Risk and Safety5

Significance and Defense In-Depth tell you kind of how6

much of that you need.  And also, for the systems.  Am7

I sort of on track, or am I still missing?8

MR. RECKLEY:  No, I think we're getting9

there.  And the next couple slides, again, are trying10

to present this basic same structure using a different11

layout, because, you know, we all think differently.12

And you guys get to see this once a month13

for the last two months, and that's, you know, it's a14

-- some of these are kind of difficult or they're15

different.  Right?  So it's hard -- I understand, it's16

kind of hard to put this in perspective.  So we do17

have a couple more slides.  Yeah?18

CHAIRMAN BLEY:  I want to broach something19

I've talked with you about before, and I think a few20

of the other members agree with me.  I'm not positive21

on that.22

You can't put enough description -- well,23

you don't want to put a lot of description in the24

rule.  And in the past, kind of why we do things shows25
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up in the statements of consideration.1

I'm going to reiterate what's bothered me2

on this thing from the beginning.  I think you need3

some kind of a rough draft of what will be in the4

statements of consideration, to explain Subpart B. 5

You know, not so much for the others, but especially6

Subpart B, because it's so foundational.7

And I know you're stretched and trying to8

get rule language down.  But kind of the defense of9

the rule language needs to go along with it.  And if10

you have anything, by the time we look at the revised11

Subpart B, that'd be wonderful.  Somebody else was12

trying to make a comment.  Go ahead.13

MEMBER BROWN:  Go ahead.  I'll wait.14

MEMBER PETTI:  Okay.  This is Dave.  So15

let me just ask, then, if we take Dennis's comments,16

I think one of the problems that we have is that tier17

implies a hierarchy.18

But Dennis's definitions is not hierarchy-19

based.  They're just two perspectives, maybe.  And I20

know we've talked about picking a -- trying to come up21

with a different word than tier, but it does have a22

certain meaning, I think, to people.23

MR. RECKLEY:  And, yeah, as I get into the24

other slides, maybe this will also provide a little25
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perspective.  But it is -- it does set out a hierarchy1

on treatment.2

But the caution, as you've mentioned,3

Dave, is, you've got to be a little careful saying4

it's a hierarchy on importance, because all of these5

are playing into their -- I'll let somebody mute.6

CHAIRMAN BLEY:  It would be polite if they7

would.8

MR. RECKLEY:  But to Dave's point, you've9

got to be somewhat careful that -- you can go too far10

in saying it's a hierarchy of importance, because11

really, and maybe part of the message that we've lost12

or not communicated very well is, you need both tiers.13

But I think the slide after the next one,14

I'll try to get into this a little better, and maybe15

that'll provide some clarity.  So if we can go to16

the --17

MEMBER BROWN:  Before we go on, Bill?18

MR. RECKLEY:  Charlie, I think you had a19

question.  Or my -- yeah.20

MEMBER KIRCHNER:  This is Walt.  But21

Charlie, you go first, and I'll go next.22

MEMBER BROWN:  Yeah, this is just a quick23

one.  Over the years, as I've had to go off and24

rummage around and try to find the rules, I have --25
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it's been more difficult to find statements of1

consideration.  Either that's due to my lack of being2

able to paw through all this stuff -- but to me, the3

rule separated from the statements of consideration is4

absent something.5

To me, the consideration issues really6

ought to be kind of a preamble, so that they come7

along with the rule that you -- when you pull it up. 8

It's not part of the rule, but just a statement, as a9

preamble, here, this is the basis for the development10

of the rules.  That way it's in the one place the11

whole time.12

I just bring that up, because I've13

struggled with it.  People -- oh, you've got to go14

read the statements of consideration.  I said, oh,15

yeah?  Thank you.16

So that's just a thought to keep in mind,17

as a preamble that's not a rule-rule, but something18

that's part of the overall rule.  That's my only19

thought.20

MR. RECKLEY:  Okay.21

MEMBER KIRCHNER:  Dennis, this is Walt. 22

If I might?  Bill, it came up this morning when I23

asked a question about the Tier 1, Tier 2.  It's on24

your slide here.  I think it would benefit this rule25
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immensely to define safety-related.1

There is a definition in 50 and 52 that2

I'm sure the advanced reactor designers would object3

to, because it's somewhat oriented to the large LWRs. 4

But with slight modification, that definition could be5

improved to be more technology-inclusive.  So that's6

one observation I make.7

The second one that I keep stumbling over,8

related to this, is this hierarchy.  You probably want9

both, so not to pick on the .byu graph format, but to10

me, they would be better -- the second tier goals,11

like, at the first level, there, would fit in more12

serially after those two top first-tier goals that you13

identify as the safety criteria.14

And then, well, I'm not sure about the15

ALARA.  I think there were some good comments from the16

industry about how you could handle the ALARA aspect. 17

But it would seem to me that -- I would put them in18

series, so to speak.  You've got your first level of19

importance, and then the secondary or second-tier20

goals that you've defined.21

And again, I really do believe things like22

defining what safety-related is very important,23

because if it's not defined, it's going to be a matter24

of contention from here on out.25
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MR. RECKLEY:  Right.  Point well-taken. 1

We're working on a working set of definitions on key2

terms.  Some of those will be very similar, if not3

taken right out of LMP and other documents we're4

working from, like the PRA standard.5

But the definition out of LMP is very --6

it is similar to the existing language in Part 50, and7

originally in Part 100, in my view, in that the key8

parameter was dose, and that was the 25-REM number.9

And then the current definition also10

includes reactor coolant boundary and reactivity11

control, keeping in mind that for large light-water12

reactors, as they were being analyzed when that rule13

was put in place in the 70s, either one of those14

barrier or functional failures would have resulted in15

a dose challenging the 25-REM number.16

So I think we've remained largely17

consistent by focusing on the 25 REM.  And we dropped18

the specific technology functions of reactor coolant19

pressure boundary and reactivity control, as20

necessarily resulting in a dose to the public that21

would challenge that 25-REM number.22

So your point's well-taken.  We're working23

on definitions.  Mike Corradini, I think you had a24

question?25
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DR. CORRADINI:  Yeah.  Bill, you answered1

a lot of it.  Let me just say it a different way. 2

When I see first-tier, I think of what you had3

responded -- or what you had referenced at the very4

beginning, for the Atomic Energy Act, is adequate5

protection.  And when I see second-tier, I see a6

minimization of risk.7

And so is that -- because both of them are8

a set of rules that have to be followed.  Or a set of9

requirements, excuse me, that have to be followed.10

So isn't that really the essence of it? 11

And the hierarchy or the tiers kind of confused -- at12

least, always have been confusing me.  But am I saying13

it correctly, relative to how you referred to parts of14

the Atomic Energy Act?15

MR. RECKLEY:  In what we released in the16

first iteration, that's the way we had it constructed.17

DR. CORRADINI:  Is that inaccurate?  Or is18

that too simplified?19

MR. RECKLEY:  Well, based on public20

comments, we're questioning whether that was perhaps21

too simplified or too philosophical.22

DR. CORRADINI:  Okay.23

MR. RECKLEY:  And so we're revisiting --24

again, in regards to the comments, how this is -- how25
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this is laid out.1

DR. CORRADINI:  But, I mean, in both2

cases, both the dark blue listing and the light blue3

listing are going to be requirements.4

MR. RECKLEY:  Yes.  Yes.  And --5

DR. CORRADINI:  So they have a character6

that essentially -- well, you've made your point.  I7

understand your clarification.8

MR. RECKLEY:  Well, one way to look at it9

would be, if -- as we defined it, if you were to only10

have the first tier, that would basically then equate11

to -- we would find acceptable any power plant that12

could show that the dose at the exclusionary boundary13

was less than 25 REM.14

And I think it's obvious to everyone that15

the requirements on the operating fleet go well beyond16

that simple criterion.  And so that would, under the17

way we've released the preliminary language, much of18

the additional requirements would get picked up in the19

second tier.20

They are requirements, because in order to21

keep advanced reactors as safe as the operating fleet,22

you need something beyond 25 REM at the exclusionary23

boundary.  I hope there's a general agreement that our24

requirements go well beyond that simple parameter.25
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DR. CORRADINI:  All right.  Okay.  All1

right.2

MEMBER MARCH LEUBA:  Hey, this is Jose. 3

I'm -- can I go now?4

MR. RECKLEY:  Yes, please.5

MEMBER MARCH LEUBA:  Right.  It's6

completely the same question, just more technical and7

direct.  But for the life of me, I cannot understand8

why you consider a safety function, control the heat9

generation, and not remove.  Those are surrogates to10

control -- to prevent damage to the barriers, which11

are equivalents to the General Design Criteria 10 and12

15.13

I just cannot understand why you made14

control heat generation a required safety function and15

not protected barriers, which is what you're trying to16

do.17

MR. RECKLEY:  Yeah.  I don't think we18

probably would disagree with what you just said, Jose. 19

It's just maybe a way to word it, in that the20

retention of radionuclides is dependent on the21

barriers that you incorporate into the design.22

And the -- exactly what you just said. 23

The control of heat generation and heat removal are24

the ways that you show that you are able to maintain25
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the integrity of those barriers.1

MEMBER MARCH LEUBA:  But if your goal is2

to maintain integrity of the barriers, why didn't you3

make that the safety function, instead of a surrogate,4

that then somebody can get a loophole around it, and5

break the vessel?6

MEMBER KIRCHNER:  I agree, Jose.  That's7

why I was testing Bill on the definition of safety-8

related.  For the existing definition, controlling the9

-- although specific to LWR technology, controlling10

the barriers that prevent or mitigate that dose is the11

essential safety-related function.  These are just12

different challenges to those barriers.13

But it's -- and I'll throw in my pet14

peeve.  Charlie will appreciate me doing this.  I15

think controlled reactivity is so primary to a fission16

reactor that if it's not part of the General Design17

Criteria surrogate, so to speak, in Subpart B and C,18

I just don't think it's very convincing.19

MEMBER MARCH LEUBA:  You took the words20

out of my mouth.  Because reactivity was going to be21

my second talking point.  We had an example, last time22

we met, about a gas-cooled reactor that can shut down23

by cutting down the flow of gas and overheating.  And24

therefore radioactivity goes supercritical.25
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But that's what we call -- that's not what1

we call, or at least, I think ACRS doesn't call that2

a safe and stable condition.  That's what we call mid-3

stable, a degrading mid-stable condition.4

So shutting down the reactor by increasing5

its temperature, while it's a good backup, when6

everything else fails, it's not the way to shut down7

a reactor, because you cannot go and refuel it and fix8

anything that's wrong with it.  You have to keep it at9

1,000 degrees C, or it will come back to reactivity,10

to critical.11

I think a safety function should be12

controlled reactivity.  And that's GDC 27.  And13

frankly, I think, Bill, you guys should take every14

single General Design Criteria.  And the majority of15

them are, yes, too specific.  Like, where do you put16

the power source, under the containment?  But there17

are some that are general design principles.18

And explain to me, and to the public, why19

they no longer -- they no longer apply.  Because those20

GDCs have kept us safe for the last, I don't know, 5021

years.  And they're implementations of some general22

design principles.23

The ones I like is GDC 27, the controlled24

reactivity, 10, make sure the fuel doesn't break, 15,25
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make sure the vessel doesn't break.  And there are1

more.  There should be an explanation of why those2

general design principles no longer apply.  Thank you. 3

I got that off my chest.4

MR. RECKLEY:  Okay.  And I would say just5

-- and then we need to get on to a couple additional6

slides.  But the way we have this organized is the way7

the GDCs are organized, in terms of the typical8

fundamental safety functions.  And heat generation9

would include reactivity.10

So I don't believe there's as large a gap11

as maybe the wording we picked on a particular bullet12

might imply.  So if we can go to the next slide? 13

Again, it's -- I know this is a busy slide, and it's14

taken --15

CHAIRMAN BLEY:  Well, it says it's a16

simplified diagram.17

MR. RECKLEY:  I know.  It is simplified18

from the more complicated, but it's still relatively,19

maybe, hard to read.  And this is coming out of the20

technology-inclusive content applications project. 21

And it reflects, also, there were similar slides in22

the licensing modernization documentation.23

Again, it's largely saying the same thing24

that was said on the previous slide.  I just thought25
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that perhaps showing a different way might help.1

And so this, if you go from left to right2

on the slide, it basically starts with what you're3

trying to accomplish, and those are the things like4

the fundamental safety functions and, in the case of5

LMP, a comparison and evaluation of your margins to6

the frequency consequence target.7

And that's going to lead to the8

identification, the licensing-basis events.  And then9

you see kind of the separation of the required safety10

functions -- again, simplifying under LMP, a required11

safety function is keeping you, for the design-basis12

accidents, less than the 25-REM number.13

It starts off in a design-basis event14

category, and then builds up to the middle box, which15

is the design-basis accident, to verify that the16

safety-related equipment performs that function of17

keeping you less than the 25-REM number.  That's in18

the boxes, the 5034 design criteria.19

And so that's the, how, within this box. 20

And then the, how well, is defined for the safety-21

related equipment, in the special treatment that, in22

our slides, we would reflect as being -- that special23

treatment is being provided through their inclusion in24

the technical specifications.25
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And so it kind of lays out, with the one1

shade of green at the top, really associating with2

what we would call the first tier, the identification3

of safety-related equipment, the identification of4

those things where configuration management and other5

aspects of operation would be tightly controlled, and6

the NRC would keep regulatory engagement through7

things like technical specifications and the inability8

of licensees to change them without the involvement of9

the NRC.10

Whereas the bottom set of shapes, in the11

other shade of green, would reflect those things that12

are important, and, as Dr. Corradini mentioned,13

required to be in place, because these are also14

contributing to the safety case.15

But they are afforded more flexibility, in16

that the special treatment would be identified through17

things like reliability assurance programs and things18

under more licensee control.  The performance targets19

would be, again, the availability or reliability of20

equipment that could be monitored and maintained under21

a risk-informed approach.22

So again, basically just trying to show,23

under the LMP, how that process basically reflects the24

same thing that we, in our preliminary language,25
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referred to as first- and second-tier.1

Going to the next slide, because this is2

an area that we encounter quite often, and that is3

where we add things.  The comment is sometimes, we're4

going beyond Part 50 or 52, and get questioned about5

whether we're actually making it more stringent.6

And so I have this slide.  And it's very7

hard, and we try to resist doing these comparisons,8

but it's inevitable, I guess, between the Part 509

framework and the Part 53.  Keeping in mind the Part10

50 framework has evolved over 50 years, and so it's11

been, itself, been somewhat fluid.  But some of the12

basic structure has basically been little changed over13

that time period.14

So when you look at the safety criteria --15

and this is, again, largely the number out of 5034,16

the 25 REM at the exclusionary boundary.  That is17

basically being used, both in -- it's used in Part 5018

and 52, and also used in Part 53, in a similar, but --19

somewhat subtle differences, that we'll get into in20

the next couple bullets.21

The QHOs are also used in Part 50, and22

more so under Part 52.  But in Part 50, a lot of their23

use is through guidance and in activities that are24

often used, but they're maybe one level behind the25
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regulations.1

And they're used in areas like the reactor2

oversight process that Prasad mentioned.  They're used3

in the regulatory analysis process that we use in4

developing rules or doing backfits.  And so they're5

used, but for the operating fleet, they may be out of6

sight, to some degree.7

For Part 52, they are -- there's an8

evaluation submitted and performed under Chapter 19 of9

the SRP.  But again, not so much in the rule language10

itself, other than that we require the PRA under Part11

52.  In the design and analysis section, again, this12

is some subtle --13

MEMBER KIRCHNER:  Could we pause there,14

Bill?15

MR. RECKLEY:  Yes.  Please.16

MEMBER KIRCHNER:  Yeah, so based on17

listening to the industry input this morning, what18

kind of a challenge do you -- I know you've put a lot19

of work into this.  What is wrong with leaving QHOs in20

guidance?  Because QHOs, as a regulation -- I don't21

know.  Boy, that's going to be tough.22

You know, in a sense, you know, the dose23

criteria is a surrogate for the QHOs, because it's a24

much more manageable regulatory basis for evaluating25
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a reactor design.  The QHOs imply, I think, if they1

become requirements, not guidance, then a pretty2

sophisticated PRA, a lot more analysis.3

I don't have that much confidence in the4

PRAs for advanced designs that have never been built5

or operated.  They're good for insights.  They're good6

for a qualitative assessment of different aspects of7

improvements and safety performance and so on.8

But, you know, to actually do a numerical9

comparison with the QHOs, doesn't that open up a lot10

of regulatory uncertainty?11

MR. RECKLEY:  I'm not sure it opens up any12

more regulatory uncertainty than not having them, to13

be honest.  If we go back one slide, one of the --14

just using this slide as the example, one of the15

challenges to define the requirements for equipment16

and human actions and other aspects of operations, for17

those things that go beyond just showing you meet the18

25-REM number is, how do you define that equipment?19

You need some kind of metric or goal in20

order to set out and support the analysis and the21

design, and so under a risk-management or risk-22

informed approach, the metric that we picked would be23

the QHOs.  I think it's the most well-understood and24

well-defined.25
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Is it somewhat of a challenge?  Yes, for1

plants that have releases.  Right?  I mean, the2

assessment of the QHOs, if you want to break it down3

in terms of doses to population, start with the4

offsite release.  And so, to the degree any of these5

designs can show they don't have a release, it's still6

basically just an assessment of the barriers.7

So if you have plants with releases from8

the accidents that would feed into a broader risk9

assessment and require the evaluation of doses to10

populations, the equivalent of a Level 3, for light-11

water reactors, to some degree, it's -- I understand12

the challenge.13

But by the way, under Part 52, that's14

currently what we're having them submit, in order to15

support the Chapter 19 assessment.  So I understand16

people's comments, and we're trying to look to see, to17

the point that a few people have made today, that --18

to try to ensure that the PRA can be done in a way19

that reflects the simplicity of the design.  We want20

to make sure that the PRA doesn't become too much of21

a burden for a simple design.22

And as Dennis Henneke mentioned, as a23

couple other people have mentioned, that might be24

something we could pick up in the guidance documents,25
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to try to make sure we don't require more than we1

need.2

But if we then can go back to the next3

slide?  So hopefully that addressed the comment, Walt. 4

We understand the challenge.  We're trying to hear the5

stakeholders and get the right amount of assessment6

for the risk, without getting into the Catch-22 of7

saying something's low without doing an adequate8

assessment.  So it's a tricky situation.9

Getting into the second bullet, design and10

analysis, and looking at a comparison to some of the11

subtle differences between 50 and what we're proposing12

in 53, Part 50 does include the DBA, and it's, as most13

of you are aware, a very prescriptive and highly14

conservative analysis that's traditionally done.15

Part of the reason that that's done is, it16

reflects, again, a history of the evolution of how17

that framework was put together, and to some degree,18

the analytical capabilities at various times in that19

evolution, going all the way back to the 60s.20

But another reason that Part 50 uses a21

pretty conservative approach to the DBA is,22

historically, it was used as the rationale for not23

evaluating what was then called Class 9 accidents or24

what, in a broader context, is often included in the25
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beyond-design-basis event category, or, you know,1

under the IAEA terminology, the design extension2

conditions.3

And so under Part 53, what we're assessing4

are -- trying to do a systematic approach to looking5

at events, and those that would get categorized as6

DBAs are in that frequency range that we put in the7

preliminary language of 10 to the -4, which is perhaps8

a little less challenging than the traditional Part 509

assessment would be.10

We can do that because, as others have11

said, we are requiring the evaluation of beyond-12

design-basis events, and the identification of the13

equipment and the human actions that are needed to14

address them.15

And so that then defines the reliability,16

control programs, the need to define the capabilities17

of the equipment that would be used to address those18

beyond-design-basis events, in a methodical manner.19

Under Part 50, since traditionally the20

argument dating back to the 60s and 70s was, other21

events were bounded and didn't need to be addressed,22

we kind of did an ad hoc basis and added things like23

additional requirements for station blackout,24

additional requirements for anticipated transients25
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without SCRAM, more recently, additional requirements1

for mitigating external events beyond the original2

design values.3

So it's a different construct.  It has4

similarities to it, but it has a different construct5

than Part 50.  And this would explain why it's6

essential, under Part 53, to analyze and assess7

beyond-design-basis events.8

So going to the last bullet, special9

treatment, under Part 50, again, that was10

traditionally done on an ad hoc basis.  Gave you11

things like augmented quality for station blackout12

diesels and things like that.13

More recently, a better-defined, more14

structured process was enabled under 5069, and that15

would bring in things like reliability assurance16

programs for those who have picked up that particular17

voluntary regulation.18

Under Part 53, again, it's a more19

systematic assessment, with the actual goal to control20

both the consequences and the frequencies of the21

licensing-basis events, in relation to the safety22

criteria, which -- as a cumulative metric, we're using23

the QHOs in the preliminary language.  In the LMP-24

specific case, that's reflected in the frequency25
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consequence target figure.1

So have just basically two more slides. 2

Again, I'll apologize for a little bit of repetition,3

but, again, just trying to address these notions in a4

couple different ways, to try to make sure that people5

pick up on what we're trying to do.  Because some of6

this is subtle, and admittedly, we may not have7

communicated this very well.8

So going into additional discussion on the9

first tier, we would set out that this is, to some10

degree, a minimally-acceptable level of safety.  And11

if you look at it in terms of what else we've said, in12

terms of, for example, it's controlled by tech specs,13

when I say minimally-acceptable level of safety, if14

you don't meet this, you would be into tech spec15

actions to probably shut down the plant.16

In terms of what may be more broad, if17

this was the only thing that you were meeting, you18

might be able to allow operation for some period of19

time, but under the ROP setup for the existing fleet,20

this would -- if this is the level of safety that you21

are -- in other words, you have major failings in what22

we would say is the risk management approach under the23

second tier -- if you're only meeting this24

requirement, at best, you'd be red in the ROP.  Right?25
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So you're allowed to operate in the red1

for some period of time.  But that's not the desirable2

steady-state condition of a nuclear power plant.  So3

this is what we're trying to do.4

To some degree, it does reflect a5

hierarchy, because this is the absolute minimum that6

you might be able to support for some period of time7

of operations.  But setting it up the way we've8

defined it, this does allow you to define the required9

safety functions, those things that are absolutely10

necessary to keep you below the criterion.  It enables11

the definition of safety-related SSCs.   We'll get12

into it a little bit, the discussion.13

One of the key things -- and it was14

reflected somewhat this morning.  It'll be a15

continuing dialog, as we go forward on the iterations. 16

But Part 53's proposal keeps the safety-related17

designation.  Some of the comments we're receiving are18

suggesting possible alternatives to that.19

We're listening to those, but it is20

important in understanding the preliminary language we21

put out in the first iteration, to understand we kept22

the safety-related designation for those things that23

are fulfilling a required safety function, which,24

again, are those things keeping you less than 25 REM25
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at the exclusionary boundary.1

It's supported by an analysis of the DBA. 2

Fairly traditional, but with subtle differences,3

compared to the Part 50 DBA.  It enables us to4

identify those SSCs that need to be protected up to at5

least the design-basis external hazard level.  This is6

traditionally called the design-basis external hazard7

of -- you know, design-basis flood, design-basis8

earthquake, and so forth.9

It defines the appropriate content to tech10

specs.  And the case history of tech specs, one of the11

criterion is those things that are necessary to12

obviate the possibility of an event giving rise to an13

immediate threat to public health and safety.14

And we think, although you can argue a15

little bit about the number, it's in the right16

ballpark.  25 REM is not an unreasonable number to17

associate with an immediate threat to public health18

and safety.19

And so you are able to carry the logic20

that's associated with the first tier all the way up21

to what should be included in technical22

specifications.23

It might also support the discussions24

we're going to talk about later today on staffing and25
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distinctions, possibly even distinctions between what1

would need to be done by a licensed operator, and what2

might be entrusted to trained, but non-licensed staff.3

And in terms of looking at an application,4

the expectation is, this first tier, the traditional5

safety-related equipment, would have the greatest6

level of detail in terms of describing it in the7

safety analysis report and in other licensing8

documents.9

And then if we go to the next slide,10

similar discussion for the second tier.  And this11

goes, I think, to what Dr. Corradini was saying.  When12

you're looking at the overall safety picture, you've13

got to think of the second tier in combination with14

the first tier.15

So along with the first tier, it ensures16

the appropriate level of safety for long-term, steady-17

state, risk-informed operations.  It's supported by a18

systematic analysis of events.  In SECY-19-117, we set19

the spectrum of events from benign to severe.  Right? 20

You're looking at the whole gamut of what can go wrong21

in a systematic analysis.22

It's going to be used to define additional23

requirements and additional features or special24

treatment for equipment, but will designate that,25
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since this equipment's not needed to prevent an1

immediate threat to public health, that it can be non-2

safety-related, and addressed through largely3

licensee-controlled programs.4

So this is where having the distinction5

between those things needed to protect against an6

immediate threat and those things that are, in a7

broader context, trying to keep you within a risk-8

management approach with broader goals, such as our9

preliminary proposal to use the QHOs, you can have a10

more risk-management approach to operations.  And11

licensees would have more flexibility.12

The operations, you can compare it to the13

assessments that are done under the maintenance rule,14

versus those things that are defined rigidly in15

technical specifications, for example.16

Again, if you're going to have an17

assessment of the importance of staffing and personnel18

within the discussion, then you need this assessment19

that would go beyond, are they absolutely needed to20

keep the dose less than 25?  To, what other roles are21

they handling?  What's the role in beyond-design-basis22

events?  And so forth.  And that would -- it may, as23

we get into it, support the discussions of operations.24

And then lastly, for the second tier, it25
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would set us up to be able to take a more flexible,1

functional look at what goes into things like safety2

analysis reports, with the expectation that it could3

be less detail, in terms of the various specifics of4

a design or a system, than what was defined for5

safety-related or first-tier equipment.6

So it would -- this is being addressed7

under the TICAP we'll talk about this afternoon.  But8

the hope is that we can reach an appropriate level of9

detail in the licensing-basis document.  And this two-10

tier structure should support us making the right11

determination on that level of detail.  So with that,12

I've taken us right up to 1:00.13

CHAIRMAN BLEY:  Bill, your timing's14

impeccable.15

MR. RECKLEY:  Yeah, there's green beer16

waiting for somebody, probably, for lunch.  Right?  So17

Dennis, if you were saying -- I think you muted18

yourself.19

MEMBER PETTI:  Bill, I do like these last20

couple slides.  I think they really do help put the21

picture together.22

MEMBER BROWN:  Did we lose Dennis?  This23

is Charlie, since he asked me to fill in.  24

MR. RECKLEY:  I mentioned green beer,25
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Charlie, and he was gone.1

MEMBER BROWN:  He was gone.  I mean, let's2

talk about rapid response time.3

MEMBER MARCH LEUBA:  He still shows there. 4

It's along with lots of slashes, slashes, slash.5

MEMBER KIRCHNER:  He's been having a lot6

of internet problems yesterday, so --7

MEMBER MARCH LEUBA:  So --8

MEMBER BROWN:  Are you back, Dennis?9

CHAIRMAN BLEY:  I am back.  I had a10

problem with my sound.11

MEMBER BROWN:  Okay.12

CHAIRMAN BLEY:  It's fixed momentarily.13

MEMBER BROWN:  Well, I was about to take14

over, so you can -- I'll return the gavel to you.15

CHAIRMAN BLEY:  Thank you.  I wanted to16

just toss two things out for Bill.  One is for the17

next hour, when we come back.  Bill, when you talk18

through the key guidance, and I really appreciate19

you've got that big table -- give you something to20

think about over lunch.21

We'll be interested in how much effort you22

think is needed on each of the items or any of them23

under way, and if you've even thought about a schedule24

yet.25
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And back to the comments from Jose and1

Walt, I think one thing that would help you is --2

because you always get into arguments about what's the3

most fundamental of our safety functions -- you can4

build a logic tree.5

This isn't just PRA, this is a logic tree6

on safety functions from the most fundamental up to7

the ones that are operational or controllable, maybe8

system-level things that you want to include.9

And that would help people see that things10

aren't being left out, that they're not surrogates,11

that they're looking at causes or underlying problems. 12

It may get you somewhere.  And that logic's called an13

only-if logic tree, and PRA people us it in something14

they call a master logic diagram.  But that's not15

really relevant.16

So anyway, did anybody else have anything17

worthy of slowing down lunch break?  And if not, we're18

going to take a recess for lunch.  Going, going?19

(No audible response.)20

CHAIRMAN BLEY:  Okay, we'll be recessed21

until -- what?  It's 1:00 back east?  2:00 East Coast22

Time, we'll come back.  We are in recess.23

(Whereupon, the above-entitled matter went24

off the record at 1:02 p.m. and resumed at 2:00 p.m.)25
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CHAIRMAN BLEY: The meeting is -- will now1

come to order.  We're back in session and directly2

we'll continue on.3

MR. RECKLEY: Okay.  Than you, Dennis.4

So, this next section we're going to talk5

about key guidance and I'm going to talk kind of high6

level about some of the guidance documents or7

initiatives we might -- that we have either underway8

or we are thinking about starting.9

And then Juan Uribe of the staff is going10

to talk about a couple specifics of the key guidance11

documents related to the content applications.12

So, we can go to slide 70.  So, what we13

did was take the various subparts and consider, for14

the sake of Part 53, what is some of the key guidance15

and we were trying to not identify all the guidance.16

There will be a lot of areas that will17

require, perhaps, guidance in a particular technical18

area.  Definitely there will be guidance that will be19

needed for certain technologies as we move forward.20

So, this was really an effort to look at,21

again, the highest level or key guidance documents22

that we think might be needed just for people to23

understand and to implement Part 53.24

So, looking at Subpart A, the general25
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provisions, we really don't believe there's anything1

there that would raise the level of key guidance.2

In Subpart B in terms of issuing separate3

guidance like a regulatory guide or something like4

that, we also don't foresee the need to do that for5

Subpart B, but we fully agree with those who say we6

need to have something available that describes this7

overall construct.8

And we will look for a place like the9

Statement of Considerations to have that kind of10

robust discussion and lay out the ground work for our11

overall development of Part 53 and, for example, the12

two-tier structure that's being proposed.13

CHAIRMAN BLEY: Bill?14

MR. RECKLEY: Yes.15

CHAIRMAN BLEY: There was a lot of16

discussion -- we've had it before with you and then17

from the representatives this morning who gave their18

talks, there was a lot of talk about some kind of19

rated or phased kind of view on PRA.  That's been done20

before, but I don't think there's any guidance21

directly related to that.22

Have you thought about that?  Is that23

something that might be on your table?24

MR. RECKLEY: Yeah.  And really it leads25
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right into the next part on the design and analysis. 1

And you-all are familiar with NEI 18-04 and Reg Guide2

1.233 on licensing modernization.  So, that's an3

existing guidance.4

The ANS ASME non-light-water reactor PRA5

standard has been issued and it's currently under6

staff review.7

And in a related activity, we are really8

looking to see how this notion of grading or allowing9

the level of effort that's put into the PRA to be 10

commensurate with what you're going to get out of it11

to be done as part of that effort.12

And Marty Stutzke, of the staff, is kind13

of leading that effort, you know, worked on the14

development of the standard and, so, is currently15

looking into how we might scratch that itch.16

We've heard it both internally and from17

stakeholders.  It's kind of a natural thing because18

people are familiar with the PRAs that have been done19

for the large light-water reactors and, to some20

degree, even for the more complex non-light-water21

reactors, and there's a concern on the level of effort22

that would be put into the PRA.23

So, that is something we're looking at24

yes.25
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CHAIRMAN BLEY: Bill, if I could make a1

comment here, one is -- you could consider from the2

Committee because we've written on this before, and3

that is if the -- there are no consequences or very,4

very little consequences even if you directly release5

any inventories you have, that makes it very easy if6

you provide an option for looking at that.7

If that's not the case and you look for8

ways to simplify the risk assessment for various9

reasons, one comment I'd make, because we've tried10

this a number of times, and this isn't just a PRA11

issue, the search for initiating events and scenarios12

that could lead to damage, if that damage can be13

important enough to be of concern, has to be complete.14

That's the one place one shouldn't skimp15

in doing this unless you could show there's no16

consequence.17

So, lots of ways to simplify analysis or18

bound it, but that's not a good one because you miss19

things and those things might end up being unfortunate20

surprises later, but I'll let you continue with your21

story on guidance. 22

MR. RECKLEY: Okay.  And later when we talk23

about challenges, and we mentioned this the last time24

and I'd like to continue the discussion and get,25
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really, insights from the Committee today, is one of1

the options that we're thinking about to go to your2

first, kind of, logic point on consequences, is3

whether we can capitalize on a lot of the effort that4

DOE has put into their guidance documents like Order5

1020, I think, is on external hazards, and that got6

incorporated into ANS 2.26 on seismic hazards, where7

you're using the concept of an unmitigated event8

consequence.9

And, again, we're going to talk about that10

later and I'd really appreciate any insights from the11

Committee on how we might use that and it ties in also12

to the discussions we had on inherent features. 13

And so, we are looking to see if there's14

not a way to kind of have a decision point early in15

the process that says, for whatever reason, inventory,16

inherent features, the unmitigated, meaning you're not17

relying on either passive or active engineered18

systems, that consequences are very low, as you say. 19

So, we're looking at that and we'll talk about it20

later this afternoon.21

The other activities we have underway,22

there are a number of ANS design standards that are23

being worked on for various technologies.24

There's the ASME efforts for high-25
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temperature materials.  Some of these, I believe, or1

even most of them, I think you've had some2

presentations and interactions on.3

Fuel qualification and the staff is4

working on some papers related to how to do a5

systematic approach to fuel qualification, and then6

the advance reactor design criteria, Reg Guide 1.232.7

Looking again at the highest level and8

concepts that are being introduced and where we think9

guidance might be needed, one of them in the guidance10

in the design and analysis area is the application of11

analytical margins, how that -- we have a provision in12

Subpart C currently that lays out if a designer or13

applicant is proposing to introduce alternative14

metrics in order to provide analytical margin, and15

then to use the margin to justify relief in other16

areas, we have a provision in Subpart C now that17

basically says you have to incorporate that different18

criteria into your analysis, and then you have to19

maintain the validity of that analysis just like it20

was being done to meet the actual metrics in the rule21

such as, again, our preliminary proposal was for the22

QHOs.23

And so one, you know, practical example of24

that that's discussed multiple times here is in SECY25
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2045 we proposed to use offsite consequences to1

provide an alternative to the population-related2

siting criteria in Reg Guide 4.7.3

And then in emergency planning space4

there's been discussions, and even a proposed5

rulemaking, related to using a consequence assessment6

to justify alternative emergency planning zones.7

We foresee the potential for those similar8

kind of efforts to introduce margins to justify9

alternatives in staffing and in other areas.10

And so, we think that this concept of how11

to do the analysis, how to maintain the analysis and12

support operating flexibilities in other areas is an13

area where guidance would be useful.14

Another area is -- was brought up during15

the -- an ACRS meeting, and that is that -- the16

treatment of chemical hazards in addition to the17

radiological consequences when a release could involve18

both chemical and radiological hazards.19

So, that's at a high level where we were20

thinking additional guidance would be useful in21

Subpart C.  Again, we're not getting into technology22

specifics.  23

So, if you look at the analysis that will24

be needed in the thermal fluidic areas to actually do25
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the modeling of accidents, that's an activity that's1

underway, but we weren't really looking at the2

technology-specific areas.3

And the ACRS, I know, is following the4

efforts of our Office of Regulatory Research and5

others in developing those analytical tools.  A very6

important guidance, but we're not tying it7

specifically to Part 53.8

CHAIRMAN BLEY: Well, let me ask you a9

practical question now in this area.  10

We get Part 53 done and it's nonspecific11

on technology, as we want, and then somebody comes in12

with an application with a specific technology.13

We know the code work is already going on14

to have that laid out, but there must be other areas15

of guidance for each technology that are going to16

either have to be revised or some -- particularized in17

some way.18

Is that going to be a big effort?  Do you19

need to start years ahead or what do you think about20

that?21

MR. RECKLEY: I mean, to the degree we can22

get it done either ahead of, or parallel to, an23

application it would be useful.24

We can -- especially for first-of-a-kind,25
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we can actually work with an applicant to kind of1

develop an approach for how we would do the review in2

the absence of specific guidance.3

If -- and that's the way first-of-a-kind4

reviews are actually done, or traditionally done, is5

you don't have the guidance prepared.  You kind of use6

the first one as a tool to help you to develop the7

guidance for the subsequent one.8

So, the answer is, to the degree we can,9

we will look at those technology-specific things and10

try to have guidance available at least in draft form,11

but, push comes to shove, we can do a review without12

technology-specific guidance.13

CHAIRMAN BLEY: That seems reasonable.  I14

haven't laid this out, but you guys have.  15

I mean, the fuel qualification scenario16

where work's going ahead and that's an area that will17

be groups of different technologies using similar18

fuels, the code treatment for both normal operation19

and for possible severe accident analysis is going on20

and I guess some of that may have to be updated on21

particular technologies, but those folks have kind of22

laid out a map for all the technologies they thought23

of and have a plan for moving forward.24

I'm not sure what other areas are going to25
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need much technology-specific guidance and --1

MR. RECKLEY: Right.2

CHAIRMAN BLEY:  -- I haven't thought much3

about it.4

MR. RECKLEY: And then also --5

CHAIRMAN BLEY: If you could tell us any of6

that, it would be good.7

MR. RECKLEY: Right.  Okay.  And, again,8

much of that technical guidance would be needed no9

matter -- no matter whether we do Part 53 or it's done10

under 50 and 52.11

The need to have the ability to do this12

modeling and to address, for example, what research13

and testing and validation is needed in the fuels14

area, that kind of stuff would be needed almost15

independent of our development of Part 53. 16

Going to siting, there is currently17

underway a number of efforts to update the external18

hazard assessments in various areas.19

I think you have a meeting coming up on20

the volcanic hazard regulatory guide.  There's others21

in seismic and flooding and so forth.  That's an22

effort that's currently underway.23

The research -- our Office of Research has24

work underway in areas such as seismic isolators and25
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also in area of risk-informed seismic design, again,1

to maybe fully -- more fully incorporate ANS 2.26 in2

the new five seismic design categories and taking full3

advantage of that standard.  And then, as I mentioned,4

we had the population-related SECY paper.5

So, there's been a fair number of comments6

on Subpart D, siting, but we're not sure that we've7

seen -- well, we don't believe we've seen anything8

that would actually identify any new guidance in that9

area.  10

So, if we can go to slide 71, Subpart E,11

which we'll talk about later today, is on construction12

and manufacturing.  We don't currently have things13

underway.14

There are a number of activities that15

we're keeping track of.  Obviously there's lessons16

learned that are being compiled related to the Vogtle17

project and the implementation of Part 52 and that's18

going to result in certain activities, updating of19

some guidance, even changes to Part 50, but we're20

keeping an eye on that, we're capitalizing on that.21

But looking specifically at Part 53 and22

some of the comments and interactions we've had with23

stakeholders, one area that we think we'll need, or24

would benefit from additional guidance, is in the area25
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of manufacturing or factory manufacturing of reactors. 1

Somewhat we'll get into the discussion of the micro-2

reactor proposals later.  3

So, that's an area that hasn't been really4

used for a long time.  Hasn't even been considered5

much in terms of what to do and how we would address6

that under the manufacturing license provisions in7

Subpart F of Part 52 and what we're going to8

incorporate into Part 53.9

Another one that was talked about today is10

just alternatives in the area of quality assurance,11

whether there are -- again, the way we laid it out, we12

think a fair amount of flexibility is provided for all13

of the risks for safety-significant, but non-safety-14

related, equipment that would be addressed within the15

second tier, but we are proposing to keep the16

traditional safety-related designation for those17

things needed to address an immediate threat to public18

health and safety.19

Even there people are proposing20

alternatives to the traditional Appendix B/NQA-121

approach.22

And so, if that's going to be pursued,23

there would be guidance that would be useful whether24

it's an assessment of ISO standards or some other QA25
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system where guidance would be useful.1

CHAIRMAN BLEY: That seems like a kind of2

big deal if the same owners will be involved later on. 3

I mean, that's almost an infrastructure of QA stuff4

that changing it or having it different for different5

kinds of plants sounds, at a minimum, awkward.6

Has that been discussed much?7

MR. RECKLEY: It's an activity we'll talk8

in future stakeholder meetings of what are the9

implications.10

It may -- like you're suggesting, it may11

bring in -- or as the Nuclear Industry Council12

mentioned, opening it up may bring in new potential13

vendors because they are certified under a different14

QA program like ISO.15

But for those that are already existing16

and have put the effort into NQA-1, whether it's17

onerous for them or not I don't know, to be honest.18

So -- but that is an activity that, as we19

go forward on talking with stakeholders about quality20

assurance, that I'm sure we'll get input on.21

In Subpart F, operations, we have22

basically divided it into three sections.  The first23

one is related to the hardware, the structure systems24

and components.25
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We do have available guidance under NEI1

18-04 and the related regulatory guide that addresses2

some aspects of operations where it least supports the3

development of some areas and operations like special4

treatment, for example, but we do need to develop some5

additional guidance in terms of the layout and the6

content, technical specifications.7

The NEI 18-04 talks about special8

treatment, but it's sort of at a high level and there9

has been some talk in the industry side of trying to10

provide more specific guidance on the identification11

and handling of special treatment for the non-safety-12

related equipment under NEI 18-04.13

We're not sure that it will be a major14

change in terms of maintenance, repair and inspection,15

but just things like the scope of the maintenance rule16

when you shift over to a different framework, we will17

have to assess to see whether that needs to be18

modified, but we think it's pretty important for19

people to understand and have guidance available even20

early on to know what it will mean to try to operate21

an advanced reactor under Part 53 and things like the22

guidance on the maintenance rule or the equivalent23

that gets incorporated into Part 53, but would enable24

people to have an idea of that.25
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The second section of the operations1

subpart is related to personnel and this is an area2

where we think the guidance will be actually quite3

significant and very important.4

The first step of that will be a white5

paper that we plan to release this month just giving6

some of the background and the consideration that has7

historically gone into the regulations and our reviews8

and overall consideration of personnel.9

So, it goes into a little history on how10

we have the existing guidance, how we've looked at11

alternatives like the new scale proposal to reduce the12

number of staffing, and then some of the challenges13

that will -- we will have to face if we're looking at14

further reductions, whether we're looking at changes15

to the construct of licensed operators, all the way to16

the potential for autonomous operations, meaning17

perhaps no licensed operators on staff and maybe18

periods of unattended operation.  So, those are big19

concepts that are being thought about.20

And so, one of the thoughts that we're21

having on this, and it's -- again, the release of the22

white paper is going to start the discussion, but to23

really open up the -- to make it technology-inclusive24

and most flexible would be to shift from the25
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prescriptive requirements we have now like under Part1

55 where it defines, by a table, number of units,2

number of senior reactor operators, number of reactor3

operators and so forth, the prescriptive requirements4

we have now, and just shift the overall regulation5

over to requiring applicants to develop concept of6

operations, build in systematic assessments on what7

are the role of personnel in, for example, handling8

the design basis accident, what are the role of9

personnel in handling the other groups of the10

licensing basis events all the way from anticipated11

operational occurrences up to potential beyond design12

basis events.13

And thereby opening up flexibility, it14

would be a major effort under the, you know, to do15

that kind of human factors assessment, but that would16

be a way to get from the prescriptive system we have17

now over to a more open consideration basically18

assessing the role of personnel in a manner that is19

difficult, but tries to be somewhat analogous to the20

assessment of the role of equipment.21

And then lastly within operations we do22

have -- the last section is where we talk about23

programs. 24

And this would include things like25
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emergency planning, security, the facility safety1

program we talked about a couple meetings ago,2

radiation protection and so forth.  So, those would3

also be areas where additional guidance would be4

needed. 5

If we're looking to make kind of6

fundamental shifts in how security assessments and7

security programs are put in place, then that would8

require some significant guidance.9

Emergency planning, if it goes much beyond10

what has already gone out in the proposed rule with11

the draft guidance, we would need guidance in that12

area as well.13

And guidance for the development and14

implementation of a facility safety program would also15

be -- would be useful if that's maintained.16

So, we can go to slide 72.17

MEMBER REMPE:  So, Bill, this is Joy.18

I'm just curious why you didn't include19

some guidance for transport for the micro-reactor20

either under Subpart E or maybe after it's loaded and21

you send it back under Subpart G. 22

Is it going to be somewhere?23

MR. RECKLEY: That's a good point.  24

We actually are going to talk about that25
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under the challenges coming up and our assumption is1

that we'll need to address that, but one of the2

questions we hope to resolve in the next stakeholder3

meeting or two, and even our interactions here, is --4

and we'll have similar discussions with the Department5

of Energy, is that something we need to address?6

We think it is and to the degree the next7

couple of discussions over the next month or two8

cement that it is, then you're exactly right.  9

We would come in under some of these areas10

and add manufacturing -- add to the manufacturing11

guidance the need to address transportation.12

MEMBER REMPE: Thank you.13

CHAIRMAN BLEY: Hey, Bill, your discussion14

of QA got me thinking about internal, first, within15

your organization.  You have several thousand of them. 16

You do a lot of stakeholder meetings with people from17

industry and the public.18

How do you get the breadth of -- in these19

key areas of NRC -- I was thinking of the inspectors20

now involved because a lot of these things have impact21

on them and how they do their work.22

So, you must have a process for making23

sure all areas get a voice in this rule development24

other than just maybe a review shot.25
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MR. RECKLEY: Yes.  What we're trying to do1

is -- and we have these parallel processes for2

discussions with external stakeholders during our3

periodic meetings, our discussion with you during our4

periodic meetings and then our internal discussions.5

To be honest, we largely developed, and6

are developing, the first iteration with our7

consultations with other subject matter experts kind8

of limited to areas where we just can't even do the9

first draft without consultation.10

And then as we develop the second11

iteration based on our feedback, we are reaching out12

and getting more subject matter experts involved and13

actually using them to help us hone the second14

iteration.15

I'll give you an example.  In the area of16

-- it's related to comments for various reasons, but17

in the Subpart B discussion of normal operations in18

the second tier, we just copied Appendix I for the19

first iteration.20

And we knew that that would need to get21

updated, there were efforts five or ten years ago to22

make revisions to that and it -- ultimately they23

didn't get made, but there was an effort underway and24

coordination with EPA and there was a whole number of25
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activities related to radiation protection.1

And as we do the iterations, we will take2

advantage of and bring in experts to help us fine tune3

those requirements such that hopefully by December,4

you know, we've consulted with everybody we need to5

consult with internally and externally, but some of6

the -- so, I'll just leave it there.7

We are consulting, we do have a process,8

yes, but in particular areas we may be timing our9

detailed interactions with our subject matter experts10

to the development of the second iteration.11

So, yeah, if we can go on to slide 72,12

Subpart G we're still considering.  We're not sure13

from a process perspective we need additional14

guidance.15

Obviously there's a lot of guidance16

available on how to do cost estimates for17

decommissioning and those are technology-specific and18

we need to get supplemented.19

The next one goes to the licensing.  We do20

have guidance, again, that is being developed and Juan21

is going to talk about TICAP and ARCAP.22

We think additional guidance will be23

needed in the area of manufacturing licenses.  Again,24

that's a provision we haven't visited since the --25
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whatever -- '70s or '80s.1

And we're introducing the concept of a --2

or possibly introducing the concept of a conceptual3

design, something akin to a site suitability review4

that currently exists for siting.  If we pursued that,5

it may need guidance.6

Then ultimately once you enter into the7

operational phase, in licensing space we'll need8

equivalent to things like the 50.59 process to9

evaluate changes, and we'll need reporting guidance in10

terms of safety analysis reports and the PRA.11

And then, I think, as Marc Nichol12

mentioned, there's a whole bunch of other guidance and13

we'll be looking at actually our next interaction with14

stakeholders in April to see where some of these might15

really be needed to kind of advance, even for first16

movers, things like financial requirements, liability17

requirements, we mentioned already reporting18

requirements.19

So, that's kind of the high level.  We are20

looking, and this will be the -- like I said, the --21

one of the topics of our meeting in April with22

stakeholders is to get their view on where additional23

guidance is needed.24

MEMBER REMPE: Bill, I'm thinking about25
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this possible conceptual design review and what was1

done years ago with the MHTGR and how they submitted2

a design and you guys issued an SAR.3

Are you thinking of standardizing the4

contents of what needs to be submitted or what kind of5

guidance are you thinking of?6

MR. RECKLEY: Well, first of all, it would7

depend on whether we -- whether we put something like8

that into the rule.9

We've typically said we don't need10

additional regulatory requirements, or even additional11

guidance, and we point often to those NUREGs that were12

prepared for PRISM, MHTGR and SAFR (phonetic) as13

reasons that we have that tool available to us if14

anyone wants to use it.15

So, one of the things, again, would be if16

we put the provision into the rule, we may need17

guidance.  If we don't put a provision in the rule, we18

probably would not need guidance.19

MEMBER REMPE: Okay.  Thank you.20

MR. RECKLEY: Alright.21

MEMBER KIRCHNER: Bill, this is Walt22

Kirchner.23

On reporting requirements, that makes me24

think back to comments this morning on facility safety25
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program, et cetera.1

Is this a way, perhaps, to address that2

particular set of issues with regard to how burdensome3

a facility safety program might actually be?4

Is there a way, for example, for you to5

enhance reporting requirements given that you may not6

have sufficient staff and inspectors at each site were7

there to be a lot of distributed smaller reactors, et8

cetera?9

Is there a way in your reporting10

requirements you could satisfy some of the objectives11

that you were seeking in your facility safety program?12

MR. RECKLEY: Yes, and you have a good13

point.  I mean, that's why we have it listed.  We14

haven't really started to formulate ideas here, but,15

for example, if we -- a concept under the facility16

safety program would be that licensees are required,17

under the way we write the provision in the first18

place, to assess potential new hazards and consider19

when to make changes to the facility in response to20

those.21

And we could put a certain amount of22

credence into that being done and we could inspect the23

program once in a while to make sure it was being24

done.25
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But if that burden is not on the licensee,1

then it -- and the changes to the facility would only2

be made when the NRC made them make the changes, then3

we'd have to have reporting requirements to make sure4

the staff had information available to do all of those5

assessments.  And so, that's how those kind of things6

tie together.7

Another one might be just the traditional8

interest of the staff in understanding and being --9

having the confidence that things are working the way10

that they are -- were expected to work.11

And that's something you could build into12

a reporting requirement to basically say as a tradeoff13

to either needing regulatory involvement or, to some14

degree, maybe even inspection activities, if this15

happens, there will be a report under what would16

currently be under the 50.72/73 reporting17

requirements, which, again, all of those were written18

for light-water reactor in Part 50 regulations.19

So, I guess the short answer is, yes,20

Walt, everything is on the table.  What we're going to21

try to do, as we're trying to do in all the other22

areas, is to take an integrated look and say, what's23

the role of reporting and how can we not have trivial24

reports, but how can we incorporate it in such that if25
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reporting is the most efficient way to handle an1

issue, then we'll put it in reporting as opposed to2

maybe under Subpart I on licensing or updating FSARs3

or under some other part of Part 53.4

But with that, if there's no other high-5

level questions, I'll turn it over to Juan and we can6

go on to the TICAP/ARCAP discussions.7

MR. URIBE: So, I'll just do a quick sound8

check and can everybody hear me okay?9

MR. RECKLEY: Sure can, Juan.10

MR. URIBE: Alright.  Thanks, Bill.11

So, good afternoon to all the members of12

the subcommittee and everyone in attendance.  As Bill13

alluded to, my name is Juan Uribe.  I'm a project14

manager in the DANU/UARP policy branch.15

I'm in the same group as Bill Reckley16

working for John Segal and today I'll be speaking on17

behalf of a larger team within the NRC that's looking18

at ARCAP and TICAP and to try to provide you with some19

information as a result of interest in learning a20

little bit more about TICAP and ARCAP.21

And so, I guess I'll start, first, by22

perhaps putting into perspective that this is guidance23

in support of Part 53, specifically Subpart H, as Bill24

was showing on the tables on the previous slide,25
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related to the area of licensing.1

So, with that, I'll start with some2

background to ensure that we're all aligned and on the3

same page about ARCAP and TICAP.4

So, in essence, ARCAP is the Advanced5

Reactor Content of Application Project.  It's an NRC-6

led activity and the outcome is to have a proposed7

guidance document that would provide a roadmap for8

developing the technology-inclusive, risk-informed and9

performance-based advanced reactor application.10

It's primarily intended to support the11

Part 53 rulemaking effort, but it's also being12

developed in consideration and to support potential13

advanced reactor applications that come under Part 5014

and 52.15

ARCAP, as Bill is alluding to in his16

slides, there's a near-term need to identify and17

develop the guidance that's needed to support the18

various different parts of an advanced reactor19

application that follows the LMP process.20

And just for context, the LMP process, as21

you all know, is described in NEI 18-04 and endorsed22

in Reg Guide 1.233.23

In the sense of identifying guidance, an24

integral part of ARCAP is to also leverage existing25
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guidance or guidance that is currently in development. 1

And one of those is going to be our next topic, which2

is TICAP.3

Other areas include the emergency4

preparedness and security rulemakings, and then5

another aspect of ARCAP is to also identify areas6

where additional guidance is not available and,7

therefore, needed.8

And that is different than the key9

guidance identified in the previous slide.  So, this10

is -- the guidance that is identified is not11

necessarily the same key guidance that Bill was12

alluding to in the previous slide.13

And so, the recognition that we're dealing14

with moving targets here, in a sense, is that as the15

Part 53 language and ongoing guidance documents are16

completed, then ARCAP will also be updated to reflect17

those changes.18

And so, again, that is a high-level19

overview of ARCAp, which, again, focuses on the20

entirety of an application and --21

CHAIRMAN BLEY: Juan?22

MR. URIBE: Yes.23

CHAIRMAN BLEY: It's Dennis Bley.24

Do you envision whatever document comes25
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out of ARCAP will be an NRC document or will it be1

some joint document to which the NRC will either2

endorse with exceptions and clarifications or some3

other process?4

MR. URIBE:  That's a great question,5

Dennis.6

So, it will actually be covered in the7

next couple of slides, but to give a spoiler alert, if8

you will, the plan is to have an NRC document9

providing the ARCAP guidance.10

And then TICAP is more along the lines of11

what you're alluding to in the sense of an industry12

document with perhaps an NRC endorsement.13

Does that answer the question?14

CHAIRMAN BLEY: Sure.  Go ahead.15

MR. URIBE: Perfect.16

So, moving on to TICAP, TICAP is the17

Technology-Inclusive Content of Application Project. 18

This is an industry-led effort and the key here for19

TICAP is to let you guys know that TICAP is focused on20

providing guidance for specific portions of the safety21

analysis report, which, as you know, is just one22

aspect of an advanced reactor application.23

And what I mean by specific portions of24

the SAR is because it's focused on those areas that25
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are specific to describing the affirmative safety1

case, which, as you know, is the basis of the LMP2

process.3

And just as a -- to make sure we're all on4

the same page again, the LMP process focuses on5

identifying the licensing basis events on categorizing6

and establishing the performance criteria for SSCs.7

And then the third component is evaluating8

your defense in depth to consider the overall plant9

risk to the public.10

And so, what TICAP does, in a nutshell, is11

to rightsize, if you will, the level of detail and the12

scope needed to be able to meet those three areas.13

And so, as I alluded to earlier, and we'll14

get to that in the next couple of slides, the15

industry-led TICAP project is anticipated to be16

finalized as an NEI document and then sent to the NRC17

for review and potential endorsement.18

And so, then, as appropriate, the NRC19

staff would supplement industry's TICAP guidance with20

additional guidance such as those that the staff is21

currently developing and working on in other areas.22

And examples of those may include23

construction permit information, site information, et24

cetera, and it's areas that may be outside the scope25
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of LMP, but that we still feel are relevant to be1

included in an application.2

And hopefully this will be more apparent3

-- or visually apparent in the next slide, which has4

a better representation of this relationship between5

TICAP and ARCAP.6

But before we go to the next slide, I want7

to emphasize a key point with ARCAP.  And just to8

reiterate, I think it's been said before, but just to9

reiterate that a key aspect of ARCAP is not to10

replicate NUREG-0800 SRP.11

Certainly it would be unwise to leverage12

some of the knowledge and the things that have worked13

well for NUREG-0800, but this is not intended to be14

NUREG-0800 Version 2.  It is looking at -- in a new15

and novel perspective in the areas that we can.16

CHAIRMAN BLEY: So, before you leave this17

one, ARCAP then, and I hadn't realized this, it must18

be tracking the rulemaking for Part 50/52 as well to19

make sure this is equally applicable to all three20

rules; is that correct? 21

MR. URIBE: Certainly it's one aspect that22

we're keeping in mind as we develop the ARCAP.23

CHAIRMAN BLEY: Just keep going unless24

we're bothering you.25
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MR. URIBE: No, no, no.  It's all good.1

Next slide, please.  Perfect.  Thank you. 2

So, again, I think the purpose of this slide is to3

expand the discussion of the previous slide and4

provide more detail regarding the relationship between5

ARCAP and TICAP's scope and also start getting into6

the different deliverables within each of the two7

projects.8

And so, to try to accomplish this, the9

figure in the slide basically shows the structure of10

the proposed safety analysis report on the left, the11

green and blue boxes.  It highlights all the other12

areas of an application and these areas of an13

application is what we've preliminarily identified.14

It is not final and certainly there's some15

discussions on a few of these items listed there on16

the right-hand side box which I'm referring to right17

now.18

And then finally in the sort of middle19

pink box it hopes to convey or reflect, if you will,20

the staff's initial thinking when we incorporate21

performance-based approaches into the guidance and our22

thought process.23

So, with that, let's dive into the figure24

and hopefully this will make a little bit more sense25
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in -- as we conclude the discussion of this figure.1

So, going over the figure, the left-hand2

boxes, the green and the blue represent a proposed 12-3

chapter approach that the NRC staff and industry are4

working towards as one acceptable approach of what a5

SAR content would look like in an advanced reactor6

application.7

You will note that this differs from the8

traditional 19-chapter approach described in other NRC9

guidance such as NUREG-0800 or Reg Guide 1.70.10

Based on a number of public meetings, we11

believe there's general alignment on this proposed SAR12

structure, again, as just one acceptable way to move13

forward, and then start putting pen to paper as far as14

what each of these chapters would need to include in15

order to be acceptable.16

We also believe that this interaction is17

consistent with the Commission's policy statement18

encouraging the earliest possible interaction with19

applicant's vendors, and other government agencies, in20

order to add stability and predictability to the21

licensing and regulation of future advanced reactors.22

I'm sorry, was there a question?  Okay.23

CHAIRMAN BLEY: That was just a noise.24

MR. URIBE: Okay.  Okay.  So, staying on25
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the left side of the figure, the green box at the1

upper part of the left side represents the first eight2

chapters of the SAR and it really is differentiated so3

that you can get a sense of the scope of TICAP.4

So, in other words, and as mentioned5

earlier, TICAP scope is limited to only the portions6

of the first eight chapters associated with7

documenting the affirmative safety case coming from8

the LMP process described in NEI 18-04 and as endorsed9

in Reg Guide 1.233.10

And I apologize if this is repetition, but11

just to make sure everyone is on the same page, the12

TICAP is expected again to be finalized as an NEI13

document and sent to the NRC for endorsement.14

And then, upon review, we would endorse15

the TICAP guidance in the form of a Reg Guide and we16

would do two things.17

One, is provide any exceptions or18

clarifications to the information in TICAP, and then19

the second purpose of that Reg Guide would be to20

supplement with additional information that is outside21

the scope of LMP -- LMP's affirmative safety case, but22

that the staff believes it's necessary for the23

completeness and sufficient detail for an advanced24

reactor application.25
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And, again, examples of those are1

information related to construction permit, additional2

information related to the site information, you know,3

geology and things like that.4

The blue box underneath the first eight5

chapters represents the remaining chapters of the SAR6

that are outside the scope of TICAP, but they are7

within the scope of ARCAP.  Again, ARCAP is intended8

to address the entirety of an application.9

And, along those lines, what is also in10

the scope of ARCAP is to provide guidance on the11

additional portions of the application.12

So, with that, we're kind of moving to the13

right -- furthest most right side of the figure, which14

is the peach color, if you will, and here you have the15

other areas that complete an application.16

And so, you know, your typical examples17

include your QA plan, your emergency plan, your18

physical security plan and, again, there's still some19

debate, you know, within some of these areas as far20

as, like, tech specs being part of an application or21

the technical requirements manual and perhaps a full22

PRA report.23

We do have a summary or key insights of24

the PRA as part of the SAR, but when you get into what25
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the full PRA peer-reviewed report, where that would1

reside, that's what I'm alluding to as far as there's2

still, you know, some debate as far as where that3

could reside.4

And then finally the middle box, the pink5

box, what it hopes to convey is the visual -- in a6

visual way, is the performance-based approach that the7

NRC staff is considering for licensing.8

And I guess the better way to put it is9

that it's a recognition that not everything is10

appropriate for inclusion in the safety analysis11

report.12

In other words, we're also looking at, you13

know, rightsizing and what is the adequate level of14

detail and we're not in the business of wanting to15

have, you know, extremely long and onerous documents16

if the information is more efficiently kept somewhere17

else.18

And so, to do this, the staff would rely19

more on the use of audits, inspections.  And in order20

to review and verify the applicant records that21

support or supplement directly, the conclusions22

described in that FSAR -- and this is information that23

perhaps previously was expected to be docketed and24

that may not be the case anymore.25
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So, if there's no questions on this slide,1

I think the next slide we'll try to deliver the same2

message perhaps at the expense of a little repetition,3

but we will get into a more visual presentation of4

ARCAP and TICAP's relationship.5

And then we'll finalize with talking a6

little bit about the deliverables and some of the time7

lines.8

MEMBER KIRCHNER: Juan, this is Walt9

Kirchner.10

MR. URIBE: Yes.11

MEMBER KIRCHNER: On your previous slide it12

begs a question, in my mind, if you now reorder13

chapters -- and I don't have a -- I mean, this looks14

fairly complete.  15

So, I'm not questioning what you're16

presenting here, but, from a practical standpoint, we17

were just talking about guidance.18

Somehow you would then have to, in my own19

mind, so that you had some regulatory certainty and20

predictability and efficiency, you would have to21

realign NUREG-0800 to address this structure.22

And, you know, to first order I suspect a23

lot of it would map over in a -- putting aside, you24

know, the LWR-specific aspects of NUREG-0800, that it25
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would map over, but it would be a big exercise to1

construct that new set of guidance for the staff to2

conduct its reviews in a predictable manner.3

That's a statement.  You don't have to4

respond to it.  It's just my observation right now5

from looking at what you're presenting.6

What does this mean for the actual process7

of making 10 CFR 53 work for all parties?8

MR. URIBE: Okay.9

MR. OESTERLE: So, this is Eric Oesterle10

from the staff, Mr. Kirchner.  I'm working with Juan11

on the team looking at TICAP and ARCAP.12

And so, what we intend to do is look at13

putting pointers in the TICAP and ARCAP guidance to14

what we could call technology-neutral guidance in15

NUREG-0800 for use by the staff in addition to16

developing specific guidance, as Bill had mentioned in17

the earlier slides, for advanced reactors, but we're18

not looking to reorganize NUREG-0800 to fit the19

advanced reactor applications.  We're going to point20

to it.21

MEMBER KIRCHNER: Okay.  Thank you.22

MR. URIBE: Next slide, please. 23

CHAIRMAN BLEY: Sorry, before we go to the24

next slide --25
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MR. URIBE: Yes, Dennis.1

CHAIRMAN BLEY:  -- you probably said this,2

but somehow it got past me.3

What are the advantages of this4

restructuring?  I'm kind of like Walt.  I suspect5

everything in the current system has a place in this6

one, but what's it do for you or for applicants to7

reorganize it this way?8

MR. URIBE:  So, I'll take a first crack at9

it -- at the response.  And if other folks wish to10

chime in -- but I think, as I alluded to, you know,11

it's a recognition that not everything that is12

included in an application needs to -- or is13

appropriate for inclusion in the SAR and docketing.14

And then at least for, you know, Part 5015

you have the Part 50.71(e) update requirements and we16

believe that we, you know, we can still get to the17

same level of detail and information if we need to,18

but just having a leaner document that also aligns19

with the LMP-based NEI 18-04 guidance is a more20

prudent way to approach the Part 53 licensing.21

CHAIRMAN BLEY: So, we would have a smaller22

SAR, but you'd still have the same information.  Now,23

right now the SAR has to be updated, I forget how many24

years, but regularly.25
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Will the other pieces here that are1

important be under that same kind of control?2

MR. URIBE: So, again, I'll --3

MR. SEBROSKY: So, this is Joe Sebrosky. 4

I work with Juan and Eric on the ARCAP and TICAP. 5

I'll try to break it down a little bit, the first6

question, and then address the second question.7

So, regarding the first question on why8

are we looking at restructuring the SAR, what9

advantages do we see, we believe if -- for someone10

that's following the LMP process, it develops a SAR11

that is more coherent and more logically structured. 12

It was a clean-sheet approach that both industry and13

the staff looked at.  14

And when you look at the structure, you15

see, like, Chapter 3 is the licensing basis events, if16

you went to the SRP, you would see that that's down --17

design basis accidents is in Chapter 15 of the SRP.18

So, the affirmative safety case is made19

high level in Chapter 1.  It's the most important20

part, we believe, of the SAR.  So, the restructuring21

brings it up earlier into the document and then it22

follows the logic of the LMP.23

So, we think it makes the safety analysis24

report easier for the applicant to assemble, easier25
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for stakeholders to understand, and easier for the1

staff to review.2

We also think long term the SAR -- and you3

were alluding to this in your second question -- the4

SAR is a document that is maintained for the life of5

the plant.6

So, having a more simplified and7

straightforward structure allows licensees and the8

staff to better understand the licensing basis and use9

the SAR as a tool during operation.10

So, there will be -- and Bill is going to11

be getting to this.  He was talking about, you know,12

some of the requirements that have to be developed of13

50.71(e) that requires updates of the SAR, whether it14

be Part 50.  We think we're going to have something15

akin to that in Part 53.16

When you look at the other parts of the17

application, right, there is different change18

processes associated with each and every one of those.19

The PRA is something that is expected to20

be updated on a continuous basis as part of Part 52. 21

How we're going to do that with Part 53 and if the22

licensee uses the LMP process under Part 50, we have23

to work that out.24

Tech specs are attached to the license. 25
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Obviously if you make any changes to the tech spec,1

that would require prior NRC approval going forward.2

And then you have currently under 50.54,3

the change processes associated with quality assurance4

programs, security program, emergency planning that5

would require prior approval from the NRC if you had6

a reduction in effectiveness.7

So, it depends on what part of the8

application you're talking about as far as how it's9

maintained, how it's updated and how it's changed. 10

So, that's something that we're looking at as we11

develop the guidance.12

Did I answer your question, Dennis?13

CHAIRMAN BLEY: Sorry, trouble getting my14

mic on.  15

Yes, you did.  Thank you.16

MEMBER KIRCHNER: Joseph, while you're17

responding to Dennis, may I follow on and just ask18

kind of a dumb question?19

What if the applicant doesn't use the LMP20

process?  I didn't think it was mandatory in 10 CFR 5321

as currently drafted.22

MR. SEBROSKY: So, understand if you go23

back to one of Juan's slides earlier, we're trying to24

thread a needle here.25
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MEMBER KIRCHNER: I know.  That's why I1

asked.2

MR. SEBROSKY: And it's not -- it is not a3

dumb question.  So, the thing that we're up against,4

the challenges that we're up against, the ACRS5

subcommittee members, I'm sure, are aware that there's6

two ARDP winners, Advanced Reactor Demonstration7

Project winners.8

One is a gas-cooled reactor design,9

another is a liquid sodium-cooled reactor design. 10

Both of those have indicated preliminarily that11

they're going to follow the LMP approach.12

Part 53 is not going to work with their13

schedule.  So, we're trying to develop LMP-based14

guidance for 50.52 that would be supportive of those15

applications.16

We're also trying to keep in mind -- or17

trying to keep in our sights that Part 53 initially18

has used the LMP process as one way of meeting the19

requirements, not the only way.20

So, what we're starting out with is the21

LMP process as one way of potentially meeting the Part22

53 requirements to support what we think might be23

coming our way with advanced reactor demonstration24

projects and try to keep an eye on what's going on25
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with some of the stakeholder feedback that you heard1

about Part 53 not solely relying on the LMP process.2

So, that's something that when you look at3

the previous slide when we said we're going to try to4

make adjustments as Part 53 language gets clarified,5

that is certainly an area that we're looking at.  If6

you're not going to use the LMP process, do we have to7

develop guidance?8

One of the things that we've said, though,9

preliminarily is if you look at the structure of the10

licensing basis event safety functions, safety-related11

SSCs, non-safety-related SSCs, just kind of looking at12

FSAR chapters 3, 4, 5, 6 and 7, if somebody isn't13

using an LMP process, they would still, we think, if14

it's a maximum hypothetical accident process, or some15

other process, they would still need to come up with16

a process that basically said this says this is how I17

intend to address accidents, this is how I'm going to18

do the SSC categorization, this is my safety-related19

stuff, this is potentially non-safety-related with20

special treatment.21

So, we think the structure might work for22

somebody not using an LMP process, but we're23

considering that as part of the guidance development.24

MR. URIBE: I'm sorry, this is Juan.  If I25
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could add just something real quick to what Joe said,1

just two quick points.2

One of the things that we've been saying3

in different meetings is that for applicants that are4

expected or anticipating to use the LMP and also5

especially if they're not planning to use the LMP as6

to have pre-application engagements early and7

continuously to make sure we can optimize the review8

and understand, you know, the particulars of that9

application, but then the second point was perhaps to10

also -- there is some guidance that the staff issued11

back in September of 2019.12

It's a non-light-water reactor review13

strategy white paper and it does provide internal14

guidance for the review of non-LWR applications in the15

near term.  So, that's also a reference, perhaps, if16

you will.  17

And I agree with you, it's not a dumb18

question.  It's something that I know there's been19

debate in that front.20

CHAIRMAN BLEY: This is Dennis Bley.21

The way Joe explained this, one thing22

jumped out at me that I really liked.  Whether one23

uses LMP in a PRA to help you find the licensing basis24

events, or something in the more traditional vein25
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especially for advanced reactors, you're going to need1

to do a very clean, thorough search for initiating2

events and scenarios to include -- whoa, there's some3

background noise.4

So, getting that up near the front5

regardless of whether you're doing a PRA application,6

or something different, is really essential to getting7

your safety analysis well done.8

So, I kind of -- I haven't thought about9

this structure at all, but it makes some sense to me10

now.11

MEMBER KIRCHNER: I agree with you, Dennis. 12

I was just -- you know, I was just trying to think13

through, wow, how much -- I find no fault with it or14

anything.  So, this is not a criticism.  15

I'm just trying to be pragmatic and say,16

okay, somebody comes in with an advanced light-water17

reactor under 10 CFR 53 -- I agree with you, Dennis.18

You would want them to lay out that safety19

case and do that thorough search of events, and then20

go through 1 through 8 here on the left-hand side and21

put, you know, put that in a coherent -- as I think22

Juan said, in a more coherent framework up front and23

then provide all the supporting information that is in24

the 18 chapters we have now.25
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Yeah, I'm just trying to walk myself1

through what an applicant would do were this the2

required reporting format coming out of the advanced3

LWR community.  Thank you.  Enough said.4

MR. OESTERLE: So, this is Eric Oesterle5

from the staff again.  Just some additional6

perspective on this, you know.7

The NRC staff certainly, you know, sees8

the benefits in rightsizing the information contained9

in the SAR and we've heard the same desires10

communicated to us from our external stakeholders.11

And, you know, with the SAR being one of12

the main licensing basis documents there's an13

efficiency in rightsizing it to make sure that14

contains those -- that information that is needed to15

ensure that you've got the safety case made, the16

safety-significant items in there, the risk-17

significant items in there.18

And just from, you know, a historical19

perspective out of all the plants that I've worked at20

while I was out in industry, there are FSARs out there21

for plants that range from four to five volumes for22

those plants that have -- that got licensed in the23

late '60s, early '70s -- these are three- to four-24

inch, you know, binders -- up to 24 to 25 volumes for25
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the later plants that were licensed like Palo Verde1

and Vogtle 1 and 2.2

So, just from an efficiency standpoint of3

maintaining the licensing basis, that's a significant4

change over the years to go from four to five volumes5

to 25.  And so, there was a communicated desire to6

definitely rightsize that document. 7

MEMBER KIRCHNER: So, Dennis, may I just8

follow on a few quick questions?  9

So, I have to admit this is the first time10

I've really looked at this ARCAP layout.  And so,11

thank you for the presentation.12

You've got site description and so on. 13

You put this all together.  I think it -- do you have14

an estimate, Eric, what you think -- how many volumes15

will it come in?16

Will it be as large as my stamp collection17

or are you thinking that this will drive it back to18

the kind of five volumes or four that were, you know,19

back in the early days of the LWR plants?20

MR. OESTERLE: Well, I'm not sure what kind21

of extensive, you know, stamp collection you have22

there, Member Kirchner, but I would be an optimist and23

say that I would hope that it would drive it back24

towards, you know, less than ten volumes, but that25
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remains to be seen.1

MEMBER KIRCHNER: Thank you, Dennis.2

MR. URIBE: Okay.  If there's no additional3

questions on this slide, perhaps we can move on to the4

next one.5

Again, I think this is -- the purpose of6

this slide is similar to the previous slide and it's7

really meant to give you a sense of the TICAP/ARCAP8

relationship.9

This figure is taken from an industry-led10

TICAP presentation, but we do believe it's a useful11

visual representation, again, to thread the needle and12

to -- where ARCAP -- where TICAP takes the ball, if13

you will, and where ARCAP picks up and moves it14

forward.15

So, to understand this graphic, we'll move16

from the further most right bubble to the left.  And17

so, that first circle represents TICAP, which, as we18

mentioned, is applicable to the first eight chapters19

of the SAR and its information focused on the LMP-20

based affirmative safety case.21

So, here you have the information and22

scope and level of detail identifying your licensing23

basis events, your categorization and establishing the24

performance criteria for safety-related and non-25
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safety-related with special treatment structure1

systems and components.2

You're evaluating your defense in depth of3

a particular design, you know, you have your summary4

level PRA results and so that's sort of the -- what5

that first bubble, if you will, tries to convey.6

As we move to the left, that second bubble7

represents two things.  The SAR Chapter 1 through 88

for information that is outside the LMP-based9

affirmative safety case, which will be supplemented by10

the NRC, but it also represents Chapters 9 through 12,11

which are outside the scope of TICAP.12

And so, we talked about perhaps, you know,13

the construction permit information, the site14

information, plant programs, things like occupational15

dozing and control of routine and radioactive16

effluence, things like that.17

Moving on to the third bubble from right18

to left represents the sample of all the other19

components of an application that we were alluding to20

on the previous slide and we did mention that these21

would be updated as NRC activities are completed.  22

We talked about EP rulemaking, the23

physical security rulemaking.  And so, if we really24

have to, you know, perhaps simplify this, your first25
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bubble on the right is TICAP, and then your first1

three bubbles from right to left is essentially ARCAP.2

And so, the fourth bubble from right to3

left is really where, as we alluded to and we4

discussed on the previous slide, we spent some time5

talking about it, where some of the efficiencies are6

gained because, again, there's a recognition that not7

everything that we traditionally docketed and included8

in the SAR, you know, upon a second look needs to be9

there.10

And as Eric alluded to, we're also trying11

to rightsize the level of detail for efficiency within12

the staff and then just try to leverage other13

regulatory processes that we have in existence, such14

as the audit and inspections, to verify any15

information that we would need to at such point.16

The last thing I'll touch on on this17

slide, again, because it was mostly addressed by the18

previous slide, is just the recognition of some of the19

items highlighted in yellow.20

They're not meant to be an all-inclusive21

list, but essentially one of the challenges that we22

have on the NRC side with ARCAP, and I don't want to23

obviously speak for the industry, but I believe it's24

a challenge on their side as well, is the fact that25
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the demarcation lines are not always a clean break.1

And so, there's going to be certain2

information that's outside the LMP-based scope of3

TICAP, but it will still be relevant or directly4

influenced by the outcome of your affirmative safety5

case.6

And so, as Joe alluded to, and I think we7

would all agree, tech specs is perhaps one of the8

first ones that comes to mind.  You have your9

emergency plan.10

And then as I alluded to, the complete and11

full PRA report is another one that is going to be the12

basis for your LB (phonetic) selection.  So, that's13

another aspect.14

So, anyway, the gist of that is just the15

recognition that we are looking into that as far as16

making sure that we have the information that we need17

and what the right place to have that is.18

MEMBER BROWN: Can I ask a question?19

MR. URIBE: Sure.20

MEMBER BROWN: Could you backtrack to the21

previous slide for a second?  I'm a little bit22

parochial.  23

This question is a little bit parochial. 24

This is Charlie Brown.  And I was looking at, again,25
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your outline safety analysis report and how you've got1

it laid out.2

This looks different than what we use3

today; is that correct?4

MR. URIBE: Correct.5

MEMBER BROWN: Okay.  And typically I --6

so, I'm looking down through the categories here.  And7

since I am particularly interested in how whatever8

form the new reactors -- advanced reactors Part 53 is9

going to be addressing, they will have instrumentation10

controls of some type.  They'll call them whatever11

they are; safeguards, protection, non-safety, safety,12

whatever.13

Where do they fall in these categories or14

chapters?15

MR. SEBROSKY: So, Juan, this is Joe16

Sebrosky.  I'll take a crack at that.17

The ACRS recently reviewed that design18

review guide on I&C for instrumentation and control.19

MEMBER BROWN: Exactly.20

MR. SEBROSKY: And we intend to reference21

that document as applicable in Chapters 6 and 7.  So,22

if they're -- as a result of a LMP process if a23

safety-related I&C, instruction and control, system is24

identified, then the expectation is it would be25
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described in Chapter 6 and we would say to the1

applicants and the reviewers, go look at DRG I&C2

section for the safety-related portion.3

Similarly if non-safety-related with4

special treatment I&C is identified, that would fall5

under Chapter 7 and there would be a pointer to that6

DRG in Chapter 7.7

MEMBER BROWN: Okay.  What about other8

documents such as -- I'm not saying they're related or9

whatever.  10

I'm just saying that typically we'll have11

advanced instrumentation in there of some sort and12

there are other documents such as -- I think it's Reg13

Guide 1.52, Branch Technical Position 7-19, diversity14

and defense in depth.  15

All of those will fall in -- those are16

largely -- those are very technology-neutral.  They17

kind of apply as they would apply depending on the18

nature of the plan.19

Would those be called out in those20

sections as well?21

MR. SEBROSKY: We'll have to take a look at22

that.  The short answer is I don't know.  We have I&C23

folks that are helping us with the guidance.  So, I24

can't answer that specific question.25
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MEMBER BROWN: Well, I'm just -- all I'm1

saying, just think about defense in depth as an issue2

no matter what you do.3

I mean, if you're going to have4

instrumentation control systems, you've got to meet a5

framework of an architecture and part of that is6

diversity in defense in depth.  So -- and the DRG does7

call that out.  So, I'm just -- I'm hesitant since we8

don't see anything.9

When will this be defined or how will it10

be defined, if anything?11

MR. SEBROSKY: So, Juan's going to get to12

that as far as the time frame for --13

MR. URIBE: The time line, yep, and the14

deliverables.15

MEMBER KIRCHNER: May I follow up on this16

then?  This is Walt Kirchner again, Juan and Joseph.17

So, what I think you're implying is, then,18

Chapter 6 would have the instrumentation and control19

systems, the reactor protection systems and the20

engineer and safety systems spelled out there and then21

--22

MR. SEBROSKY: Well -- so, there's some23

designers that believe they don't need a safety-24

related I&C system.25
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MR. URIBE: Right.1

MEMBER BROWN: I'm not surprised.2

MR. SEBROSKY: Well, so, I mean, it gets3

to, you know, is applicable and that's something that4

would be part of the review.5

And I know we're kind of honing in on the6

I&C, but when you look at the safety-related, you7

know, the LMP will identify the SSC categorization.8

MEMBER BROWN: Right.9

MR. SEBROSKY: That's part of the LMP10

process.  And when you look at the safety-related11

stuff in Chapter 6, there's ASME codes, you know,12

depending on -- I think the ACRS members may be aware13

we're looking at endorsing ASME Section 3 Division 514

for high temperature, right? 15

So, if you have a safety-related, high-16

temperature design that relies on ASME Section 317

Division 5, that would be described in Chapter 6.18

The same thing -- one of the things that19

is also very important is fuel qualification and the20

staff is working on developing fuel qualification21

guidance that we think is appropriate for a discussion22

in Chapter 5.23

And we can't imagine a scenario where the24

fuel isn't safety-related, but -- maybe you can make25
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the case, but Chapter 5 and 6 is where the fuel1

qualification guidance would go.  So, it's not just2

limited to I&C.3

MEMBER KIRCHNER: No, I didn't gather that,4

but I'm just thinking does Chapter 6 just balloon into5

a monstrous -- 5 could almost be a table, but Chapter6

6 looms as quite huge.7

I mean, you would have reactor protection8

systems with regard to safe shutdown.  You would have9

something that looks like a primary coolant boundary.10

You mentioned fuel.  You would -- for11

those designs that have something that is equivalent12

to decay heat removal, or ECCS, you would have a13

significant section there, et cetera, et cetera.14

Is that what the framework is going to15

wind up -- and then last, but probably most important16

in the framework, the Tier 1 framework, is the fission17

product barriers.18

So, would those all be wrapped up in19

Chapter 6?20

MR. SEBROSKY: So, to the extent that21

they're safety related, there would be discussions of22

the safety-related SSC and their capabilities.23

And I understand the concern, you know. 24

You have Chapter 6 for engineering safety features,25
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you have Chapter -- for the SRP you have Chapter 7 in1

the SRP for I&C.  You have Chapter 8 for electrical.2

And to the extent that you have safety-3

related SSCs coming out of the review, the idea is4

instead of being in Chapter 7 in the SRP, it would be5

in Chapter 6.6

So, yes, depending on the design, Chapter7

6 could be large, but we have designs in front of us8

that typically don't rely on a safety-related AC power9

system, which is, as you know, a lot of the10

description in Chapter 8.  11

So, it's meant to be flexible and12

depending on the design and the affirmative safety13

case, Chapter 6 could be small or it could be quite14

large.15

MEMBER BROWN: But, by and large, if the16

plant comes in -- I'm just trying to envision how this17

could evolve.18

I mean, the applicant can -- based on his19

own analysis can say, I need no safety-related20

systems, I need no protection system and I don't need21

anything else.22

And he will then have -- that will be an23

interesting justification and it's all glommed24

together with a bunch of other stuff.25
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MR. SEBROSKY:  So, I mean, the applicant1

can make their case, but it's up to the staff to2

review it and see if they agree with it.3

MR. OESTERLE: This is Eric Oesterle from4

the staff.  I would offer that, in general, you could5

probably expect to see, you know, what you typically6

think of as engineered safety features in Chapter 6,7

but Joe made a great point that it all depends upon8

the design and that, you know, we're -- instead of9

using the, you know, the LWR mindset, there may be --10

there may be systems and components that are no longer11

performing a safety-related function that you would12

now end up seeing in Chapter 7 where previously under13

LWR framework you might have expected to see those as14

one of the ESFs.15

MEMBER BROWN: Well, passive plants even in16

the -- correct me if I'm wrong, because I may have17

this categorized incorrectly, you still need to shut18

down the reactor.  It's still a reactor whatever --19

however you want to call it.20

It's got to be critical in order to21

generate heat and power or whatever it's going to do. 22

I mean, it's not like we have a woofnium plant.23

So, one way or another you got to shut24

down the reactor and you got to make sure it's shut25
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down.1

MR. SEBROSKY: So, yeah, that's part of the2

fundamental safety functions that is embedded in the3

LMP, right.4

MEMBER BROWN: Yes.5

MR. SEBROSKY: You have to be able to shut6

down the reactor, remove decay heat and reduce7

radionuclide --8

MEMBER BROWN: Right.9

MR. SEBROSKY:  -- to the offsite.  10

So, how they make that case, I -- it's up11

to the applicants to make that case whether or not12

they need, or don't need, a safety-related I&C system13

to shut down the reactor.14

If they believe they can make that case,15

they can provide that application and we would review16

it and obviously the ACRS would be involved with that17

review, too.18

MR. URIBE: And -- this is Juan -- perhaps19

the following slide could also help to, you know, show20

the members areas where we've identified, you know,21

continuous interactions to review the TICAP and make22

sure, at the end of the day, that the scope and the23

level of detail is rightsized.24

So, it's certainly a topic we'll consider25
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moving forward.1

MEMBER BROWN: Well, are those the yellow2

items in 75?3

MR. URIBE: No.  I was actually referring4

to this -- I apologize.  It would be the slide after5

this.  The question -- yeah, the --6

MEMBER BROWN: Slide 75, the TICAP, the7

bubble chart?8

MR. URIBE: Slide 76.9

MEMBER BROWN: Oh, 76?10

MR. URIBE: Yes.11

MEMBER BROWN: Well, that's --12

MR. URIBE: Yeah.  We're going to get to13

that, yeah.14

MR. SEBROSKY: Slide 75, if you can go to15

slide 75 just to make sure, the yellow -- also yellow16

highlights is material that's outside the first eight17

chapters that we believe would be influenced by the18

LMP affirmative safety case.19

Tech specs, emergency plan, ITAC, would20

all be potentially influenced by the safety case. 21

That's all the yellow highlight is.22

MEMBER BROWN: Okay.  Thank you.23

MR. URIBE: Okay.  so moving along to slide24

76 if we don't have any additional questions, now25
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we'll start getting into the tentative schedule and1

milestone discussions for ARCAP and TICAP.2

So, let's start with TICAP.  In3

discussions in public meetings with industry, the4

expectation is by mid-April of 2021 we're expecting a5

draft NEI TICAP document.6

This document will factor feedback7

provided to industry from several public meetings, but8

also very importantly there are four industry tabletop9

exercises that will be conducted by the time we10

receive this report -- two of them have already11

occurred and two remain -- that are also being12

conducted to inform and sort of stress test, if you13

will, the current TICAP guidance as it evolves.14

By May of 2021, industry representatives15

and NRC are expected to conduct several workshops,16

again, with the purpose of better understanding the17

TICAP document and conducting several exercises and18

discussions to ensure the adequacy of the content. 19

And this is perhaps what I was alluding to as well in20

the previous question.21

Any revisions or modifications that come22

out of that would then be incorporated as appropriate23

in the final TICAP version.24

And speaking of the final version of25
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TICAP, the expectation or the goal -- the industry1

goal is to provide that NEI TICAP document in late of2

July 2021.3

The NRC would then review and follow with4

a draft Reg Guide endorsing -- or potentially5

endorsing the NEI guidance as one acceptable method to6

develop the portion of the SAR related to the LMP and,7

as we stated earlier, supplement the TICAP guidance as8

appropriate.9

CHAIRMAN BLEY: Juan?10

MR. URIBE: Yes.11

CHAIRMAN BLEY: Do you anticipate bringing12

the TICAP and the Reg Guide -- the draft Reg Guide to13

the Committee around that time and will you -- will14

the Reg Guide be tied to Part 53 or is this kind of a15

standalone thing?16

I think it's supposed to apply to all --17

50.52 and 53; is that right?18

MR. URIBE: So, the short answer to both19

questions is yes.  And it will perhaps be more20

apparent in the next slide that goes over the21

anticipated ACRS interactions that we have planned for22

ARCAP and the TICAP Reg Guide.23

CHAIRMAN BLEY: Okay.  Perfect.24

MR. URIBE: So, that's the discussion for25
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TICAP.1

For ARCAP, we've already developed and2

released several draft documents that supplement the3

information that's currently -- that is expected in4

the SAR.5

And examples include, you know, site6

information.  You have Chapter 19, control of routine7

plant radioactive effluents.8

You have Chapter 10, control of9

occupational doses.  You have Chapter 11,10

organization, and Chapter 12, initial startup program. 11

So, those have been released at several -- at various12

public meetings for comment.   13

We are envisioning for ARCAP, which I14

think was one of the questions at the beginning of my15

presentation, a document that's referred to as the16

roadmap -- ARCAP roadmap ISG, and this document is the17

one that intends to provide the guidance for a18

complete application.19

And then -- so, as appropriate, for the20

first eight chapters it would point to the NEI TICAP21

document and the NRC Reg Guide.22

It would point to the draft ISGs issued23

that are shown on the slide as well.  It would point24

to, as appropriate, to NRC existing guidance and25
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examples included, you know, when applicable, elements1

of the guidance currently available for NUREG-0800,2

large LWRs, and also to highlight perhaps the need for3

additional guidance or guidance that's ongoing.4

And then going back to your questions5

about the interactions, we recognize, as we were6

putting the slides together, that the presentation7

today was only to cover ARCAP and TICAP at a high8

level and give you a high-level understanding, but we9

have gone over a lot of information that would perhaps10

warrant additional details and a more focused11

discussion.12

So, we do have a plan to have more focused13

discussions in the fall time frame and we'll make sure14

to coordinate with Derek to schedule those15

interactions at the appropriate time.16

CHAIRMAN BLEY: That sounds good.  I jumped17

ahead to your next slide and you -- TICAP's got real18

slots for full committee and subcommittee.19

MR. URIBE: Yep.20

CHAIRMAN BLEY: ARCAP doesn't seem to, but21

we'll pick it up through these briefings, I assume.22

MR. URIBE: Exactly.  Yep.23

So, moving on to the next slide, the final24

slide, so this is really -- I won't spend too much25
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time on this because it's really a repeat of the1

previous slide perhaps in a more visual way, but I2

will say the top part of the time line, if you will,3

refers to TICAP activities.  The bottom part refers to4

ARCAP activities.5

And then the -- starting in the April time6

frame, the blue flag is the draft NEI guidance that I7

alluded to following with the May time frame8

workshops, which is sort of the yellow bubble.9

Then we would receive -- I guess what10

we're referring to is Revision 0 of the NEI TICAP11

document by late July.12

And we would subsequently issue a draft13

Reg Guide in the early August time frame.  And so,14

that's your second flag -- your second green flag from15

the top.16

And then what you see are three yellow17

flags that represent sort of placeholders that we're18

envisioning, if you will, for ACRS interactions.19

So, to go back and answer your question,20

we would look to have additional discussions with you21

on the draft Reg Guide during the fall time frame.22

And then we would receive late in the year23

the final NEI Revision 1 for TICAP followed by the24

final Reg Guide early next year for TICAP.25
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And then for ARCAP, the slide -- the1

information is at the bottom of the time line, if you2

will -- but as we complete some of the information and3

the deliverables, we'll update this and refine this --4

but at a high level we are targeting the August time5

frame to issue the draft ISG that -- the roadmap ISG6

that I alluded to and then several other ISGs related7

to the information that I displayed on the previous8

slide related to site information in Chapters 9, 10,9

11 and 13.10

MR. SEBROSKY: So, Juan, this is Joe.  The11

only thing I would add getting back to the question,12

you don't see flags for the ARCAP roadmap ISG.13

One of the things that we're up against is14

that roadmap ISG.  We think we would be pointing to15

guidance that's under development as part of the EP16

rulemaking, as part of security rulemaking, additional17

guidance that may be identified as part of the18

development of Part 53.19

That has a much longer time frame before20

that story is complete.  So, referencing draft21

documents or a plan to develop guidance, it's tough to22

issue a final ARCAP roadmap ISG document, but what we23

fully intend to do is -- and this was a strawman just24

to put in front of the ACRS some of our initial25
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thinking.  1

So, it's subject to change in feedback2

from the ACRS obviously, but it is not by happenstance3

that the TICAP Reg Guide and the draft ARCAP roadmap4

ISGs are issued on the same date.5

The thought is that we would -- the way6

the schedule is built -- provide both those documents7

-- all those documents to the ACRS a month ahead of8

time.  That's how the schedule is developed.9

CHAIRMAN BLEY: Yeah, that sounds right. 10

I mean, they're tied together pretty closely.  So,11

that would probably help us as well.12

Do you have anymore?  The schedule looks13

pretty reasonable for what we have coming.  Before we14

move forward, this is more for Bill, I want to take a15

break.16

We've slipped 45 minutes on our schedule,17

but this was something there's been a lot of interest18

in.  So, I think that's fine.19

I think you only have about 20 more slides20

and that will leave us almost two hours.  So, that21

looks reasonable.22

Do you think so as well?23

MR. RECKLEY: Yes, Dennis.  That's fine.24

CHAIRMAN BLEY: Okay.  Unless there's25
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somebody who wants to say something right now, we're1

going to go into recess for 20 minutes and come back2

at 10 minutes after the hour.  Okay.  We're in recess.3

(Whereupon, the above-entitled matter went4

off the record at 3:50 p.m. and resumed at 4:10 p.m.)5

CHAIRMAN BLEY:  Okay, the meeting will6

come to order.  We should be back from our break, and7

Bill, if you want to go ahead, we're ready.8

MR. RECKLEY:  Okay, thank you, Dennis. 9

One of the reasons we can make up some time is with10

the cancellation of the, or the postponement of the11

public meeting earlier this month, we're now a little12

out of sync.13

Our preference is to get stakeholder14

engagement on these items, and we weren't able to do15

that for Subpart E on construction and manufacturing,16

and so that will be on the agenda for our public17

meeting in April.  And I think we'll revisit some of18

this in our April meeting with the ACRS after having19

the benefit of some additional interactions with20

stakeholders.21

So, I can kind of quickly go through this22

subpart in our preliminary language.  Liz, if you want23

to go to 80.  Again, just to see how this fits into24

the broader picture.  We're talking about Subpart E25
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and that's related to construction and manufacturing1

activities.  And just flip to 81, and then right on to2

82.3

So the preliminary outline for Subpart E4

is we kind of split it to address construction which 5

you can think of as the traditional approach taken up6

to and including Vogtle 3 and 4, the current7

construction activities.  And manufacturing to look at8

more a factory setting, the manufacturing license9

provisions that we plan to talk about in Subpart H as10

part of an expected change in the infrastructure that11

we think that Part 53 is going to need to address.  So12

this is just the general outline, and I'll walk13

through the two halves, the construction and the14

manufacturing side.15

So if we go to the next slide, basically16

this is to address the activities that would be taken17

under either a construction permit, a combined license18

application, a manufacturing license, or limited work19

authorization.  Next slide.20

The first section deals with, as I21

mentioned, the construction, kind of the stick build22

method of actual construction of a plant at the site. 23

And one of the feedbacks I expect to get is the length24

of the subpart, because we go into the details in25
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areas like quality assurance for example and talk1

about the individual criteria largely taken right out2

of appendix B.  And so a comment might be that we3

could shorten that by just referring to quality4

assurance and letting that be in guidance as opposed5

to laying out the activities of, you know, procedures6

and personnel and document control, and other things7

that are addressed in individual criteria.  However,8

those same items then would need to be done and need9

to be picked up in guidance.10

But so under 610, again we go under11

management in control, and basically try to lay out12

that before doing construction you need to have an13

established and well-defined management system in14

place that needs to ensure that the design -- that the15

construction activities align with the design and the16

analysis associated with Subpart C.17

That's going to involve activities to make18

sure that the same things under design and analysis19

that are identified as safety-related are well-20

identified and understood during construction and so21

forth.  That there will be organization and procedures22

defined to manage the construction process, and23

activity to look at previous construction experience. 24

This is kind of OP-E or operating experience25
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provision.  That there would be programs in place for1

things like an emergency plan and fitness for duty to2

address basically the current requirements.  Most of3

this is taken directly from existing requirements.4

I mentioned quality assurance.  It5

conforms to generally accepted codes and standards. 6

Again, we largely just listed the criterion out of7

Appendix B, but we don't specifically mention Appendix8

B or NQA-1 if there were some of these provisions that9

people wanted to potentially address through another10

standard.11

And then things like radiation protection,12

information security, and cybersecurity.  Some of13

these are dependent on the radioactive materials that14

would be on site, and the introduction of special15

nuclear material is of particular interest.16

So if we can go to 85.  This goes to some17

of the management of special concerns during18

construction.  For instance, I just mentioned the19

introduction of special nuclear material.20

The coordination with other units or21

modules on the site that has to be managed.  Things22

like control of design, they need to have a redress23

plan if the construction activity is canceled or the24

project is abandoned.  Requirements for fresh fuel and25
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fire protection.  The ability or the need to do1

inspections and confirmations of equipment as it's2

received and tested prior to acceptance and turned3

over to operations.  And then lastly, communications,4

with one key element of that being the communications5

with the NRC.6

So if we can go on to manufacturing.  At7

the end of this is another really set of questions we8

had for stakeholders.  And given we're talking to ACRS9

first, I would welcome as we get to a couple slides10

from now, feedback or insight.11

(Simultaneous speaking.)12

Feedback from the members on some of the13

questions that we had.14

MEMBER BROWN:  Is somebody in the15

background?16

MR. RECKLEY:  Yes.  Well, it's coming17

through on the one line.18

MEMBER REMPE:  So folks on the public line19

please mute your phone.20

MEMBER BROWN:  Thank you, Joy.  Bill, can21

I ask you a question?22

MR. RECKLEY:  Please.23

MEMBER BROWN:  Once it's muted here.  I'm24

just flipping between a couple of the slides here.  So25
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the way you phrased, and I may have read this entirely1

wrong.  I'm trying to connect in my brain how can this2

construction, or this last, this phase, really be a3

whole lot different whether it's a light water or --4

I mean you're building something.  It's bricks and5

mortar, organization structures, you know, plans for6

this and plans for that.7

Is there some impetus here to say you8

don't have to look at stuff?  I thought I heard you9

say that you wouldn't be reviewing -- you would be10

changing the review requirements.11

MR. RECKLEY:  Not in this area.  Actually,12

almost all of the things were basically just brought13

over intact largely to reflect what you just said. 14

This is not really technology-specific stuff.  This is15

process oriented; it's quality assurance oriented, and16

so most of this material was brought over -- for17

example, the quality assurance program was basically18

Appendix B brought over.19

What I did say is some people may suggest20

that the level of detail in the rule versus what's in21

the guidance is up for discussion.  I don't believe22

that the actual items like the need to have23

procedures, the need to have qualified personnel are24

in question.  It's just whether how much of that's25
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reflected in the rule and how much is reflected in1

guidance.  Right now we have most of it in the rule.2

MEMBER BROWN:  Okay.  When I read the,3

what is it, the discussion table --4

MR. RECKLEY:  Right.5

MEMBER BROWN:  -- for Subpart E, it looked6

like just what you said.  It was a carryover.7

MR. RECKLEY:  And again, it goes largely8

to what you just said, Charlie.  These are activities9

and programs that's been built over the years based on10

-- again, it's just a lot of it is even good practice11

or requirements for any large industrial or12

engineering project.13

MEMBER BROWN:  Exactly.  Okay.  You've14

answered my question.  It's -- I just twisted your15

words -- I didn't twist them, I just misunderstood16

what you were saying.  So thank you.17

MR. RECKLEY:  Okay.  So -- and largely18

manufacturing the sections in manufacturing closely19

align with construction.  There might be some language20

tweaked here or there to reflect that the vision is21

that this is addressing some factory setting versus an22

activity done at a construction site.23

Right now, you know, our vision under24

manufacturing licenses is that it ends up being a25
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combination, right, that there would be parts that are1

manufactured in the factory, but it is still2

transported and installed at a site.  And that site3

would have probably been -- well would have been4

prepared either under a construction permit or a5

combined license, so I'll get into that a little bit6

as we go forward.7

But this part is trying to deal with the8

factory aspect, and it has largely the same structure9

as the construction permit, requirements for10

management and control, fitness for duty, quality11

assurance, radiation protection, information security,12

cybersecurity as applicable depending on the scope of13

the activities that are being done in the factory.14

So if we go to 87, there's also provisions15

that they would have to adhere to the manufacturing16

license and conform to generally accepted codes and17

standards.  Again, what we listed under the18

manufacturing segment of Subpart E is in large part19

taken directly from existing regulations such as20

Appendix B on quality assurance.21

We don't tie it directly, again trying to22

leave the door open if there is other approaches other23

than Appendix B and currently accepted NQA-1.24

One of the things that we would want to25
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talk about, and Joy has brought this up a number of1

times, and it's an area we would maybe like to take2

some time and get some insights, is fuel loading and3

the degree to which it's perceived or planned --4

perceived is the wrong word -- planned that the fuel5

loading would occur in the factory.  And then the6

manufactured reactor with loaded fuel would be7

transported.  And then likely after its service life,8

transported again now with the used fuel to either9

back to the factory or to a storage facility.10

So if we could go to 88.  The last slide11

we have on this, and then again this is maybe where12

I'll just open it up and look for insights, because we13

plan to talk with stakeholders in April.  We're going14

to talk likewise to the Department of Energy about how15

they envision -- there's an interface here with the16

Department of Defense activities, the Project Pele17

activities, and the development of, kind of18

manufactured reactors.19

So all of that we're trying to take into20

account, and confirm from our point of view that we21

need to address all of that in this subpart. 22

Currently, it has some places that we would23

acknowledge probably need expanded after those24

interactions.25
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But in regards to transportation, we1

expect there to be a need to interface with Part 71 on 2

-- 10 CFR Part 71 of NRC's regulations on packaging3

and transport.  One of the things we have under4

discussion is whether we might even need to change5

Part 71 to accommodate this.  We're in the preliminary6

discussions with out counterparts and NMSS and the7

transportation area.8

There are at least some elements that9

where this will compel us to make at least some10

adjustments.  For example, on the tail end when we11

talk about the transporting of the manufactured12

reactor offsite, it now obviously has used fuel.  But13

the system we have now on the transport of spent fuel14

has built in that that is fuel that has been removed15

from the reactor.  It's allowed to cool for, I think16

it's a year, whatever, some given period of time, and17

that may not be what's being contemplated for this18

model for potentially deploying manufactured reactors.19

So again, there's a lot of discussion we20

plan to have over the next month or two to actually21

make sure that the Part 53 activities are addressing22

where industry, the Department of Energy and others23

believe this model might take us.24

We largely look the requirements out of25
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the existing Part 52 manufacturing license provisions,1

that's Subpart F in Part 52.  It's never been really2

exercised.  It hasn't been exercised since offshore3

power systems many years ago.  But we did take the4

requirements out of there, for example, that you have5

to have procedures for the movement.6

And it can only be transferred to accepted7

license holders.  And again, so that means before it8

leaves the factory under the existing requirements and9

right now our preliminary language reflects this, it10

can only be transported to some place that has a11

construction permit or combined license.12

So that would support the fixed siting of13

manufactured reactors.  We're not currently planning14

to address what is in some circles called mobile15

reactors where a reactor could be moved from site to16

site and connected to the grid as needed.17

CHAIRMAN BLEY:  One would think that would18

end up under operations rather than manufacturing. 19

One being me.20

MR. RECKLEY:  Yes, well it could be. 21

Again, this is an area that we don't know where to --22

well, currently we're not planning to address anything23

other than a reactor that would be manufactured,24

transported to a site, a fixed site that has a25
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construction permit or a COL, is parked there,1

operates there for the duration of its life, and then2

is moved either back to the factory or to a storage3

facility.4

So, again, but one of the things we need5

to talk about with stakeholders is does anybody6

contemplate a different model.  And if there's a7

different model, for example, mobile reactors that8

might actually move from site to site, there's also9

some legal things we need to review to see even --10

whether that's accommodated with the existing language11

of the Atomic Energy Act.12

So all of that said, the last parts under13

manufacturing are on the receiving end.  There needs14

to be a process for making sure that it's inspected;15

that it complies with the manufacturing license on the16

receiving end.  And then as I mentioned, the last17

thing is we'll have to consider the transport and18

disposal post-operation.19

And we're thinking that would largely come20

under maybe the decommissioning subpart.  But again,21

open to discussion on how to best organize to address22

this particular manufacturing model, and --23

CHAIRMAN BLEY:  Bill?24

MR. RECKLEY:  Yes, Dennis?25
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CHAIRMAN BLEY:  My understanding of the1

current situation where we transport new, unused2

things, and then transport only spent fuel, then NRC's3

role in the transportation of spent fuel has only been4

to certify the casts.  And you have memos of agreement5

with many other agencies about the actual shipping.6

This looks like it not only moves you into7

a new area for NRC, but into an area where you somehow8

have to redo many of those memoranda of understanding. 9

Is that right or is it simpler than that?10

MR. RECKLEY:  No, I doubt it's simpler. 11

It's probably even more complicated because not only12

do we have arrangements and agreements with agencies13

like the Department of Transportation, but transport14

is also largely influenced by IAEA agreements and so15

even if it's not an international shipment.16

And so we would have to coordinate17

basically in a number of areas to accommodate18

something beyond what's currently routinely done. 19

Like you say, the transport of fresh fuel and then the20

transport of spent fuel.21

So, again, I don't want to -- this is22

going to be a challenge.  Technically, most people23

believe something can be done in which the reactor24

system can be transported.  To the degree it needs25
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overpack or other things, that would be determined by1

the designers.  But it can be done.2

Technically, this is largely the challenge3

of trying to build into the regulations accommodations4

for something kind of well beyond what we currently5

support.6

CHAIRMAN BLEY:  Yes, and I would guess7

IAEA is thinking about the same kind of stuff.  But it8

would -- well, somebody has to be working on this in9

the longer term because you wouldn't want to hold up10

this rule because of difficulties in interpretation of11

agreements around the country and maybe beyond the12

country.13

MR. RECKLEY:  Right.  And they're -- so14

there's kind of a couple levels as we develop all of15

these new things.  One is how much can we write a rule16

which would be okay and leave details to guidance like17

we just talked about, and Joy brought up the transport18

guidance.19

So some of this we might be able to write20

a rule, and yes, there would be whole other elements21

of the infrastructure that needs to be done in terms22

of coordinating with other agencies.  But we could do23

that even after the rule.24

We also hold out that if there's a25
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particular area that we're simply not able to1

complete, and it's an element that's not integral to2

the whole rest of Part 53, that there may be areas3

where we can pick it up at a later date.4

All the regulations in NRC's parts have5

reserved sections.  So if we're not able to do all of6

this by the end of the year, and this specialized area7

doesn't hold us up for the rest of Part 53, which we8

don't think it does, this might be an area where we9

just tell the Commission here's your proposed rule. 10

There's elements of manufacturing and especially maybe11

the transport that is a work in progress.12

MEMBER BALLINGER:  This is Ron Ballinger. 13

I would think that from a standpoint of somebody14

actually buying one of these things and installing15

them, since some of these small reactors are sealed16

and you deliver them to the site, at least in theory,17

and transportation away from the site where you have18

a previously critical reactor that probably isn't19

going to be stored in a pool someplace for 10 years,20

you're going to have to deal with a cooling plus21

criticality issues that are probably pretty serious. 22

And unless they're worked out, who would buy one of23

these things?24

MEMBER KIRCHNER:  Well Ron, I would just25
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point out, I think they'll first I would just say --1

this is Walt Kirchner -- that the, the first order of2

the framework and 10 CFR Part 71 I think would work. 3

The added complications which Ron was just alluding to4

have been addressed in the past.  I think I pointed5

this out in previous meetings.6

It really -- the biggest -- assuming you 7

have a certified cast that could accept the module,8

the biggest issue is really in the design phase then9

where you are going to have to ensure that -- for10

example, if the module is immersed in water, that you11

have sufficient positively locked, inserted reactivity12

control to prevent it from going critical and such.13

But these problems have been dealt with14

before.  The danger or problem actually that I see in15

the technical area would be that you're going to have16

to over-design for the shock loading of the transport17

and installation, and that's going to come at a cost. 18

And the design, the proponents of such designs, are19

going to have to really look at that very hard.20

And this has been done before for things21

like space reactors, and it's done in other areas that22

we cannot talk about.23

MEMBER BALLINGER:  Right.  But even for24

non-water cooled systems?25
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MEMBER KIRCHNER:  Yeah.  A lot of the1

space reactors were -- all of the space reactors were2

-- the snap reactors were liquid metal reactors.3

MEMBER BALLINGER:  Oh, okay.  Okay.4

MEMBER PETTI:  Walt, I agree with you. 5

It's a design challenge, and you're exactly right with6

where the challenges are based on a project I'm7

working on right now.8

MEMBER KIRCHNER:  Yeah.  And then you have9

to convince yourself and the NRC inspectors that when10

you receive this module at your site, you have to have11

a way to inspect which may be remotely.  You don't12

want to disassemble something you just shipped13

assembled.  So you'll have to have added capabilities14

so to speak so that you can convince the NRC15

inspectors that this thing arrived in a safe16

condition, et cetera.17

So those are some of the complications18

that I can foresee.  But I think in general, the19

framework of 71 as Bill has alluded to with20

modifications and probably changes in agreements and21

MOUs and such, the first order probably works. 22

Whether the staff lets this particular item hold up23

the overall rule, I'll leave that judgment to them.24

MR. RECKLEY:  And it also goes to somewhat25
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as Joe Sprosky was mentioning when we were talking1

about TCAP and RCAP.  The discussions with the2

industry and with DOE on the timing of potential3

deployment of this, and if this is in an early4

technology development phase then we would have time5

and could opt to defer.6

If this is something where, for whatever7

reason, the intent is to move quicker, then the8

pressure would be on us and we'd be less likely to9

defer any of this past this current schedule of trying10

to get this done by 2024.11

MEMBER BALLINGER:  This is Ron again. 12

Have there been cases where they've transported13

formerly operational or operating operated space14

reactors terrestrially?15

MEMBER KIRCHNER:  Ron, I don't recall16

whether the final assembly was done at Cape Canaveral17

-- I'm dating myself -- at Kennedy.  I think it was. 18

I think the transport was just a matter of getting it19

from an assembly point to the launch pad.  I don't20

remember that they were transported from the21

manufacturer all the way down to Florida.  But I could22

look into that and --23

MEMBER BALLINGER:  I have the SAR for the24

latest space reactor, I can go look at that.  But what25
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I meant was a previously, an operated reactor; a1

reactor that was run and then transported, other than2

transported out to 250 miles.3

MEMBER KIRCHNER:  Probably, to my4

knowledge, probably not under the framework of 10 CFR,5

Part 71.  Much more limited transport too.  Operated6

at a test site and then moved on the test site, et7

cetera, which is a lot different than taking something8

over a public road or rail or other --9

MEMBER BALLINGER:  I just don't think that10

this is as apparently simple as it seems.11

MEMBER KIRCHNER:  It isn't.  It isn't.12

(Simultaneous speaking.)13

MEMBER REMPE:  So, along those lines, what14

about public interactions with the whole 53 process? 15

If someone comes in and is going to try and get their16

reactor licensed, where do the bulk interactions17

occur?  Like I know where they occur in Part 50 and18

Part 52.  Is that something that you can point to and19

let me know?20

MR. RECKLEY:  The answer is right now as21

we move into the development of Part 53, they would be22

in the same places.  And so again, under this model23

for a manufacturing license, we would issue a24

manufacturing license to a company or a vendor that25
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has its own public interactions and opportunities.1

But the reactor once fabricated under our2

current model needs to go to a construction permit or3

combined license holder which would have also gone4

through the public interactions, the environmental5

side, as well as the licensing side with opportunity6

for hearings.7

MEMBER REMPE:  So along with this line, we8

always talk about not in my backyard.  If they were to9

do it in the air, people might be concerned about10

something being transported in their skies or along11

their roads.12

MR. RECKLEY:  Yes, I don't have any13

specific experience in the transport, but there are --14

I know there have been, in the past, issues related to15

transport.  And so whatever those systems are, we16

would also have to address in the coordination of17

transport that's currently done.  All of these things18

will contain special nuclear material that brings in19

another element.  So, yes.20

MEMBER REMPE:  Thank you.21

MR. RECKLEY:  Okay.  So again, what our22

plans would be is to continue interactions.  It's not23

clear by the April meeting if we will have an24

iteration on what we're talking about today, so we25
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might just quickly go through the same discussion1

table that we provided to support this discussion.  We2

would have some more feedback to report to you, but3

it's possible we will just quickly go through this4

again in April and see if anyone has any additional5

thoughts between then and now.6

So if we can go on to 89 or 90.  What we7

wanted to spend maybe the last half-hour or 45 minutes8

and then open it up to just general discussions is the9

upcoming challenges.  I think most people realize that10

while it's important to get agreements on Subparts B11

and C and try to move ahead, that there are very12

significant challenges as we continue down this path13

and try to fill in the other life cycle subparts.14

So if we can go to 91.  We just addressed15

within the next few slides what we see as some of the16

more significant challenges in areas where we will17

continue to talk.18

This slide I put in the preliminary19

language for the application of analytical safety20

margins to operational flexibilities.  And the21

challenge that we'll continue to face is trying to22

build into the processes the ability to trade off that23

margin for operation flexibilities.24

And so we see some of that as we are25
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currently working and addressing public comments on1

the rulemaking related to emergency planning for SMRs2

and other new technologies.  And, you know, there have3

been a lot of comments and it's taking a fair amount4

of effort in regards to how to do this.  And as we5

expand it beyond siting and emergency planning zones,6

I can only foresee that, you know, those challenges7

will continue and maybe even in some areas be just as8

hard or harder.  And we're going to talk about9

staffing coming up, but I keep coming back to that10

because I think that is going to be a particular11

challenge for us and others.12

The emergency planning zone and, to some13

degree, the siting had at least a natural or14

understandable threshold to use which relates to an15

offsite dose at which you would trigger consideration16

of evacuations.  So it uses the lower end of the17

protective action guidelines, the one REM.18

As you get into some other areas, even19

identifying what should be the threshold in terms of20

potential offsite dose will be an interesting21

question, and we're just beginning to start to think22

about this so I'll just lay it out.  That'll be a23

challenge.24

You know there are a number of kind of25
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existing offsite does values that often come to mind. 1

The one REM for the protective action guidelines is a2

number that's often cited and again makes perfect3

sense for something like emergency planning.4

It may not be an appropriate number to5

determine when you need staffing.  And if you're not6

going to use the one REM, what is an appropriate7

number?  For the licensing of research and test8

reactors, they basically can be broken down into those9

where the worst possible or even hypothetical accident10

wouldn't exceed the existing Part 20 kind of numbers,11

the 100 mg number is one group.  And another group is12

those that might exceed that 100 mg number and then13

bring in the traditional Part 100 provisions.14

So, you know, again, I'll just leave it as15

a question.  It's going to be a challenge as we go16

forward.17

DR. CORRADINI:  Bill --18

MR. RECKLEY:  Yes.19

DR. CORRADINI:  This is Corradini.  I20

don't appreciate what you just said as fully I think21

as you're putting it out there.  Can you go a little22

bit more in depth as to the issue in terms of23

flexibility versus I'll call it a dose limit and a24

boundary?25
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MR. RECKLEY:  Well, put yourself in trying1

to decide -- I'll go to an extreme maybe example.  The2

potential for an autonomous unstaffed reactor.  So a3

nuclear reactor that's in an energy complex to4

complement windmills and the people don't want the5

reactor to be much different than the windmill, right.6

So a windmill is not constantly manned,7

not constantly guarded, not constantly attended to. 8

If the reactor -- and it might be an extreme example,9

but if the reactor is that model that it's just10

sitting there working when it's called upon to work,11

would we be comfortable simply to say well the worst12

thing that can happen wouldn't prompt an evacuation? 13

Or would you say -- and who would prompt an14

evacuation.  Would you say, well, the worst thing that15

could happen is it wouldn't exceed the --16

DR. CORRADINI:  10 CFR 20 limits.  Now I17

see your point.18

MR. RECKLEY:  10 CFR 20 limits.19

DR. CORRADINI:  Okay.20

MR. RECKLEY:  Right, so yes.  And again,21

those are kind of examples and you have to work22

through what is the natural logic and when would you23

afford the flexibility and what would they have to24

meet in order to gain that flexibility.25
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So again, the one thing that we're looking1

forward to in talking with stakeholders is how many of2

these questions do we need to answer?  What3

flexibilities might reactors really be asking for? 4

Because maybe we're over-thinking this in terms of how5

much flexibility they might be asking for.6

DR. CORRADINI:  So just to take your, what7

you call an extreme example further, you thought this8

one up, but nobody's come to you present it to you as9

of yet?10

MR. RECKLEY:  Right.  That's true.  We11

have not had anybody present that particular model. 12

But you see it show up in trade press and discussions13

of how these things might be deployed.14

DR. CORRADINI:  Right.15

MEMBER KIRCHNER:  At some point I would16

observe that, for example, the one example you just17

gave gets into a different kind of public policy arena18

as well.  Now you've got proliferation concerns that19

come into play.  So I guess my advice would be not to20

put too much effort on solving that one problem that21

you just shared as an example.22

At some point, you know, it's just like23

siting airports and other things.  There are other24

public policy considerations that come into play that25
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aren't necessarily in the 10 CFR 50 or 53 domain.1

MR. RECKLEY:  That's very true, Walt, and2

that's again why we need to talk to stakeholders about3

how far this can go because at some point those other4

things will either become controlling and possibly5

controlling to the point that that model's not6

feasible.  So --7

MEMBER BROWN:  This is Charlie.  After8

Walt's comments and Mike's, I mean the extreme of that9

would be you could put a paper-thin, corrugated, sheet10

steel covering over a reactor sitting there generating11

power that irradiates everything within a five mile12

radius.13

MR. RECKLEY:  That would be a reason to14

say that's not an acceptable model.15

MEMBER BROWN:  No, exactly.  But where do16

you -- the thing's going to have to be maintained. 17

It's not like it's going to sit out someplace for five18

years and nobody's going to come near it.  Even if you19

shut it down, there's going to be radiation issues at20

some boundary conditions.  And people have to come in21

to maintain it occasionally.22

It's not like it's going to be rock-solid23

and nobody's going to touch anything for years.  I24

don't think anybody can imagine that.  I just -- I25
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think you're working too hard on that.1

MR. RECKLEY:  Well I would be glad to be2

told that we don't need to address some of this.3

MEMBER KIRCHNER:  Well, it's just a4

suggestion.  Obviously I can't tell you that.  All5

right, never mind.6

MR. RECKLEY:  And I didn't mean to take us7

off on maybe what was an unnecessary extreme.  If we8

can go to 92.  This one I've mentioned a couple times 9

today.  And we are releasing, as I mentioned, a white10

paper that kind of gives a history of where we are,11

how we got there, you know, the lessons learned that12

came out of Three-Mile Island for example, and why the13

staffing and the organizations are the way they are.14

The evolution of human factors15

engineering, all of that's in this white paper.  And16

then what we're looking to is to see if we can come up17

with a concept of operations, or if it's reasonable18

for us to say a designer or applicant needs to come up19

with a concept of operations using all of the20

appropriate methodologies and tools, and identify the21

role of personnel in meeting that first tier safety22

criteria.23

Which again is can the reactor result in24

kind of an immediate threat, the 25 REM value.  And25
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what would be the role of personnel in making sure1

that doesn't happen?  For light water reactors, at2

least the generation 2 and 3 reactors, or generation3

2 I'll say, the operators often play a role in making4

sure that the transient response is such that that5

first tier safety criteria is not exceeded.6

As you've grown over the years into7

passive plants, the role of personnel has been8

diminished -- not diminished -- the reliance on the9

humans in providing the safety function's been10

reduced, and so maybe there's an argument that that11

can be reflected.12

MEMBER BALLINGER:  Bill, this is Ron. 13

There's an applicant right now that's actually making14

that argument.15

MR. RECKLEY:  Right, yes, actually we --16

MEMBER BALLINGER:  I mean in fact if you17

were at a meeting yesterday, you would have had a18

chance to listen to that argument.19

MEMBER KIRCHNER:  Yeah.  So is that white20

paper going to be available soon, Bill?  This is a21

very leading question.22

MR. RECKLEY:  We think in about a week.23

MEMBER KIRCHNER:  Would you be willing to24

share that with the committee?25
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MR. RECKLEY:  It's our intention to talk1

about that at our April meeting so we do plan, as soon2

as it's released, to send it to the committee.3

MEMBER BALLINGER:  But I think  -- did I4

hear yesterday that the staff is preparing to send a5

letter up to the Commission dealing with this in about6

that timeframe?7

MEMBER KIRCHNER:  The first week of April8

they're planning to send up a SECY on the NuScale9

application and its staffing.10

MR. RECKLEY:  And I'll ask any of the11

staff that's on to correct me.  I think that paper is12

related to the role of the shift technical advisor.13

MEMBER BALLINGER:  Well, there is an14

extensive discussion about deleting in effect the15

shift technical advisor.  But it also has to do with16

reducing the number of operational staff considerably.17

MR. RECKLEY:  Right.  And NuScale has18

already taken one step in that direction, and my19

understanding is there's an effort to go further.20

MEMBER BALLINGER:  Right, that's right. 21

There's a second -- that's what they're talking about.22

CHAIRMAN BLEY:  This is Dennis.  Hey Ron?23

MEMBER BALLINGER:  Yes?24

CHAIRMAN BLEY:  Since the staff involved25
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in that isn't with us today, let's not talk about that1

anymore.  I think we mis-characterized what we expect2

to be in that paper.  We'll leave that to them and3

when we get to see it.4

MR. RECKLEY:  Okay.  But the current5

activities related to NuScale are related to this. 6

They're even talked about in the white paper to some7

degree.  And it goes to our ability, as we currently8

have it, using the existing guidance and new reg --9

I'm going to get the number wrong -- 711 I think or10

something in that order.11

To address through a human factors12

engineering assessment, reductions in staffing, so13

that's one activity.  The next activity would be the14

role of licensed staff, licensed operators.  And is it15

possible, I'm posing this as a question, to treat the16

personnel in a manner somewhat similar to equipment. 17

And if the personnel are required to meet the first18

tier, that would set out a rationale for example for19

licensed operators.20

And if they're not, but they are required21

for risk management purposes and for beyond design22

basis events, and other things, to be involved in23

handling the second tier, is that a logic for having24

a different kind of license, a different kind of25
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certification for those staff?1

Again, open question.  Something we're2

just beginning to explore to see if, again, you can3

build a rough analogy of safety-related and special4

treatment in terms of the role of people.5

So again, we'll be laying out the6

questions in this white paper.  We're not providing7

answers yet, but this is going to be a particular8

challenge, and again, the notion would be that we9

would have to address and kind of come to at least10

some preliminary language, some preliminary proposals11

to go through a couple iterations during the summer12

such that by the fall we have this incorporated into13

the overall package that would need to be done by the14

end of the year.15

So, I'm probably stating the obvious, but16

activities such as this, usually in and of themselves,17

would take more time than what we're currently18

shooting for in terms of the goal for this rulemaking. 19

So that's why I'm bringing it up as a challenge and20

again maybe restating the obvious.21

So I would be kind of curious if there's22

other questions or cautions on staffing.  Again, we'll23

be planning to talk in more detail about this in the24

April meeting.25
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Okay, if we go into 93.  We really haven't1

talked in these discussions or with the public2

stakeholders yet about the actual licensing elements,3

what in this structure that we've proposed would be in4

Subpart H.5

We talked a little bit ago, one of the6

particular challenges is related to manufacturing7

licenses, and just how to address the fabrication, the8

potential loading of fuel, the potential testing of9

the unit within the factory.  Then the transport, the10

deployment, and ultimately the removal of that, of11

such a reactor.12

I had mentioned earlier in the table of13

contents that we currently have, we have introduced a14

question of whether Subpart H should include something15

to address conceptual design reviews.  Something16

analogous to what we did again for MHTGR and Prism17

back in the 90s and whether that needs to be in the18

rule.19

There has been a fair amount of discussion20

on the need for a PRA.  Once we agree, or not agree21

necessarily, once the staff is comfortable going22

forward with our preliminary language up to the23

proposed rule language for the commission, should we24

maintain the requirement of a PRA?25
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There's still questions about what would1

be in the application.  Juan and Joe talked about this2

under TCAP and RCAP.  How much of a summary is3

provided and so forth.  We would have to work that out4

in both the rule language and in the guidance.5

The whole content applications, you guys6

got into a fair discussion of that.  Typically, the7

rule itself goes through what needs to be in8

applications.9

An area we haven't addressed -- go ahead10

Walt.  Did you have a question?11

MEMBER KIRCHNER:  I think we discussed12

this a long, long time ago, Bill, but on the PRA, just13

bring up the rhetorical question again.  If the PRA is14

the basis, now say in under TCAP and RCAP you just15

have the summary PRA but the rest of the document is16

obviously available as part of the application.  But17

if indeed then you actually make decisions on safety-18

related equipment, et cetera, based on the PRA fine,19

does the PRA then fall under NQA-1 or equivalent?20

MR. RECKLEY:  Our thinking up to this21

point has been that the standards that would be used,22

for example, either the light water or the non-light23

water reactor PR standards have provisions in there24

for quality, and the control of assumptions and so25
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forth.  It includes its own peer review requirements1

that those things serve that purpose.  And otherwise,2

the activity itself wouldn't fall under Appendix B has3

been the thinking up to this point.4

MEMBER KIRCHNER:  Okay.  Following up on5

that, suppose that you, the staff, find that6

sufficient.  But wouldn't that require then keeping7

the PRA under the equivalent of a design control and8

document control?9

MR. RECKLEY:  And the preliminary language10

that we had included the updating and even upgrading11

of the PRA in accordance with the standards.  So, and12

as we currently envision as reflected in the13

preliminary language, we do have that expectation14

because the PRA remains a tool that would be used to15

support the risk management approach to operations.16

MEMBER KIRCHNER:  Well see, where I'm17

going with this is as the PRA matures as you gain more18

design detail, data, whatever, say that the PRA then19

uncovers -- say that some of the assumptions that were20

made as to whether or not this particular system21

structure, structure system or component is safety22

related or not.23

And then you get further down the road24

with the PRA and you find that, whoops, you know,25
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we've got things in the wrong category in terms of1

classification of SSCs.  That's where I was going with2

this.3

MR. RECKLEY:  Well, we'll have to --4

MEMBER KIRCHNER:  That implies design5

control.  That means you bring -- that means you bring6

the PRA directly into your design control program7

under a quality assurance program.  Do you see what8

I'm saying about the implications?9

MEMBER BALLINGER:  This is Ron Ballinger10

again.  To follow up on that, you know, if you bound11

-- if you want to establish a very small emergency12

planning zone, if you bound all your calculations and13

just do it that way, that's one thing.  But wouldn't14

you be able to use the PRA as a -- or need to use the15

PRA to justify narrowing the radius to the emergency16

planning zone?  And in that case, it would definitely17

be quality control.18

MR. RECKLEY:  Well, again, I don't think19

-- the challenge isn't whether its quality controlled20

or not, it's the vehicle you use for that.  And again,21

whether that's done under Appendix B or it's done22

under the standard for the PRA that includes23

provisions for those controls, and that's our current24

thinking.25
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In terms of what Walt was talking about,1

we talked earlier about reporting requirements and2

design controls.  All of those things basically exist3

now as to what do you do if you discover that you made4

an error and what is the potential implications of the5

error.  That's built into the current processes,6

including the reporting requirements, and we'll have7

to address all of those things.8

But I'll say I think I generally agree9

with the implication that as the PRA is used to10

support more of the design and even operational11

decisions, that will be reflected in both the12

description of the PRA that's submitted and the13

handling of the PRA within -- and that is addressed14

somewhat -- and I'll ask Marty or somebody to jump in15

and save me here -- that is addressed already within16

the standard itself as to what's it being used for and17

therefore what controls have to be on it.18

But, we can continue to have these, and I19

expect we will continue to have these as we go through20

the next iteration and talk about the role of PRA.  So21

that's also something we can revisit in April.22

One additional provision that we need to23

think about within Subparts H and I are license24

renewal.  The interplay, and some people have brought25
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up the potential to covert 50 or 52 licenses over to1

53.  We're thinking about that.  We'd have to2

understand what people have in mind in order to see3

how we might do that.  But I've just heard it raised.4

One of the things that we have talked5

about is a coordination within Subpart H for6

construction permit and then operating license for7

first of the unit and using that as a more direct8

support of a design certification for subsequent9

units.  So all of this stuff is being considered as we10

develop Subpart H.11

And as has been brought up a little bit12

already today, we're keeping an eye on the current13

rulemaking related Part 50 and 52, lessons learned. 14

So if you want to go on then to 94.15

Subpart I is the maintaining of the16

license.  Once a permit or license has been issued,17

the basic structure of amending a license is largely18

dictated by the atomic energy act, but there may be19

specifics that we need to tailor the rest of the20

structure in Part 53.  How and when to do21

applications, public notice and consultations, and22

then issuance.  Just the basic structure of how to do23

an amendment.24

The requirements for updating safety25
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analysis reports and the PRA summary that's supporting1

the FSAR, that was talked a little bit about during2

the TCAP/RCAP discussions.  But within Subpart I,3

we'll have to revisit the updating of FSAR.4

Change control, especially again5

reflecting on the lessons learned from Part 52, change6

control addressing changes during construction.  So7

those are all just challenging things, they are8

currently challenges, and they'll be challenges as we9

try to develop the remaining subparts.10

So going to 95.  We mentioned this a11

couple times already.  The equivalent of 50, 72 and 7312

in terms of immediate notifications or licensee event13

reports, other maybe standing reports that we might14

require to fill in any gaps or to support performance-15

based approaches, right.16

If you give more latitude in operating17

flexibilities, one way to accommodate that is to have18

reporting requirements that inform the staff of how19

those performance-based activities are being conducted20

and what are the results of various monitoring and so21

forth.  So, all of this as we develop the Part 5322

structure is to look over at reporting and see what23

role that plays.24

Some key activities that are ongoing, not25
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directly involved in Part 53, but Part 53 will have to1

address or at least interface with these other2

activities is some potential changes in the way we3

assess financial qualifications.4

There is a property insurance that we'd5

want to maintain.  Maybe not the specific number, but6

there will be, I expect, a requirement to have7

insurance.  And then there's an ongoing activity on8

assessing whether or not the Agency would recommend9

any changes to the liability system under Price-10

Anderson.  So all of those are kind of ongoing11

activities that we need to keep an eye on as we12

develop Part 53.13

Any questions on those, because the last14

one is one we talked about the last two slides, kind15

of something we talked about last time, and I kind of16

wanted to revisit as we're trying to build this.  And17

this goes to, actually if you can go to 97.18

I talked about this last month in the19

discussions and we remain interested and kind of20

working in the background to see if there's a role for21

this kind of assessment.  We've talked many times with22

stakeholders internally and with ACRS about the notion23

that there are reactors of certain simplicity and24

potentially smaller inventories, such that they would25
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warrant a different kind of treatment, a kind of1

easier path based on the logic that they are smaller2

and maybe have inherent properties and so forth.3

So we come back to, and I've mentioned it4

earlier today, ANS 2.26, and I just took a phrase from5

that which ANS 2.26 again is trying to assess seismic6

design categories which range from one, basically7

meaning there's not a hazard so don't worry about it8

-- I paraphrased, so if there's people associated with9

this, they can yell at me later -- up to seismic10

design category 5 which is what we're used to looking11

at in a light water reactor that the system needs to12

be protected up to an earthquake of 10 to -4, 10 to -13

5, kind of frequencies.14

And the equipment, you're required to do15

detailed assessments of the fragility and the ability16

of the equipment to handle that size earthquake.  So17

that's the range, and the judgment within the standard18

is coming off of the importance of the component being19

assessed in its role to protect against what would be20

an otherwise unmitigated consequence.21

And so the sentence out of ANC 2.26 is22

that they're required to do an assessment of an23

unmitigated consequence considering only the inherent24

physical or chemical characteristics of the hazard in25
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the energy sources for dispersing the material, be it1

the heat-up of the fuel.  In this case by decay heat2

or maybe in other elements it would be a fire or some3

other driver for the release.  And so that's the4

definition out of ANS 2.26 or the requirement.5

And then I reposted the figure from, that6

Idaho National Lab did years ago.  I think this might7

even be an NG&P figure, I'm not sure.  But it shows8

the distinction between active systems, passive9

systems, and inherent properties.10

And so the thing that we're toying with is11

whether we can come up with this notion of using the12

same thing in terms of inherent properties of the13

core, the moderator, or other barriers.  And14

partnering that discussion along with ANS 2.26 and15

some of the DOE guidance for reactor and non-reactor16

facilities in terms of how this unmitigated17

consequence analysis is used, and thereby come up with18

this process by which we could say you've demonstrated19

through kind of a simpler method that this reactor20

does not pose any undue risk, and maybe you can forego21

some of the more detailed analysis that has some22

stakeholders have expressed that they think the23

current preliminary language introduces.24

So if you can go back then to slide 96. 25
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Again, each of the barriers might have inherent1

features.  We often talk about the fuel system and2

things like reactivity, but there also could be3

inherent features of other barriers that one might use4

in such an unmitigated consequence assessment.5

So with that, I'll just maybe open it up6

for discussion and any insights.  Yes, if you could go7

back to 97, Liz.  You know, we've been doing8

literature searches and one question that we have is9

whether a reactor, if such an animal exists if you10

will, I mean even a reactor at one megawatt, if you11

only rely on inherent properties and not some12

engineered system, is it such that the unmitigated13

consequences would be below a threshold.14

And again, even here we have to revisit15

what the threshold would be depending on what an16

applicant is trying to justify in terms of where it's17

going to be sited, how it's going to be operated and18

staffed, and so forth.  And with that, I'll just --19

MEMBER PETTI:  So Bill, just so you know,20

the DOD project, DOE requires this analysis be done as21

the first step for their approval for a reactor or22

anything on a DOE site.  The numbers are low I've seen23

done.  So it depends on exactly what your threshold24

is, right, that you'd say that that's not good.25
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But there's also some subtleties.  You1

only can take credit for inherent physical chemical2

characteristics of the fuel, not necessarily the3

moderator.  So there's all these subtle areas of gray4

and it's probably worth reaching out to some people5

that understand, you know, the subtleties behind the6

DOE approach here to get a better idea.7

DR. CORRADINI:  Dave?8

MEMBER PETTI:  Uh huh?9

DR. CORRADINI:  Dave, so I guess you're10

actually going down a path -- this is Corradini --11

that maybe is worth discussing.  Is there a benefit to12

hear that, as part of the subcommittee, as to other13

approaches that kind of get to what Bill is asking in14

terms of unmitigated consequences with inherent15

characteristics.16

Because at least for test reactors -- not17

test reactors -- for research and training reactors,18

the fuel characteristics for TRIGA fuel are the only19

thing that you can take credit for in terms of the20

release analysis.21

MEMBER PETTI:  Right, right.  You know I22

think it would be worth having this discussion  one of23

the concerns I have, Bill, is that everything in Part24

53 has been filtered through largely LMP thinking25
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which is largely SMRs, advanced non-LWR SMRs if you1

will.2

And here these micro-reactor guys, they3

feel like they're being force-fit into that structure4

which is why some of the comments are coming back from5

industry the way they are.  And I think they could6

make an argument that some of the micro-reactors are7

more like a test or research reactor, even though the8

produce electricity, they could make an argument on9

the risk associated with the technology.10

The technology choices they're making are11

inherently safer than the technology choices that12

exist in current test and research reactors that you13

guys have licensed already.  So, you know, not arguing14

based on do I produce electricity or do I do research15

with it based on sort of a risk perspective.16

And so it seems like there needs to be, I17

hate to say another white paper because you guys are18

so swamped, but something that shows that some due19

diligence, sort of clean sheet if you will, where does20

it take you?  And if it takes you to LMP, that's okay21

in my opinion.  But you've done the homework to say,22

you know, a LMP can be done in a graded approach or it23

doesn't and it takes you somewhere else, and it opens24

another option.25
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I haven't seen that.  We seem like we're1

just putting Part 53 as a big umbrella over all of2

these, and that's a real challenge given the range of3

sizes of these reactors.4

DR. CORRADINI:  This is Corradini.  I5

think I agree with what Dave is saying.  If I could6

say it a little bit differently, it seems to me that7

one of our speakers -- or excuse me -- yeah, one of8

the speakers or one of the people from industry this9

morning made the point about a letter where a10

streamlined PRA that meets the standard is doable. 11

And I think we asked them, and the point was made that12

perhaps the eVinci analysis that essentially was put13

on that graph of frequency and dose was an example of14

that.15

But something that has at least -- Dave16

calls it a white paper, but I guess I would call it17

some sort of directed discussion about how to approach18

an unmitigated consequence with inherent19

characteristics, and you're going to have to do some20

sort of hazard analysis even under those situations to21

decide what's in and what's out.22

MR. RECKLEY:  Right, so -- okay.  And I23

guess what we'll do is, again with stakeholders, if24

there are such reactors and they've done even25
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preliminary assessments, then that would be useful to1

us.  We obviously can reach out to DOE.  I've looked2

at a lot of their literature and even some of the3

calculations, but I'll be honest, I haven't talked to4

the engineers that performed them.  So that's a good5

suggestion, Dave, and I'll certainly reach out to DOE6

and folks at the laboratories who have done this7

activity.8

(Simultaneous speaking.)9

MEMBER PETTI:  The DOD is using, because10

DOE is involved, they're doing this.  But the11

designers are using an LMP-type approach, at least in12

the SSCs and the categorization, and in terms of the13

design and how they think about the reactor.  And14

they're doing something in PRA space, because I've15

seen plots on the frequency consequence curve.16

MR. RECKLEY:  Right, and --17

MEMBER PETTI:  We don't have the details. 18

So if we could get into that and figure out exactly,19

you know, what are they doing, and --20

MR. RECKLEY:  Yes.  We've had interactions21

for example on the VTR, but as you mentioned that's22

really the SMR size reactor.23

MEMBER PETTI:  Right.  This would be, you24

know, the DOD thing.  So --25
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MR. RECKLEY:  Right, right.1

MEMBER REMPE:  Bill, what's going on with2

research?  Aren't they doing reference plant PRAs and3

reference plant calculations with MELCOR?  And would4

they have any insights?5

MR. RECKLEY:  They're developing the6

models now, so we're keeping abreast of that.  I guess7

you guys have gotten briefings I think.  But yes, as8

soon as those are developed, one of the things we'll9

ask is for them to run cases using MELCOR.10

MEMBER REMPE:  Yes, I guess we haven't11

been updated for a while and it would be good to reach12

out and see not just the MELCOR calculations, but they13

were supposed to be doing a PRA for reference plant14

micro-reactors.  I think this was two years ago when15

we were briefed on that part of it.16

MEMBER MARCH-LEUBA:  Yes, this is Jose. 17

I honestly don't understand what the problem is.  If18

you have a super safe reactor, when you write your SAR19

you'll get to Chapter 15, you'll realize you were20

doing BVAs and you will find out that you satisfy the21

criteria.22

What is it that these guys do not what to23

do?  I mean why, if you have a super safe reactor, why24

wouldn't the normal process work for you too?  You25
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will call help, figure out where, you run them, and1

you figure out safety, so you don't have any problems.2

MEMBER PETTI:  I think, Jose, the consent3

is the bet, the effort it takes to do that.  I think4

that's really --5

MEMBER MARCH-LEUBA:  So the problem is6

they do not want to do the homework.  I mean,7

honestly, is that what it is?  They do not want to do8

the homework?9

MR. RECKLEY:  Well, I put it a slightly10

different way, Jose, in that what people want to avoid11

is doing a lot of work only to conclude they didn't12

need to do all that work.  Is there a --13

MEMBER MARCH-LEUBA:  How much work is14

running the Chapter 15 design basis event?  If it is15

one percent of the licensing process, I'd be16

surprised.  Run them all, demonstrate you don't have17

a problem, you're okay.  Okay.  I've said enough.18

MR. RECKLEY:  So the question is, again,19

whether there's a simpler way to come to the same20

conclusion.  And so this has been useful to us to hear21

and some suggestions on how to explore it.22

Personally, one of the reasons -- and Dave23

addressed this -- one of the reasons I'm attracted to24

this is because there's an infrastructure in place25
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through DOE who uses this tool, again, for a range1

really.  This is a kind of generic way to address2

hazardous material, even non-nuclear.  And so you have3

a fair amount of guidance and expertise that's already4

been developed in the DOE infrastructure.5

So, the suggestion to go to the source and6

get some insights from DOE is certainly something7

we'll follow up on.8

MEMBER MARCH-LEUBA:  Bill, I would beg you9

to review the lessons learned from the latest reactor10

we certified.  It was submitted as the safest reactor11

in history.  It turned out to be a ticking bomb.  The12

Guinness World Record most dangerous reactor ever13

submitted.14

And thanks God we reviewed it, and you're15

saying, no, let's not review it because it's very16

safe.  Please consider that.  It didn't happen that17

long ago; it was last year.  Okay.  Just think about18

it.19

MR. RECKLEY:  Yes, we will obviously take20

all of those things, including the most recent lessons21

learned activities into account.  So, just then, this22

is kind of the last slide 98, and we've talked about23

this numerous times so I won't spend too much time on24

it.25
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But again, this integrated approach, it's1

an opportunity, but trying to keep this possibility of2

providing operational flexibility largely on the right3

side of the figure in terms of some of the things4

that's historically been done to mitigate top-level5

events like light water reactor core damage.  But the6

equivalent or some top-level event that would be7

defined for other technologies, and allow the design8

to support those operational flexibilities.9

One challenge that we're just kind of10

stepping up the pace is the bottom on the left.  The11

inclusion of security, malicious acts within this12

framework to try to see if there's a way to integrate13

security into this process.  You know, the goal of14

risk-informing security and integrating it in with the15

design activities and so forth has been a goal for a16

long time.  This is an opportunity to test that.17

And like I say, we kind of took a step in18

that direction with the consequence-based security19

paper and the current rulemaking activity that's20

underway.  For many of these designs, the advantages21

of that limited scope rulemaking as it's called would22

need to be expanded to provide even more flexibility23

in the security area.24

Which again then requires us to go over25
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and say, if I'm going to relax security requirements,1

what kind of threshold would I use on the consequence2

side in order to say what is an appropriate level of3

security.  So just kind of reinforcing that challenge4

as we introduce the security into the arena.5

So with that, I think we can just open it6

up, Dennis, to general discussions, and insights, and7

comments.8

CHAIRMAN BLEY:  I think that's been going9

on for quite a while, but I'll turn to the members. 10

Any more questions or discussion?11

MEMBER KIRCHNER:  Just an observation,12

Dennis.  Another one from me, unfortunately.  Bill, on13

this security thing, I'm not fully up to speed on what14

exactly you're doing.  But, your figure on showing the15

fission -- the radioactive, radioisotope barriers --16

not the, one more, 96 I think it is, yes.  I mean that17

really provides a framework for looking at the current18

set of -- we can't go into any detail here -- but19

threats.20

Where the big shift was after, essentially21

after 9/11, prior to 9/11 we primarily worried about22

a diversion in theft of the material.  That changed23

the paradigm immensely.  So now you're looking at24

testing the threat against, you know, these barriers25
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being sufficient to prevent, you know, release of that1

inventory on the left side.  So it does provide in my2

mind a framework for addressing security in a more3

mechanistic way than we often did in the past.4

MR. RECKLEY:  I think there's general5

agreement.  And even it came after 9/11 when we6

updated the advanced reactor policy statement in 2005. 7

The acknowledgment that there was an opportunity for8

reactors that are being designed to try to incorporate9

security features into the design.  And for economic10

reasons, what that often does is you're using the same11

barrier for multiple protections.12

So you might -- and this has always been13

the case, that a wall that you're protecting against14

a tornado might also be a wall that you credit in the15

security program.  But what you're able to do in the16

design process is to look at all the possible roles of17

a wall to make sure you design it right the first time18

because at least for Generation 2 reactors, security19

was somewhat of an overlay, and if your wall wasn't20

thick enough, you had to compensate with another way.21

CHAIRMAN BLEY:  Well, and that points out22

the advantage of thinking in terms of scenarios.  We23

used to think in terms of barriers as if they had just24

intrinsic value, but their value and capability varies25
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by how the challenges come, and looking at them in a1

scenario-based point of view, whether it's for2

security or for safety once you take account of that.3

So I think that's a great approach.4

I am going to go around to all of the5

members after we finish this, but before we go for6

public comments, any more from comments or questions7

from the members?  Thomas, can we get the phone line8

opened up?9

OPERATOR:  The public bridge line is open10

for comment.11

CHAIRMAN BLEY:  Thank you.  If there's12

anyone on the bridge line who would like to make a13

comment, please state your name and give us your14

comment for our consideration.15

MR. DRAFFIN:  Well this is Cyril Draffin16

from the U.S. Nuclear Industry Council.  You heard our17

industry perspectives today on risk insights, and18

specifically the PRA insights are important and are19

needed.  But PRA/LMP process should not be required of20

the regulations, and a graded approach to PRA and21

hazard analysis should be in the guidance.22

We also mentioned a perspective on other23

topics that defensive depth is important as a design24

philosophy, but not required in regs, that benefits do25
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not seem to be sufficient to include QHOs and that a1

less prescriptive way of doing QA is needed.  Thanks.2

CHAIRMAN BLEY:  Thank you and thanks for3

your talk this morning, we appreciate it.  I think4

you're the last of those folks still with us.  Anyone5

else on the line care to make a comment?  Thomas, I6

think we can close the public line.7

OPERATOR:  Public line is closing.8

CHAIRMAN BLEY:  Thank you.  Today I do9

want to go around the table.  I'm looking for thoughts10

about just general comments on where we stand now on11

Part 53.  Our plan is we'll have another meeting next12

month, the 22nd of April, and then we'll have an13

internal discussion about whether we want to write a14

letter.15

I think we need to write one at this point16

at least saying we love everything or there are areas17

where we have some problems, and we'll have a18

discussion about that.  But if there are particular19

issues you want to bring up as a result of today, I'd20

appreciate it, or anything you think we should discuss21

for possible inclusion in the letter.22

We're going to by alphabetical order.  Ron23

Ballinger, please go ahead.24

MEMBER BALLINGER:  I don't have much25
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further to say technically, but I do agree that we1

should do a letter.  We're having a lot of2

information, and we have enough now so that I think we3

can have a really good discussion going forward.  So4

thank you very much guys.5

CHAIRMAN BLEY:  Thanks Ron.  Charlie. 6

Charlie Brown.7

MEMBER BROWN:  I spoke my piece a couple8

of times during the presentations.  I would hope we9

can get the transcript before we get into that,10

because there was a lot -- this was an overarching,11

well-covering meeting today.  So it would be useful to12

have today's presentation.13

CHAIRMAN BLEY:  Yes, we'll have no trouble14

getting the transcript of this one or the next15

meeting.  It'll be pretty tight to get it, but we'll16

do our best.  Thanks, Charlie.  Vesna, Vesna17

Dimitrijevic?18

MEMBER DIMITRIJEVIC:  Yes, so I have made19

bunch of notes for mostly for our meeting because20

they're, you know, they're depending on our21

understanding of the status.  And Dennis, I hope that22

I didn't already ask this during the presentation, but23

it seems like you have a clearer picture.24

Usually, you know, the staff tell us this25
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is open for discussion and change.  At this moment, I1

don't really have a clear picture what subparts are2

open for discussion may change, and each subparts are3

already set in stone.4

And one of the things we tried, we heard5

these comments from the NEI and industry.  Most of6

those comments are substantial, and I don't really7

know what is the plan of addressing them.  Would they8

be addressed?  Would the change be made based on that? 9

My main concern is I don't understand finality of the10

process at this moment.  How active is and how many11

things are already set in stone?12

CHAIRMAN BLEY:  My impression is there's13

almost nothing set in stone.  The comments we heard14

today are a subset of things that were also included15

in the letters we got to look at that the various16

parties submitted to the staff.  And those will be17

public information.  They are now served and the staff18

is considering them and will figure out which ones19

they want to include and which ones not, and probably20

tell us why.21

So I think anything's open for our22

discussion the next time around.  But thanks, Vesna. 23

I'm going to go to Walt Kirchner.24

MEMBER KIRCHNER:  Thank you, Dennis.  I25
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think I've made too many comments already.  I'll just1

pass at this time.  Thank you.2

CHAIRMAN BLEY:  Okay.  Jose.  Jose March-3

Leuba.4

MEMBER MARCH-LEUBA:  Thank you, Dennis. 5

I'd like to apologize in advance because I'm going to6

make some controversial comments.  But I wish the7

staff had developed 10 CFR 53 based on fundamental8

principles of safety.9

I get the impression, and this is just10

body language and what I hear, that what the staff is11

trying to do is to appease a whole bunch of special12

interests instead of -- in the meantime trying to13

satisfy safety.  But there's no concern on satisfying14

the special interests and trying to set up fundamental15

principles.  Okay, I've said enough.  Thank you very16

much.17

CHAIRMAN BLEY:  Thanks, Jose.  Dave Petti.18

MEMBER PETTI:  Yes, I don't have anything19

more, except I do want to thank Bill.  I'll reiterate20

that his further discussions, the slides on Tier 1 and21

Tier 2 I think are really helpful and probably will22

serve well in the statements of consideration.23

CHAIRMAN BLEY:  Thank you.  I agree with24

that one.  Joy Rempe please.25
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MEMBER REMPE:  I'm here.  So I also want1

to thank the staff and Bill for a long day of2

discussion.  It's enlightening.  I appreciate the3

process where they are trying to seek input from4

various stakeholders to try and make Part 53 as useful5

as possible to them.6

And when we had this discussion today, I7

appreciated that sometimes Bill would say the reason8

that they're raising this point is because -- so I9

think the staff is going and really trying to10

understand why there's some concerns, and so I am very11

appreciative of that.12

I also think I made a lot of comments13

today.  One thing that I haven't made is coming from14

my early years when I was employed as an engineer,15

that I used to be frustrated with conservative16

analyses to meet conservative limits.  And I think17

that Part 53 could provide a way to have a better18

realistic feel which can occur with the PRAs in parts19

50 and 52.20

But if you have a good feel for the21

various challenges with the uncertainties that are22

being set against realistic criteria that that might23

be a better approach.  And so I guess I'm more24

optimistic about how Part 53 could work.25
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Whether somebody wants to actually spend1

the money and do it and build one is another story,2

but I think it's a worthwhile endeavor.3

CHAIRMAN BLEY:  Thank you.  Our4

consultant, Professor Corradini, do you have any5

comments?6

DR. CORRADINI:  Thank you, Dr. Bley.  I7

don't have any further comments.  I guess I want to8

start by thanking Bill.  He's, as usual, done a9

tremendous job of trying to take us through this.  I10

think some of the explanatory additional slides on11

Tier 1 and Tier 2 helped me a lot as well as some of12

his examples.13

Other than that, I look forward to the14

iteration that we'll see another version of some of15

the rule language.  I do think it's of great16

importance to have the PRA as part of this process,17

otherwise I can't see how you can quantitatively deal18

with what we need for the LMP process.  So thanks to19

Bill.  Thank you, Dennis.20

CHAIRMAN BLEY:  Thanks, Mike.21

MEMBER DIMITRIJEVIC:  Dennis?22

CHAIRMAN BLEY:  Yes, Vesna.23

MEMBER DIMITRIJEVIC:  I would like to add24

something.  I was a little short and thanks because he25
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solves complex problems, and this was a wonderful1

presentation.  The one thing why I ask about finality2

of this is because usually when we as a committee make3

comments, this is to address, you know, technological4

issues.  But this thing is not so much as part of the5

technical accuracy as much as part of the style and6

selection.7

How things should be done is personal, and8

everybody will have their own opinion about it.  So9

for example, today giving presentation, when I look in10

the goals, one of the goals, I think it was number 311

or 4, says that the goal is to ensure these12

requirements are clear and appropriate.  I think13

something like that.14

The thing is obviously from our discussion15

on Tier 2 and Tier 1, it was clear but it was not16

clear.  So for example, in my opinion, that was we17

want also the things that we have a goal for this to18

be clear.  In my style, that is simply enough easy to19

understand and apply.20

So, I think that we having this discussion21

would be so much about style and the way we think22

things should be presented, that this is why I ask23

about finalities.  It's something that staff already24

feels strong enough this is how they want to go about25
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it, you know.  And when it comes to the PRA1

involvement, nobody mentioned the PRA can have a bunch2

of the qualitative input that is never only about3

numbers or the numbers.4

So it can be simplified the news in many,5

you know, in selection of licensing and design basis6

events and safety certification and everything, but it7

doesn't mean that you have to have a huge 10 volumes8

of the event risk and fault risk on the shelves. 9

Okay, so this is all what I wanted to add.10

CHAIRMAN BLEY:  Thank you.  Thanks to the11

members for your comments, and I really want to thank12

the speakers this morning from industry, and Bill for13

doing a massive job for the rest of the day.14

We look forward to seeing the redraft15

material in our next meeting.  And with that, I think16

this meeting has come to an end and I'm going to17

adjourn the meeting.  This meeting is adjourned.18

(Whereupon, the above-entitled matter went19

off the record at 5:56 p.m.)20

21

22

23

24

25
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U.S. Nuclear Industry Council (USNIC) Comments 
NRC Advisory Committee on Reactor Safeguards (ACRS) 

Future Plant Designs Subcommittee Meeting 
Preliminary Rule 10 CFR Part 53  

17 March 2021 
 
Introduction 
Good morning and thank you for the opportunity to speak today.  The U.S. Nuclear Industry Council, or 
USNIC, is a business consortium for nuclear energy and the promotion of the American supply chain 
globally.  USNIC represents key technology developers, utility movers, manufacturers, and service 
providers.  
 
I’m Cyril Draffin, Senior Fellow with USNIC for Advanced Nuclear.  With me today to answer questions is 
Peter Hastings with Kairos Power, our vice chair of our USNIC Advanced Nuclear Working Group, Dennis 
Henneke of GE Hitachi and ANS Chair for ANS/ASME PRA standards development, and Frank Akstulewicz 
of Terrestrial Power. 
 
We are the first of several industry groups to speak, and you’ll notice many common observations.  You 
may notice some areas where we have slightly different perspectives.  This is mainly a result of fluid 
evaluation of a complex topic. Several issues you’ll hear today are the subject of ongoing discussions, 
including discussions across the various industry groups presenting this morning. 
 
Goals for Part 53 
This slide is simply a restatement of the goals for Part 53: 

• Safety-Focused: Focus on reasonable assurance of adequate protection 
• Technology-Inclusive: All technologies, high-level requirements 
• Efficient: Schedule/cost targets, integrated safety, commercial quality  
• Flexible: Variety of licensing approaches, reactor uses, interface with Part 50/52 
• Informed: Insights from previous efforts, near term activities, and other regulators 
• Clear: Nexus to adequate protection, interrelationship of requirements, concise 

 
We won’t dwell on details and observe that we think there’s good alignment between us, NEI, and the 
NRC staff on these goals. 
 
NEIMA Expectations and Objectives 

• Expectations: 
o Technology inclusive (use by any fission reactor technology) 
o Risk-informed (focus on safety-significant elements of safety case)  
o Performance-based (clear, consistent, and understandable criteria) 

• Success Criteria (Objectives):  
o Clear, effective regulatory framework and guidance resulting in significant 

improvements 
o Framework founded on demonstration of reasonable assurance of adequate protection 

of public health and safety  
o Regulatory burden should not be increased 
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To put our observations in context, we want to review one of the primary drivers for Part 53, which is 
the Nuclear Energy Innovation and Modernization Act. 

We believe that NEIMA sets forth the direction for a rule that: 

Will be technology inclusive, such that there will be no fundamental challenges to apply this 
regulation to any fission reactor technology regardless of type and size; 

Will be risk-informed, to focus licensing development, review, and maintenance on the most 
safety-significant elements of the safety case, with provision for deterministic insights when 
appropriate; 

And will be performance-based, establishing clear, consistent, and understandable criteria for 
an applicant to demonstrate. 

We believe that some of the key success criteria, or objectives, for this effort include:  

A regulatory framework and necessary implementing guidance that is clearly understood, 
effectively applied, and results in significant improvements to the efficiency, timeliness, cost-
effectiveness, and predictability of the NRC's role in regulating nuclear energy. 

A regulatory framework founded upon demonstration of reasonable assurance of adequate 
protection of the public health and safety. Reasonable assurance needs flexibility and regulatory 
stability, and in some cases, we observe that the preliminary language is directly tied to 
adequate protection.  We’ll have more comments on Adequate Protection later in our 
presentation. 

Importantly from the perspective of the motivation to develop and deploy advanced reactor 
technologies, the regulatory burden should not increase for designs that are establishing 
increased margins of safety compared to an already very safe operating fleet.  

 
Rulemaking Process 

USNIC has been very active stakeholder engaged in the rulemaking process.  We offered comments and 
questions in support of NRC’s November, January, and February public meetings, and submitted 
proposed alternative language for Subpart B last month.  The ADAMS accession numbers for our 
feedback are noted in the event the committee members wish to peruse them. 

• ML20318A007 (November 2020) 

• ML21006A000 (January 2021) 

• ML21032A045 (February 2021) 

• ML21035A003 (Subpart B language, February 2021) 
 
Relevant comments we provided to the NRC in the February Part 53 public meeting include: 

Recommendations on clarifying Transient & Accident Radiological Safety Criteria, which that are 
alternatives to the staff’s proposed first tier safety criteria that more closely resemble current 
performance requirements. We do support using 25 rem criteria the NRC staff recommended. 

With respect to Tier 1, suggest that postulated events be treated in guidance, with perhaps an 
upper bound event frequency of once per hundred years; and  

Simplifying the staff’s Tier 2 proposal by using 10 CFR Part 20 for normal-operations radiation 
protection, and not bringing it into Part 53 

We support the perspective that the rule should not be driven by the LMP process but should fully 
enable its use. LMP is an endorsed process via Reg Guide 1.233, and the rule should allow for continued 
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evolution of similar processes or even different processes.  We recognize additional guidance might be 
worthwhile for risk-informed applications that don’t fully comport with the LMP methodology. 

While based on substantive engagement and historic non-LWR licensing experience, the LMP process 
and its supporting guidance like TICAP have not had sufficient precedent to establish their effectiveness 
in the licensing process-- so writing LMP-based expectations into the rule before we’ve established 
those precedents may cause challenges in future licensing applications. 

Our previous, current, and future comments are made with the intent of supporting a rulemaking whose 
scope and content addresses the expectations from NEIMA. 

Topics for Consideration 

We are going to go into some detail on the five important topics: 
• Adequate Protection Standard 

• Dose Consequence-Based Performance 

• Development and Application of Risk Insights 

• Evaluating Defense in Depth Adequacy 

• Quality Assurance 

 

Adequate Protection Standard for Part 53 

• Provide clarity for adequate protection (radiological foundation) 

o Requirements predicated by fundamental safety functions (53.210) 

o Requirements established in Part 53 should have a clear nexus to supporting the 

adequate protection standard 

o Adequate protection standard should be independent of technology, reactor size, or 

selected licensing process   

• Avoid regulatory requirements that are not needed for adequate protection 

o Requirements need not exceed existing requirements under Part 50 (do not ratchet 

requirements compared to existing reactors) 

o Necessity of “second tier” has not been established 

• Part 53 should establish the minimum criteria and supporting information necessary for 

demonstrating the safety case  

Regarding the adequate protection standard, there is still work needed between industry and the staff.  

I think you’ll hear more about this, but one of our main concerns is that the discussion of Tier 1 and Tier 

2 is confusing, and risks the perception that concepts (such as normal operation dose) are being rolled 

into the time-honored category of nuclear safety.  Said another way, we should avoid the perception 

that additional requirements such as normal operating dose are somehow newly needed to address 

safety analysis and design of a facility-- rather than traditionally used operating practices and 

programmatic controls.  Some of our other earlier comments about clarifying safety criteria are 

intended to address the potential Tier 1/Tier 2 confusion. 

One option we’ve discussed is not to pull Part 20 requirements into Part 53, but rather use the Part 20 

requirements. 

As a note, ALARA is an important concept and certainly good practice that we expect to continue, but 

we do not believe it should be included in Part 53 regulation.   
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Dose Consequence-Based Performance 

• Section 53.23 requires analysis of QHO 
o Need for new requirement not clear 
o QHO calculations would be required in addition to quantitative limits at 

site boundary 
o QHO method introduced in 1986 but deemed impractical and CDF and 

LERF surrogates were introduced instead (not applicable to non-LWRs); 
no QHO requirement in 10 CFR 20, 50, 52  

o QHOs virtually guarantee a specific analytical methodology (i.e., PRA) is 
required 

o Recommend removing (b)(2) from 53.23 in NRC preliminary Subpart B, 
Second Tier Safety Criteria, unless clear benefits shown  

• Continue to have QHOs as NRC policy 
• Quantitative frequencies could be included in guidance 

 

We are concerned about inclusion of regulatory limits for Quantitative Health Objectives in the rule 

itself, without clearly describing the benefits its inclusion would bring.  The draft language in 53.23(b)(2) 

requires analysis of QHOs to 5E-6 immediate and 2E-6 latent effects per year, but it’s not apparent why 

it’s needed in Part 53. We desire to understand staff’s intent and how results would be achieved.  QHO 

implementation could be a challenge for some advanced LWRs; surrogate risk metrics were developed 

for LWRs and the path to implementation for technology neutral QHOs is not clear.  Further, as stated in 

the draft rule, QHOs would appear to require a level 3 PRA, which is difficult at the time a Construction 

Permit is submitted.  A related concern is the extent to which this approach would elevate the PRA to a 

legal compliance tool for demonstration of a regulatory limit. 

Under the staff’s proposed approach, QHO calculations would be required in addition to the 

demonstration of compliance with quantitative limits at the site boundary, which seems duplicative.  

The QHO method was introduced in 1986 but was determined to be impractical, and surrogates of core 

damage frequency and large early release fraction were introduced instead.  These LWR surrogates 

don’t apply here, so demonstration is unclear.  It’s also relevant that the targets for Core Damage 

Frequency (CDF) and Large Early Release Frequency (LERF) surrogates were developed in guidance, not 

in regulation. The 1E-4/year and 1E-5/year target values meant to align with QHOs do not appear in 

regulation. 

Additionally, the use of QHOs in regulation seem to require the use of specific analytical methodology 

(i.e., PRA), and as you’ll hear later, we’re concerned over the notion of using PRA as a compliance tool 

for the first time. 

So, most of our members believe that implementation of QHOs as radiological consequence criteria 

should remain in policy or guidance documents, and not in Tier 2 safety criteria.   The staff has yet to 

demonstrate that the application of QHO regulatory limits in the rule is a necessary element of a risk-

informed approach. 

Development and Application of Risk-Insights  

• Risk tool (PRA today) insights complement the safety case  
• Attributes of a useful Part 53 framework for the use of risk tools: 

o Provide flexibility without focusing on a specifically mandated analytical 
approach (like PRA)  
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o Avoid prescriptive requirement for approach on defining LBEs, SSC 
classification, and DID determinations 

o Enable RG 1.233 implementation, but not require it 
o Enable combinations of risk-informed and deterministic approaches 

where appropriate (e.g., external hazards, seismic, bounding analyses, 
especially for designs with very small source terms such as microreactors) 

o Support international regulatory frameworks (e.g., IAEA SSR-2/1 and 
markets with dual-DSA/PSA requirements) 

• PRA matures with plant design and site selection/characterization. Requiring extensive PRA 
with application submittal may not be feasible for all application types, especially for plants 
in early phases of application (e.g., CP) 

o Application content should be limited to information central to the safety 
case findings 

o Application content should be developed as part of ongoing regulatory 
guidance activities 

 
Risk-insights are associated with how a tool such as PRA is reflected in the licensing basis and in the 
application.  We recognize that the current PRA construct works well and is flexible to allow the LMP 
approach endorsed Reg Guide 1.233.  But it’s not at all clear that the approaches used by Oklo and 
NuScale would comport with a prescriptive use of PRA as a compliance tool. 

PRA insights are what are important, not specific numerical results.  As mentioned previously, we don’t 

feel “the PRA” should be elevated to a compliance tool as part of the application.  

Moreover, a technology-inclusive rule that we will live with for years should not be married to today’s 

specific analytical approach.  

Recognizing what's worked well in the past-- insights from the tool used to assess the safety case should 

be reflected in the rule (not the tool itself). Therefore, we do not support the proposed 53.450 language 

and criteria that make a complete/detailed PRA an explicit requirement. 

We support a framework that is flexible when it comes to selecting a risk tool; that avoids prescriptive 

requirements for a specific approach; that enables but does not require RG-1.233 approach; that 

supports appropriate consideration of deterministic methods; and that supports risk-informed 

regulatory frameworks from non-US markets that some of our developer members are pursuing. 

For Non-LWR reactor PRAs, low risk hazards can be analyzed using simple PRAs using a bounding 

approach. 

As discussed after our presentation, USNIC supports using insights from a risk assessment like PRA to 

meet the risk-informed elements of Part 53, as well as a graded approach to robustness and application. 

of the risk assessment  We do not believe that the framework should require using the LMP-like 

approach that implicitly requires a mature PRA as the basis to determine licensing basis events, SSC 

safety classifications, and defense-in-depth adequacy evaluation.  This could effectively preclude the use 

of Part 53 for applications that are based on less-than-final level of design detail. Rather, applicants 

should be free to use risk information from a PRA or other risk tool, or even a qualitative risk evaluation 

for designs where a PRA would not provide benefits to the design and review, in a more flexible manner 

to support the technical demonstrations required by the rule. 
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With what we know about the current state of development, with multiple developers working on 
several different approaches, the rule should support a spectrum of options, from “full” PRAs, to 
simplified risk analyses, to qualitative risk assessments, as appropriate to the applicable design and level 
of potential hazard.  PRA can be used for insights, and USNIC member said the PRA standard supports 
the development of simplified PRA models, and although a full plant simplified PRA has not been 
performed, specific scenarios and hazard analysis for previously performed PRAs have used simplified 
approach (e.g., PRISM). 

Evaluating Defense in Depth (DID) Adequacy 

• DID important design philosophy for LMP and “non-LMP” applications 
o Further discussion needed on adequate DID for license applications, 

accounting for the range of potential reactor designs and features that 
prevents and mitigates accidents 

o DID demonstration will vary across range of designs and features 
o LMP example level of detail (rule should enable, not require) 

• Rule implies DID must include BDBE mitigation measures, which seems to expand existing 
requirements 

• DID details should be described in guidance, not regulation 
• Guidance should also clarify what DID is required when prevention/mitigation is physics or 

passive/inherent 
 

Defense in Depth is important as a design philosophy in supporting an adequate safety case for LMP 

applications, and applications taking a different approach.  But we believe this is another area where 

we’ll benefit from further discussion to better understand the level of detail that will be needed to 

demonstrate adequate DID for license applications-- accounting for the range of potential reactor 

designs and features that prevent and mitigate accidents.  The adequacy of Defense in Depth will be 

different for different designs, and much like the larger risk-informed approach, the LMP approach 

provides a good way to implement DID adequacy, but we wouldn’t want the rule itself to mandate too 

prescriptive a level of implementation detail. 

We have inferred that the rule requires DID to include measures for BDBE mitigation – but that seems to 

be an expansion of requirements beyond what is in Part 50. 

DID details should be described in guidance, not regulation. Guidance needs to explain how DID would 

be implemented and used (perhaps in a graded approach) and provide clarity on how a licensee could 

translate this approach into preparing an application.  

Guidance should clarify what Defense in Depth analysis is required when physics or inherent features of 

a design have already resolved or removed the potential for releases of large amounts of radioactivity 

 

Clarity in Quality Assurance Requirements 

• Clarify QA requirements and facilitate application across industry (vendors, suppliers, and 
operators) 

o Opportunity for a fresh look at alternatives to Part 50 Appendix B and 
NQA-1 

o Commercially available components quality may meet/exceed “nuclear 
standards” with reduced artificial burden 

o Rule should require quality control program, but not specify approach 
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• Guidance should support broad standards, e.g., ISO 9000 series, IAEA, commercial 
dedication 

o Reduce barriers to commercial competition, and facilitate licensing 
abroad– recognizing greater supply chain base can improve quality 

o International acceptance of a single approval could be important in 
international marketability 

o Guidance should show ISO standards and IAEA approaches meet 
requirements  

o Guidance could address topic of universal acceptance of codes and 
standards (mechanical, electrical) 

 

Our final point is on quality assurance. 

The new rule provides an opportunity to clarify the fundamental requirements for ensuring quality in a 

way that facilitates more straightforward and less prescriptive implementation across vendors, 

suppliers, and operators.  It’s an opportunity for a fresh look at alternatives not only to NQA-1 as the 

implementing standard but also to Part 50 Appendix B. 

Over the years, the level of quality of commercially available components has risen, in part as a function 

of market demand, so that many commercial materials meet or exceed what used to be considered 

“nuclear standards.” At the same time, the market for actual NQA-1-certified suppliers has shrunk 

dramatically, in part because of the cost of maintaining what has become a relatively niche standard. 

We recommend taking advantage of this opportunity to specify the minimum quality control program 

requirements and leave open more options for implementation. Guidance should support approaches 

such as more broadly used ISO 9000 series (e.g., ISO-9001), IAEA, commercial dedication programs, and 

other approaches presented by industry. 

Suppliers that can compete with more broadly applied quality standards can itself increase quality 
because of greater simplicity and increased familiarity with those standards. Opportunities to use QA 
standards different from Appendix B or NQA-1 may provide opportunities to expand the supply chain 
beyond the current limited suppliers of nuclear grade materials.  This approach would reduce barriers to 
commercial competition and facilitate licensing of US reactors abroad.  It also can help support 
international harmonization of standards, which is important for international marketability. 
 
Guidance can be developed to show that the ISO standards and IAEA approaches can meet whatever the 

requirements are in Part 53, and potentially other Parts.  

On a related point, Part 53 guidance also could address the topic of more universal acceptance of codes 

and standards (such as mechanical or electrical). 

 

Flexibility and Predictability   (additional point that arose from discussion at the ACRS meeting) 

Part 53 rule can have predictability and stability as well as flexibility. 

Predictability is having specific performance criteria that must be demonstrated, and every 
applicant must show that they meet the criteria that forms the basis for the staff findings of 
safety.  Stability is having regulatory guidance that when implemented does not evolve as the 
design is undergoing a licensing review. 
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Flexibility is in the means of demonstration and needs to be a function of the technology.  
Establishing a prescriptive process in the rule does not recognize the diversity within the 
advanced reactor community or the innovation that new licensing organizations can bring.   

Increasing focus on the “performance based” goal of the rule, by establishing a rule with clear 
and necessary performance criteria as well as allowing flexibility in demonstration of the safety 
case would be a desirable outcome for regulators and industry as NRC seeks a Part 53 
regulation, and associated guidance, that is useful and used. 

 
Planned Guidance   (additional point that arose from discussion at the ACRS meeting) 

The slides NRC presented on Guidance (slides 70-72 in the ACRS meeting) are useful departure for 

discussion, although they did not include some topics (like Defense in Depth) that industry had 

recommended. 

 
Conclusion 

• Encourage ongoing participation and engagement of stakeholders 
• Continue working to clarify more appropriate rulemaking objectives and implementation 

detail 
• Achieve NEIMA goals without increase in regulatory burden for deployment of Advanced 

Reactors 
 

In conclusion, we continue to be committed to working with the NRC staff and other stakeholders; we 

hope to continue making suggestions to clarify objectives of the rule and encourage the staff to consider 

our proposals; and hope to be able to help develop a rule that achieves the vision of NEIMA without 

increasing regulatory burden for designs with increased safety margins.   

Thank you for the opportunity to speak with you today. 

 
For questions or comments contact: 
Cyril W. Draffin, Jr. 
Senior Fellow, Advanced Nuclear, U.S. Nuclear Industry Council 
 
23 March 2021  
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Purpose of Today’s Meeting

• Discuss the broader objectives and overall structure of 
Part 53

• Review preliminary proposed rule language for Part 53
o Subpart D – Siting Requirements

• Today’s meeting is a Category 3 public meeting, which 
means that public participation is actively sought in the 
discussion of the regulatory issues during the meeting.
o This meeting is being held in a “workshop” format to 

facilitate the discussion to today’s topics.
o The meeting is being transcribed and the transcription will 

be available with the meeting summary by March 5, 2021.
• No regulatory decisions will be made at today’s 

meeting.
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Note that this is a living schedule and will be updated as needed throughout the rulemaking process.  
Upcoming introductions of concepts and discussions of preliminary rule language will involve a variety of 
topics that have historically involved specific technical and programmatic specialties. To that end, 
stakeholders are encouraged to ensure that appropriate subject matter experts are involved in discussions 
of rule language and plans for guidance documents.  An example is concepts and discussions within 
Subpart F (operations) that involve staffing levels and operator licensing.
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Part 53 Rulemaking Objectives
NRC Staff Perspectives

• Provide reasonable assurance of adequate protection of the 
public health and safety and common defense and security at 
reactor sites at which advanced nuclear reactor designs are 
deployed, to at least the same degree of protection as required 
for current-generation light water reactors; 

• Protect health and minimize danger to life or property to at least 
the same degree of protection as required for current-generation 
light water reactors; 

• Provide greater operational flexibilities where supported by 
enhanced margins of safety that may be provided in advanced 
nuclear reactor designs; 

• Ensure that the requirements for licensing and regulating 
advanced nuclear reactors are clear and appropriate; and 

• Identify, define, and resolve additional areas of concern related 
to the licensing and regulation of advanced nuclear reactors.
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Goals and Success Criteria
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 Vision: Licensing new reactors under the new rule will be the most efficient option for all 
new reactor applicants and will meet industry needs for schedule, cost and 
predictability, consistent with congressional directives, the NRC’s own advanced reactor 
policies and initiatives, and the agency’s Principles of Good Regulation.

 Goals:

• Safety-Focused: Focus on reasonable assurance of adequate protection

• Technology-Inclusive: All technologies, high-level requirements

• Efficient: Schedule/cost targets integrated safety/security, commercial quality 

• Flexible: Variety of licensing approaches, reactor uses, interface with Part 50/52

• Informed: Insights from previous efforts, near term activities, and other regulators

• Clear: Nexus to adequate protection, interrelationship of requirements, concise

Vision and Goals

Source: NEI Letter from October 21, 2020 
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 Purpose: to define what functionality needs to be provided in the final Part 53 rule

• Guide the Part 53 rule development 

• Plan future discussions between the NRC staff and stakeholders

• Ensure that the final rule meets the pre-defined success criteria 
 Define what Part 53 must accomplish (e.g., establish safety requirements)

• Not how to do it (e.g., specifying the dose limits for members of the public) 

• Not the process by which to develop the new rule 
 Align with the direction in the Nuclear Energy Innovation and Modernization Act, and the 

vision and goals that we proposed in NEI’s October 21, 2020 letter 
 Intended to be exhaustive, but there could be additional criteria identified over the 

course of the rulemaking, and further clarification of scope

Success Criteria (Project Requirements)

Source: NEI Letter from December 23, 2020 
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 Define the scope of Part 53 (e.g., types of licenses granted, types of activities regulated)
 Define the requirements that provide reasonable assurance of adequate protection 

• Define performance criteria to protect the public 

• Define the safety paradigm for reactors to provide reasonable assurance that the public protection 
performance criteria are met via the safety paradigm (e.g., radiological hazard, events, safety functions, QA)

 Define the information to be included in the licensing bases regulated by the NRC

• Clarify why required information in the licensing basis is necessary to make a determination of reasonable 
assurance of adequate protection

• Include protections against unnecessarily requiring changes to the licensing basis (i.e., finality, backfit and 
forward fit protections) 

• Include processes to control and change the licensing bases regulated by the NRC
 Establish the requirements for obtaining licenses

• Identify other Parts of 10 CFR that are applicable to Part 53 licenses (e.g., Part 20, Part 51)
 Establish the requirements for NRC oversight during construction and operations

• Describe requirements for ensuring the as-constructed plant is the same as the as-approved design 

• Describe requirements for ensuring the plant operations are within the NRC approved limits 
 Guidance – {Success criteria for guidance to be decided during the scoping phase}

Proposed Success Criteria
(Selected Higher-Level criteria)

Source: NEI Letter from December 23, 2020 
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Goals and Success Criteria for Part 53

• Risk-informed but not excluding deterministic approach
• Performance-based with flexibility allowing some combination of risk 

informed and deterministic        
• Adequate protection only

• Requirements beyond adequate protection only serve to drive up the 
cost of licensing and operations with no real safety benefit

• Achieving operational excellence is important but is best achieved through 
industry self-oversight, e.g., INPO

• Technology-inclusive with all reactor types and sizes covered
• Clear and simple to support streamlined licensing process

• Licensing requirements are understood and review is straightforward 
and efficient
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Goals and Success Criteria for Part 53 
Rulemaking Activity 

Discussion
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Key Concepts and Structure
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Part 53 Key Concepts and Structure
NRC Staff Perspectives

Key Concepts

• Requirements based on defining 
high level safety criteria

• Two tier structure in safety 
criteria to support distinctions in 
regulatory treatment 
commensurate with safety/risk 
significance 

• Technical areas to be addressed 
via Subparts that align with 
stages for a facility’s lifecycle

• Licensing, reporting, and other 
requirements addressed in 
separate Subparts



U.S. Nuclear Industry Council 
Comments for NRC Part 53 Meeting:
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Cyril Draffin
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U.S. Nuclear Industry Council
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U.S. Nuclear Industry Council 
U.S. NRC Commissioner (1998-2007)

04 February 2021
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Key Concepts and Possible Structures:  Process 
Concern

• Process does not seem to be transparent 
• NRC requests feedback, but no NRC feedback on how comments factored into the 

rulemaking process and no redrafted rule language.   

• Subpart B Safety Criteria is the foundation of Part 53
o Instead of discussing and agreeing on Subpart B, NRC proceeding to restate Subpart B 

language and issue language for other parts of the rule based on unaltered Subpart B 
language.

o Process is going too fast

• USNIC does not support the preliminary Subpart B language including the new Tier 1 
and Tier 2 categories that industry find confusing.  

o USNIC encourages NRC to release revised language for Subpart B before continuing to release 
other sections based on Subpart B– preferably with some NRC Office of General Council 
review

o USNIC offering alternative Subpart B language  
20 | U.S. Nuclear Industry Council February 2021 Part 53



Key Concepts for Part 53

• Adequate Protection
o Rule should specify only that which is necessary for adequate protection and nothing more. 
o Any proposals beyond adequate protection should not be included 
o Proposed language in Subpart B for property protection, defense in depth, and Quantitative 

Health Objectives (QHOs) not appropriate.

• Risk-informed Regulations
• Performance-based Regulations
• Adequate Defense-in-Depth (DID)
• Quantitative Health Objectives 
• Quality Assurance Requirements

21 | U.S. Nuclear Industry Council February 2021 Part 53



Adequate Protection Standard for Part 53

• Focus of Part 53 should provide a clear adequate protection standard (radiological foundation)
o Requirements predicated by fundamental safety functions (53.210)
o Any requirements established in Part 53 should have a clear nexus to supporting the adequate 

protection standard
o Adequate protection standard should be independent of technology, reactor size, or selected licensing 

process.  

• Avoid regulatory requirements that are not needed for adequate protection
o Do not ratchet up requirements for Advanced Non-LWRs
o Do not expand the rule by including Minimize Danger and Protect Property Standard. 
o Necessity of second tier criteria for adequate protection has not been established in rulemaking record 

to date
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Adequate Protection Standard for Part 53 (cont.)

• Other considerations:
o Part 53 should establish the minimum criteria and supporting information 

necessary for demonstrating the safety case with a level of detail that is 
commensurate with its contribution to the safety case arguments

o Processes for demonstrating the safety case should not be defined in 
rulemaking

23 | U.S. Nuclear Industry Council February 2021 Part 53



Risk-informed (not-risk based) Regulations (relevant 
to Subpart C)

• Probabilistic Risk Assessment (PRA) insights should complement the safety 
review however 53.450 proposed language and criteria make a 
complete/detailed PRA an implicit requirement for LBE, SSC classification, DID 
determinations.

o Want flexibility; use of PRA should be optional if other risk-informed analyses are 
appropriate to use

o LBE, SSC classification, and DID determination is supported by RG 1.233 
implementation, but not supported by an applicant performing SSC classification 
using a deterministic approach. 

o Deterministic approaches (e.g., for external hazard assessment, seismic, bounding 
analyses) may be appropriate and should not be excluded, and some combination of 
risk informed and deterministic should be allowed.
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Risk-informed (not-risk based) Regulations (cont.)

o PRA matures with plant design and site selection/characterization. Therefore, 
requiring extensive PRA (meeting the  PRA standard) with application submittal may 
not be feasible for all application types.

o Unclear how different levels of PRA usage will impact application content. 
Recommend considering the TICAP recommendations in this area – where PRA level 
of information is minimized to include scope of the PRA, discussion on use of the 
PRA standard including peer review, and results pertinent to NEI 18-04

o International regulatory frameworks have risk-informed approaches that certain 
vendors may choose to pursue

o Desire that Part 53 would accommodate such approaches (i.e., IAEA SSR-2/1 and 
markets with dual-DSA/PSA requirements)
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Performance-based (and Risk-informed) Regulations

• Performance-based
o Clear performance-based acceptance criteria to allow flexibility in 

implementation of design features and programmatic controls while 
improving predictability in the review process (minimum criteria needed for 
adequate protection allowing applicant selection of approaches and 
methodologies).

o Performance-based requirements should focus on measurable outcomes 
(does “x” perform the way it was committed to perform) and avoid 
prescription of methods to achieve that performance.
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Performance-based (and Risk-informed) Regulations 
(cont.)

• Other considerations
o Part 53 should accommodate an implementation of Licensing Modernization Project 

(LMP), but not implicitly require it.
o Performance-based, risk-informed regulations can provide the applicant with 

flexibility on how to demonstrate compliance.
o Part 53 should be technology and design neutral to minimize the need for 

exemptions.
o Consider the overall impact and level of detail requirements for Part 53, and its 

prospective applicant types, and how the language can be used to improve 
regulatory predictability, efficiency, and certainty.
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Adequate Defense in Depth (DID)

• DID is important in supporting an adequate safety case for both LMP and non-
LMP applications, but is best addressed in guidance rather than regulations.

• Further discussion is needed to better understand and define what is adequate 
DID for LMP and Non-LMP applications, accounting for the range of potential 
reactor designs and features that prevents and mitigates accidents that release 
radiation materials.

o Adequate DID may be different for unique reactors

o No precedent or guidance on establishing DID acceptance criteria or what is sufficient 
DID analysis
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Adequate Defense in Depth (DID) (cont.)

• Multiple DID barriers applied only to DBEs in Part 53?
o Inferred is that DID will have to look at BDBEs in Part 53 – but we just don’t know what that 

looks like without a systematic review of DID like that performed under LMP.

• In guidance, NRC staff needs to explain how DID would be implemented and used, 
and provide clarity on how a licensee could translate this approach into preparing an 
application

• In guidance, NRC should clarify what Defense in Depth analysis is required when 
physics or inherent features of a design have already resolved or removed the 
potential for releases of large amounts of radioactivity
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Quantitative Health Objectives (QHO)

• Draft Subpart B, Technology-Inclusive Safety Requirements, Section 53.23, Second 
Tier Safety Criteria, (b)(2) requires the applicant to analyze QHO for LBE to ensure 
<5E-6 immediate and <2E-6 latent health effects per year

o No parallel QHO requirement in 10 CFR 20, 50, or 52.QHO calculations would be required 
in addition to quantitative limits at site boundaries in 53.23. Q:  What was the underlying 
goal in changing the wording of the existing safety goals in 53.23 (from ML011210381, 51 
FR 30028)?

o The QHO method was attempted in 1986 but was deemed impractical and replaced by 
core damage frequency (CDF) and large early release frequency (LERF) in 1990

• Recommend removing (b)(2) from 53.23
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Quality Assurance Requirements

• Part 53 provides opportunity for NRC to take a fresh look at Appendix B 
and NQA-1 Program, and consider alternatives

• Level of quality of commercially available components may meet and 
exceed prior “nuclear standards” without the need for the overly 
burdensome reporting requirements 

• Recommend rule should state quality control program is necessary, but 
not provide direction on approaches to use.
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Quality Assurance Requirements (cont.)

• Recommend guidance should indicate that approaches such as ISO 9000 series, 
IAEA, commercial dedication programs, and other approaches presented by industry 
could be used– this would facilitate licensing of US reactors in Canada, Europe, Asia, 
and other parts of the world

o International acceptance of a single approval could be important in international 
marketability

o Guidance could address the broader topic of universal acceptance of codes and standards 
(mechanical, electrical, etc.)

• Concurrent guidance should be developed to show that the ISO standards and IAEA 
approaches can meet whatever the requirements are in Part 53, and potentially 
other Parts. 
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Possible Structures for Part 53

• NRC proposed subparts can work
o But need understanding/agreement on Subpart B on Safety Criteria before proceeding

• NRC should maintain public list of other Parts or regulations Part 53 will reference

• Definitions of Terms used in the rule language are needed, and list should be maintained
o Licensing basis events, reasonable assurance, and other terms if not defined in existing Parts 50 and 52

• Integrated Part 53 licensing initiative 
1. Regulatory text (current focus)
2. Guidance (topics requiring guidance need to be identified as regulations are drafted)
3. Review process
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Key Concepts and Possible Structures
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 Structured around NRC regulatory functions

• Determine the standards for reasonable assurance of adequate protection in 
terms of direct impacts on the of the public health

• Determine the facility characteristics that are needed to ensure the facility will 
meet the public protection criteria

• Determine how to provide reasonable assurance that the facility is designed to 
achieved the facility safety characteristics

• Determine how to provide reasonable assurance that the facility is constructed 
and will operate in accordance with the design

• Determine the types of licenses, permits and design approvals that the NRC may 
issue, and the process to obtaining them

• Determine the information from an applicant or holder of a license, permit or 
design approval that needs to be reviewed and approved by the NRC to facilitate 
the regulation of the facility

Key Concepts (1/2)
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 Key Technical Topics

• Safety criteria and safety paradigm 

• Performance-based safety, security, siting and emergency preparedness 

• Role of PRA 

• Reasonable assurance of design/analysis, construction and operations

• Commercial grade QA standards

• Radiation protection and ALARA
 Key Process Topics

• Level of detail/prescription in regulations vs. use of guidance

• Organization of technical requirements and documentation requirements

• Relationship with Part 50 and 52 licensing processes (e.g., reference vs. include 
in Part 53)

• Licensing basis documentation, including changes

Key Concepts (2/2)



Key Concepts and Structure

Discussion
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MEETING BREAK

Meeting to resume in 45 minutes
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Approach to Rule Language 
and Developing Key 

Guidance Documents 
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Approach to Rule Language and 
Developing Key Guidance Documents

NRC Staff Perspectives 

• Regulatory Guide 1.233, endorsing NEI 18-04, is one 
acceptable way to satisfy requirements of Part 53

• Work in progress to supplement with guidance documents on 
content of applications (TICAP/ARCAP)

• Consistent with ongoing activities in areas such as emergency 
preparedness, security, siting, and environmental reviews

• Work in progress by standards development organizations 
(SDOs) in areas such as high temperature materials, design 
standards, and probabilistic risk assessment

• Work being initiated in areas such as human factors, technical 
specifications, and appropriate special treatments

• Acknowledge need to identify other key guidance documents 
and engage stakeholders on their development/endorsement



Approach to Rule Language and 
Developing Key Guidance Documents
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 Higher-level requirements will rely more on guidance for

• Details that have historically been in regulations

• Technology-specific considerations

• Licensing approach considerations
 Potential topics for guidance

• Application guidance (scope/content) – e.g., TICAP and NRC ARCAP (including 
security-related content)

• Safety and security paradigm (licensing approach) – e.g., NEI 18-04 and risk-
informed, performance based approach to security  

• Technology-specific guidance (e.g., key safety functions, design and operation 
considerations) – None currently

• Specific technical topics (e.g., graded-approach to PRA, commercial QA 
standards) 

Key Regulatory Guidance



U.S. Nuclear Industry Council 
Comments for NRC Part 53 Meeting:
Rule language and Previously Released Subparts
Cyril Draffin
Senior Fellow, Advanced Nuclear 
U.S. Nuclear Industry Council

Jeff  Merrifield 
Chairman, Advanced Nuclear Working Group
U.S. Nuclear Industry Council 
U.S. NRC Commissioner (1998-2007)

and Reactor Developers

04 February 2021



Approach to Rule Language and Guidance 
Documents

• USNIC does not support the preliminary Subpart B, C or F language 
o USNIC strongly encourages NRC to redraft Subpart B
o USNIC is very skeptical of the Facility Safety Program in Subpart F
o USNIC encourages NRC to release revised language for Subpart C, Subpart D, and 

Subpart F (and any other subparts) only after language for Subpart B has been 
redrafted.

• List of expected guidance should be kept and updated
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Approach to Rule Language and 
Developing Key Guidance Documents 

Discussion
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Discussion of Previously 
Released Subparts
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Discussion of Previously Released 
Subparts NRC Staff Perspectives

• Overall Framework
• Released (ML21012A284)

• Subpart B (Safety Criteria)
• Subpart C (Design and Analyses)
• Subpart F (Facility Safety Program)
• Subpart D (Siting)

• Under Development
• Subpart E (Construction)
• Subpart F (Configuration Control, Personnel, 

Programs)
• Subpart G (Decommissioning)
• Subparts H/I (Licensing)
• Subparts A/J (General, Administrative, 

Miscellaneous)



U.S. Nuclear Industry Council 
Comments for NRC Part 53 Meeting:
Rule language and Previously Released Subparts
Cyril Draffin
Senior Fellow, Advanced Nuclear 
U.S. Nuclear Industry Council

Jeff  Merrifield 
Chairman, Advanced Nuclear Working Group
U.S. Nuclear Industry Council 
U.S. NRC Commissioner (1998-2007)

and Reactor Developers

04 February 2021



Subpart B – Technology-Inclusive Safety 
Requirements Topics

• Safety Objectives 
• Transient and Accident Radiological Safety Criteria (replaces NRC Tier 1)

• Routine Operation Radiological Safety Criteria (refers to Part 20 Subpart C & D; 
no need for separate “Protection of Plant Workers” section)

• NRC Tier 2 section not needed for Adequate Protection
• Safety Functions (better logic to place after Safety Criteria than before)

• Licensing Basis Events

• Defense in Depth Objectives
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Discussion of Previously Released 
Subparts
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 Simplify and clarify the safety criteria

• Adequate protection – 25 rem for events not expected during lifetime

• Extra-adequate protection (if necessary) – 0.1 rem for normal operations, and 
beyond design basis

 Establish the facility characteristics needed for safety and security

• Aligned with NRC’s “bow tie” diagram

• Performance-based safety, security, siting and emergency preparedness

• Radiological hazard

• Characteristics of the site

• Required facility functions necessary and sufficient to meet safety criteria 

• Event sequences

• Design features and human actions to perform required facility functions 

Subpart B – Safety

Source: NEI Letter from December 23, 2020 
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 Simplify and clarify around updated safety criteria

• Features that are necessary and sufficient to provide reasonable assurance that 
the design and analyses demonstrate that the facility is able to meet the safety 
and security criteria

 High level requirements that allow flexibility

• Method for determining facility characteristics (required functions, events, design 
features)

• Analysis of SSCs performance of required functions

• Design requirements and performance criteria for SSCs

• Method of evaluating risk

• Measures to address design and analysis uncertainties

• Qualification of SSCs

• Categorization of SSCs

Subpart C: Design and Analysis



Discussion of Previously Released 
Subparts

Discussion
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Subpart D
Siting Requirements



• Previous request to provide outline of 
preliminary Subpart structure and content

• Outline being provided to support continuing 
discussions of preliminary subparts and staff 
efforts to develop additional subparts

• Structure and outline subject to change based 
on ongoing discussions

Part 53 Outline
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Retirement

Design 
Changes

Configuration 
Control

Surveillance 
Maintenance

Operation

Construction/
Manufacturing

ConstructionSitingDesign and 
Analysis

Analyses (Prevention, Mitigation, Compare to Criteria)

LB Documents (Applications, SAR, TS, etc.)

Plant/Site (Design, Construction, Configuration Control)

Requirements 
Definition

• Fundamental Safety 
Functions

• Prevention, Mitigation, 
Performance Criteria 
(e.g., F-C Targets)

• Normal Operations 
(e.g., effluents)

• Other

NRC Staff Plan to Develop Part 53

Project Life Cycle

Clarify
Controls

and
Distinctions 

Between Plant Documents (Systems, Procedures, etc.)

System
& Component 

Design

Analysis 
Requirements

Subpart B Subpart C Subpart D Subpart E Subpart F Subpart G
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Subparts H & I

Safety 
Categorization 

& Special 
Treatment

External 
Hazards

Site 
Characteristics

Environmental 
Considerations

Ensuring 
Capabilities/
Reliabilities

Change Control

Environmental 
Considerations

Staffing &
Programs

Facility Safety 
Plan



• Scope

• Definitions

• Interpretations

• Written Communications

• Employee Protection

• Completeness and Accuracy of Information

• Specific Exemptions

• Deliberate Misconduct

• Combining Licenses; Elimination of Repetition

• Jurisdictional Limits

• Attacks and Destructive Acts

• Information Collection Requirements: OMB Approval
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Subpart A – General Provisions



• Safety Objectives

• Safety Functions

• First Tier Safety Criteria

• Second Tier Safety Criteria

• Licensing Basis Events

• Defense in Depth

• Protection of Plant Workers
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Subpart B – Safety Criteria



• Design Objectives and Design Features

• Functional Design Criteria for First Tier Safety Criteria

• Functional Design Criteria for Second Tier Safety Criteria

• Functional Design Criteria for Protection of Plant Workers

• Design Requirements

• Analysis Requirements

• Safety Criteria and Special Treatment

• Application of Analytical Safety Margins to Operational Flexibilities

• Design Control Quality Assurance

• Design and Analyses Interfaces
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Subpart C – Design and Analysis



• General Siting

• External Hazards

• Site Characteristics

• Population-Related Considerations

• Siting Interfaces

• Environmental Considerations
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Subpart D – Siting



• Scope and Purpose

• Part 1 – Construction   
– (a)  Management and Control 

– (b)  Construction Activities

– (c)  Inspection and Acceptance

– (d)  Communication

• Part 2 – Manufacturing
– (a)  Management and Control

– (b)  Manufacturing Activities

– (c)  Fuel Loading

– (d)  Communication

– (e)  Transportation

– (f)   Acceptance and Installation at the Site
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Subpart E – Construction and 
Manufacturing



• Transition from Construction/Manufacturing to Operations

• Part 1 – Maintaining Capabilities and Reliabilities of Safety Related and 
Safety Significant Equipment 

– Design Features and Programs for Normal Operations (53.220(a) Criteria)

– Design Features and Programs for Normal Operations (53.220(b) ALARA Criteria

– Configuration Management for Safety-Related Design Functions

• Technical Specifications

– Configuration Management for Safety-Significant Design Functions

• Special Treatment (e.g., Reliability Assurance)

• Maintenance, Repair and Inspection Programs

– Quality Assurance

– Aging Management Programs

– Design Control 

– Facility Safety Program
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Subpart F – Operations



• Part 2 – Establishing and Maintaining Appropriate Staffing 
– Concept for Operations

• Identifying Role of Personnel in Meeting First Tier Safety Criteria

• Identifying Role of Personnel in Meeting Second Tier Safety Criteria

– Requirements for Licensed Personnel

• Staffing

• Training

• Medical Requirements

• Licensing (Applications, Examinations, Licenses)

– Requirements for Non-Licensed Personnel (Graded based on roles)

• Staffing

• Training

• Other Requirements
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Subpart F – Operations, Cont’d.



• Part 3 – Radiation Protection

• Part 4 – Emergency Preparedness

• Part 5 – Security Programs

• Part 6 – Preparing for and Transitioning to 
Decommissioning
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Subpart F – Operations, Cont’d.



• Termination of power reactor licenses (transition 
from operation to possession-only license)

• Financial assurance for decommissioning

• Transition to unrestricted use…
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Subpart G – Decommissioning



• General
• Siting

– Site Suitability Reviews
– Limited Work Authorizations
– Early Site Permits

• Design
– Conceptual Design Reviews?
– Standard Design Approvals
– Design Certifications
– Manufacturing Licenses

• Manufacturing, Transportation, Deployment
• Site & Design

– Construction Permit
– Operating License
– Combined Licenses

• Appendix A (Content Table)
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Subpart H – Licensing



• Amendments to a license
– Application

– Public notice and consultations

– Issuance

• Updating FSAR
– Including PRA

• Revocation, suspension, modification of license for cause

• Retaking SNM

• Commission order for operation after revocation

• Suspension and operation in war or national emergency (50.54(d))

• Backfitting and issue finality 

• Information requests (50.54(f))
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Subpart I – Maintaining Licensing Basis
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Subpart J – Administrative and 
Reporting

• Common Standards

• Selective Implementation 
(relationship to Parts 50, 52)

• Reporting 

• Notifications (50.72, 50.73)

• Financial Qualifications

• Creditor Regulations

• Enforcement

• US/IAEA

• Bankruptcy (50.54(cc))

• Property Insurance (50.54(w))

• Liability / Price Anderson 

• Water Pollution Control Act (50.54(aa))
• National Emergency, Can Deviate from 

TS (50.54(dd))
• Share SNM and Byproduct Material 

between Units (50.54(ee))
• Need to Address FEMA Deficiencies 

(50.54(gg))
• Receipt of Aircraft Threat (50.54(hh))
• ASME (50.55a) & Quality Standards 

(50.54(jj))
• SNM (50.54(b)-(d))
• Antitrust (50.54(g))
• Subject to Laws & Regulations –

(50.54(h))



Part 53 General Layout

• Subpart A, General Provisions
• Subpart B, Technology-Inclusive Safety Objectives 
• Subpart C, Design and Analysis
• Subpart D, Siting Requirements
• Subpart E, Construction and Manufacturing 

Requirements
• Subpart F, Requirements for Operation

• Facility Safety Program
• Subpart G, Decommissioning Requirements
• Subpart H, Applications for Licenses, Certifications and 

Approvals
• Subpart I, Maintaining and Revising Licensing Basis 

Information
• Subpart J, Reporting and Administrative Requirements
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10 CFR Part 53 Subpart D Layout

• § 53.500 – General Siting
• § 53.510 – External Hazards
• § 53.520 – Site Characteristics
• § 53.530 – Population-related Considerations
• § 53.540 – Siting Interfaces
• § 53.550 – Environmental Considerations
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§ 53.500 – General Siting

• Overall siting considerations
o Consider site in combination with design features and 

programmatic controls to satisfy first and second tier 
safety criteria.

o Identify and assess external hazards and site 
characteristics that could contribute to initiation, 
progression, or consequences of licensing basis 
events.

o Address potential adverse impacts on nearby environs 
as a result of normal operations or potential accidents. 
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§ 53.510 – External Hazards

• Structures, systems, and components (SSCs) needed 
to meet first tier safety criteria must be designed to 
withstand natural phenomena and man-made hazards.
o SSCs designed to withstand hazards up to design basis levels. 
o Design basis external hazard levels must address hazards 

occurring with both routine frequency and up to 1 in 100,000 
years, with added margin.

• Geologic and seismic factors must be considered to 
determine Safe Shutdown Earthquake Ground Motion 
(SSEGM). 
o SSEGM is level of seismic activity at which SSCs must remain 

functional.
o The SSEGM for the site is determined considering the results 

of the geological, seismological, and engineering 
characteristics of a site and its environs.
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§ 53.510 – External Hazards (cont.)

• Analyses required by § 53.450 must address 
external hazard frequencies and related SSC 
fragilities.
o Analyses must assess external hazards in order to meet 

second tier safety criteria.  

o Functional design criteria and programmatic controls 
must be established to maintain performance of SSCs 
relied upon to meet safety criteria.
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§ 53.520 – Site Characteristics

• Meteorological, geological, seismological, 
topographical, hydrological, and other 
characteristics of the site and surrounding area that 
could affect radioactive material escape should be 
identified, estimated, and considered in the 
analyses required by Subpart C (Design and 
Analysis).
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§ 53.530 – Population-related 
considerations

• Every site must have an exclusion area, low population 
zone, and provide a population center distance as 
defined in  § 53.120.  Offsite radiological consequences 
estimated by analyses required by § 53.450 are used to 
define:
o Exclusion area such that any individual on the boundary 

for any two hour period following a release would not 
receive more than 25 rem total effective dose equivalent 
(TEDE).

o Low-population zone such that any individual on the 
boundary following a release would not receive more 
than 25 rem TEDE. 
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§ 53.530 – Population-related 
considerations (cont.)

• Offsite radiological consequences estimated 
by analyses required by § 53.450 are used 
to define:
o Population center distance that must be at least one and 

one-third times the distance from the reactor to the outer 
boundary of the low population zone.

o Reactor sites should be located away from very densely 
populated centers. Areas of low population density are, 
generally, preferred.    
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§§ 53.540 & 53.550 – Siting Interfaces 
and Environmental Considerations

• External hazards and site characteristics 
must be addressed by design features, 
programmatic controls, and supporting 
analyses to demonstrate compliance with 
first and second tier safety criteria.

• Applicants must demonstrate compliance 
with environmental protection regulations 
in accordance with 10 CFR Part 51.
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Subpart D: Siting Requirements
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 Incorporation of siting into Part 53 makes sense
 Opportunity to more efficiently integrate siting into the safety of the facility

• Integrate into Subpart B: Safety

• Internal and external events considered in establishing required facility functions, 
design features and human actions

• Site characteristics considered (as appropriate)

• Use of site boundary (align with EPZ) to replace EAB and LPZ

• Performance-based focus on safety criteria obviates need for considering distance 
to population center (i.e., prescriptive 53.530 not necessary)

 Higher level to allow flexibility

• Characteristics of the site that have a significant impact on the ability to meet the 
safety criteria (examples, e.g., seismology, rather than prescriptive)

• Locate detailed expectations in guidance (e.g., seismic hazard)

Subpart D: Siting Requirements



U.S. Nuclear Industry Council 
Comments for NRC Part 53 Meeting:
Subpart D Siting Requirements
Cyril Draffin
Senior Fellow, Advanced Nuclear 
U.S. Nuclear Industry Council

Jeff  Merrifield 
Chairman, Advanced Nuclear Working Group
U.S. Nuclear Industry Council 
U.S. NRC Commissioner (1998-2007)

and Reactor Developers
Ross Moore of Oklo

04 February 2021



Subpart D – Siting Requirements- General 
Comments   

• Siting requirements retain language from original Part 100 text that unnecessarily prohibit 
advanced reactors from being co-located with populated areas (e.g. to replace old coal-fired 
power plant), without a clear tie to a safety goal.

• Scope of required site characteristics and associated analyses should be first informed by 
risk/safety profile of the facility, and then the specific site as necessary. 

o In some cases, restricting guidance language is proposed to be incorporated in rule text (where it 
was not before) for risk categories that will likely far exceed those of most advanced reactor 
designs.

• Some of draft NRC Subpart D language could be put in guidance and not regulations

• Q: How does the staff plan to coordinate Part 53 requirements for siting with the proposed 
siting options pertaining to population density in SECY 20-0045?
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Subpart D – Siting Requirements- Specific Comments
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Part 53 Subpart D USNIC Discussion 
53.500 General 
Siting.

As stated in prior public meetings, USNIC does not support Tier 1 and Tier 2 
categories 

53.510 External 
Hazards

Q: (a) Clarify why 1 in 100,000 years was chosen (because frequencies should be 
informed by safety and risk profile of facility not most limiting criteria). Does 
“sufficient margin”  refer to margin in the magnitude of the hazard, or margin in 
the frequency? 
Q: (b) Should the size of region and type of data be based on reactor design first, 
and the nature of the region second?
Q: (c) Should term “external hazard frequencies” be dropped or guidance written 
about how applicant must address external hazard frequencies?  External hazard 
frequencies language is ambiguous. 



Subpart D – Siting Requirements- Specific Comments 
(continued)
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53.520 Site 
Characteristics.

This language seems appropriate and generally represents key information that should be sufficient to 
address requirements for siting. 

53.530 
Population-
related 
Considerations.

Q: Clarify “Every site must have an exclusion area, low population zone, and provide a population center 
distance” because Part 53 should apply to reactors with and without offsite emergency plans, including 
microreactors, and the inclusion of separate boundaries beyond the Exclusion Area Boundary is arbitrary in 
that it does not consider risk-informed, performance based criteria, but rather presumes some large release 
without any basis.
Q: Explain population center distance paragraph, including if there is a statutory or technical basis behind 
the “one and one third times”?  Many advanced reactors (e.g., microreactors) may be considered for higher 
population locations and this language seems arbitrarily to limit such an option.
Q: Similarly, please explain how “away from densely populated centers” comports with risk-informed, 
performance-based regulation. This language, which is similarly ambiguous in Part 100, seems to impose 
arbitrary limits on siting in a way that cancels out the benefit of increased safety margins in advanced 
designs. 
Q: Is intent of 53.530 (c) and (d) to be prescriptive siting criteria, or performance-based criteria integrated 
with Emergency Planning considerations?

53.540 Siting 
Interfaces.

The NRC continues to reference requirements its initial preliminary language (such as the facility safety 
program) without recognizing the comments received from stakeholders.



U.S. Nuclear Industry Council Contacts
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For questions or comments contact:

Cyril W. Draffin, Jr.
Senior Fellow, Advanced Nuclear,  
U.S. Nuclear Industry Council

Cyril.Draffin@usnic.org

Jeffrey S. Merrifield
Chairman, Advanced Nuclear Task Force 
U.S. Nuclear Industry Council 

Partner, Pillsbury Winthrop Shaw 
Pittman LLP 
U.S. NRC Commissioner (1998-2007)
Jeff.Merrifield@pillsburylaw.com
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Subpart D

Discussion
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Final Discussion and Questions
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Part 53 Rulemaking Schedule

Milestone Schedule
Major Rulemaking Activities/Milestones Schedule

Public Outreach, ACRS Interactions and 
Generation of Proposed Rule Package

Present to April 2022 
(15 months)

Submit Draft Proposed Rule Package to 
Commission

May 2022

Publish Proposed Rule and Draft Key Guidance October 2022

Public Comment Period – 60 days November and December 2022

Public Outreach and Generation of Final Rule 
Package

January 2023 to February 2024 
(14 months)

Submit Draft Final Rule Package to Commission March 2024

Office of Management and Budget and Office of 
the Federal Register Processing

July 2024 to September 2024

Publish Final Rule and Key Guidance October 2024
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Future Public Meetings

• The NRC staff will continue to host monthly public 
meetings, estimated to be the first Thursday of 
every month, to discuss and receive feedback on 
various regulatory topics and preliminary proposed 
rule text.
o The next Part 53 public meeting will be scheduled for 

March 4, 2021.
o The preliminary proposed rule text will be posted on 

regulations.gov under docket ID NRC-2019-0062 before 
the public meeting. 
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https://beta.regulations.gov/document/NRC-2019-0062-0012


Future Public Meetings

• The NRC staff is tentatively scheduled to meet 
with the ACRS Future Plants Subcommittee on 
February 18, 2021.
o The staff will be presenting the Part 53 subparts C and 

D preliminary proposed rule text.
o The staff will continue to meet with the ACRS 

subcommittee every month.
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Closing Remarks 

Rulemaking Contacts
Robert.Beall@nrc.gov

301-415-3874
William.Reckley@nrc.gov

301-415-7490

Regulations.gov docket ID:  NRC-2019-0062

Please provide feedback on this public meeting using this link:  
https://www.nrc.gov/public-involve/public-

meetings/contactus.html
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Acronyms and  Abbreviations

ACRS Advisory Committee on Reactor 
Safeguards

ADAMS Agencywide Documents Access 
and Management System

ALARA As low as reasonably achievable

ARCAP Advanced Reactor Content of 
Applications Project

ARDC Advanced Reactor Design 
Criteria

CDF Core Damage Frequency

CFR Code of Federal Regulations

DBE Design-basis event

DID Defense in Depth

DSA Deterministic Safety Analysis

EAB Exclusion Area Boundary

EPZ Emergency Planning Zone

91

F-C Frequency – Consequence

FEMA Federal Emergency 
Management Agency

FSAR Final Safety Analysis Report

FSP Facility Safety Program

IAEA International Atomic Energy 
Agency

INPO Institute of Nuclear Power 
Operations

ISO International Organization for 
Standardization

LB Licensing basis

LBE Licensing basis event(s)

LERF Large Early Release Frequency

LMP Licensing Modernization Project

LPZ Low-Population Zone

LWRs Light-water Reactors



Acronyms and  Abbreviations

92

NEI Nuclear Energy Institute

NEIMA Nuclear Energy Innovation and 
Modernization Act

NMSS Office of Nuclear Material Safety 
and Safeguards

NQA Nuclear Quality Assurance

NRC U.S. Nuclear Regulatory 
Commission

NRR Office of Nuclear Reactor 
Regulation

OMB Office of Management and 
Budget

PRA Probabilistic risk assessment

PSA Probabilistic Safety Assessment

QA Quality assurance

QHO Quantitative health objective

rem Roentgen-equivalent man

SAR Safety Analysis Report

SDOs Standards Development 
Organizations

SNM Special Nuclear Material

SRM Staff Requirements 
Memorandum

SSCs Structures, systems, and 
components

SSEGM Safe Shutdown Earthquake 
Ground Motion

TEDE Total effective dose equivalent

TICAP Technology-Inclusive Content of 
Applications Program

TS Technical Specifications

UCS Union of Concerned Scientists

USNIC U.S. Nuclear Industry Council



Background Slides
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First Principles
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See: SECY-18-0096, “Functional Containment Performance Criteria for Non-Light-Water-Reactors,” 
and INL/EXT-20-58717, “Technology-Inclusive Determination of Mechanistic Source Terms for 
Offsite Dose-Related Assessments for Advanced Nuclear Reactor Facilities”



Integrated Approach

Consequence 
Based Security

EP for SMRs 
and ONTs

Functional 
Containment 

Insurance and 
Liability

Siting near 
densely populated 

areas

Environmental
Reviews

Licensing 
Modernization

Project
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Part 53 Rulemaking
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The Part 53 Rulemaking Process*

*The process depicted in this schematic is unique to the Part 53 
rulemaking and varies in some ways compared to a similar “A Typical 
Rulemaking Process” schematic available on the NRC’s public website.



Background

• Nuclear Energy Innovation and Modernization Act (NEIMA; 
Public Law 115-439) signed into law in January 2019 
requires the NRC to complete a rulemaking to establish a 
technology-inclusive, regulatory framework for optional use 
for commercial advanced nuclear reactors no later than 
December 2027

o (1) ADVANCED NUCLEAR REACTOR—The term 
“advanced nuclear reactor” means a nuclear fission or 
fusion reactor, including a prototype plant… with 
significant improvements compared to commercial 
nuclear reactors under construction as of the date of 
enactment of this Act, …
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